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The Earth’s magnetic field is generally assumed to approximate a geocentric ax-
ial dipole (GAD) field when averaged over sufficient time (105 " 106 yrs). In a GAD
field, magnetic declination is zero at every point on the Earth’s surface while magnetic
inclination and intensity vary predictably with latitude. Departures from GAD are ob-
served in the present field and in paleomagnetic measurements over historical and ar-
chaeological timescales. Early compilations of paleodirectional and paleointensity data
for the last few million years support the GAD hypothesis with only minor deviations.
Most paleomagnetic data are from mid-latitudes in the northern hemisphere, producing
a geographic sampling bias that is not accounted for in existing paleomagnetic com-
pilations and geomagnetic field models. Until recently there has not been sufficient
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global coverage of high-quality paleomagnetic data to adequately evaluate latitudinal
field structures across the globe. In this dissertation we add new high-quality paleo-
magnetic sites from the Arctic and document data quality issues that have affected the
development of paleosecular variation (PSV) and time-averaged field (TAF) models.
We compare our new Arctic directional results to the existing Antarctic data and a new
global compilation of published directional sites. We observe a greater variance of pale-
odirections in the southern hemisphere, especially at high latitudes, relative to northern
hemisphere sites and find that time-averaged geomagnetic field models with a small
axial-quadrupole (g02) component fit the global data set better than GAD models. Accu-
rate paleointensity estimates of the ancient and modern field are difficult to obtain, but
we show that historic Hawaiian volcanic glasses can reliably recover the expected field
strength when using appropriate statistical controls. We use this methodology to acquire
paleointensity data from Iceland for the last 780 ka, which are consistent with long-term
estimates of geomagnetic field strength. Our analysis of high-quality paleodirectional
data from the global data set and accurate paleointensity results from the Arctic sug-
gest different geomagnetic field structures between northern and southern hemispheres
which are not yet predicted by existing field models.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The following chapters represent the bulk of my work as a graduate student at
Scripps Institution of Oceanography at the University of California, San Diego. My re-
search focus is in paleomagnetism, or the study of the ancient magnetic field as recorded
in igneous and sedimentary rocks. My dissertation has three major components. First, I
looked at the structure of the Earth’s magnetic field at high northern latitudes and com-
pared that behavior to what other researchers found in Antarctica. For this investigation I
collected oriented and unoriented lava flow samples from Iceland and Jan Mayen, a Nor-
wegian island in the North Atlantic. The second part of my dissertation was to compile
all published paleomagnetic studies that looked at magnetic field directions in volcanic
rocks emplaced during the last 10 million years. This data set is the first comprehensive
compilation since 1997. I used this new collection to evaluate global behavior of the
geomagnetic field and test how well existing geomagnetic field models predict our new
findings. The third component is a proof of concept study where I test whether or not
volcanic glass can accurately record magnetic field intensities. For this experiment I
went to the Big Island of Hawaii and collected glassy samples from modern lava flows.
Intensity results from the volcanic glasses are then compared to the known strength of
the magnetic field.

My dissertation consists of five chapters, including this Introduction and the
projects mentioned above. They are titled:

1. Introduction

1
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2. In search of long term hemispheric asymmetry in the geomagnetic field: Results
from high northern latitudes

3. Paleosecular variation over the last 10 Ma from a new global dataset (PSV10)

4. Paleointensity estimates from historic and modern Hawaiian lava flows using
basaltic volcanic glass as a primary source material

5. New paleointensity results from quenched Icelandic lavas: Implications for Arctic
geomagnetic field strength during the Brunhes epoch

The chapters are connected as part of a broader theme of understanding ancient geomag-
netic field behavior at high latitudes and are organized in such a manner that they build
on one another, culminating in the conclusions presented at the end of Chapter 5. Each
chapter represents an independent study designed to be published in a peer-reviewed
journal. As a result, the chapters are similarly structured with their own introduction,
results, discussion and conclusion sections. References for all chapters are combined
into a single bibliography located at the end of this document.

1.1 Why We Care About the Magnetic Field

The Earth’s magnetic field, also called the geomagnetic field, is a natural feature
of our world that has played an integral role in the history of life on our planet (including
human civilization) and in our understanding of the ancient Earth. Convection of liq-
uid iron, nickel and some lighter elements in the fluid outer core of the Earth generates
a magnetic field that looks similar to a bar magnet, with flux lines extending outward
from the Earth’s surface at the magnetic south pole and traveling around the globe to
re-enter the Earth through the north magnetic pole. This configuration is consistent with
the present day magnetic field which is referred to as normal polarity. Every million
years or so, the geomagnetic field switches polarity and the flux lines travel out from
the north magnetic pole and return through the south magnetic pole. Regardless of po-
larity, the magnetic flux lines extend beyond the Earth’s atmosphere into space where
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they form the magnetosphere, a protective umbrella that shields us from harmful solar
radiation and cosmic rays. The ability of the magnetosphere to protect our planet from
space weather is largely dependent on the strength of the magnetic field. A weak mag-
netic field will result in increased cosmogenic radiation, potentially damaging electronic
communication systems (e.g., satellites) and proving harmful to the biosphere. The ge-
omagnetic field also serves as a navigation tool for humans and certain animal species.
Our world today would be very different if early explorers had not had magnetic com-
passes that pointed north. Scientists and adventurers today continue to use magnetic
compasses for orientation in the wilderness and to calculate the azimuth of scientific
equipment and geologic samples.

The ability for humans to predict and adapt to future changes in the magnetic
field depends on what we know about the ancient field from answering some basic ques-
tions, such as: How strong can the field get? How fast does it change? What does the
average field look like at the equator? And at the north pole? Questions like these are
not only practical but have incredible scientific implications. Understanding the ancient
magnetic field is key to our understanding of major Earth processes. Plate tectonic re-
constructions rely on magnetic anomalies recorded on the seafloor and on terrestrial
records for rocks older than 180 million years. When scientists identify changes in the
ancient geomagnetic field structure, they can use that information to “look inside” the
Earth at interactions between the inner and outer cores and the deepest mantle. Also,
the ages for geomagnetic polarity reversals have been calibrated and documented for
the last few hundred million years, helping to create the geomagnetic polarity timescale
whereby the age of a rock emplaced during any known polarity interval can be accu-
rately identified.

1.2 Measuring the Ancient Field

The geomagnetic field is represented by a vector, B, which has a direction and
intensity that can be independently measured at any point on the Earth’s surface. Mag-
netic field directions are separated into two components, declination (D) and inclination
(I). Declination is a measure of the angle between the horizontal component of B and
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the magnetic north pole. When D=0!, B is in line with the magnetic pole. Inclination is
the angle B makes when it contacts the Earth’s surface. In general, inclination is 0! (or
horizontal) at the equator and 90! (vertical) at the magnetic north and south poles. The
final component of B, is the intensity, which is the length or magnitude of the field. Like
inclination, surface field intensity varies with latitude, and the field is generally twice as
strong at the magnetic poles than at the equatorial latitudes.

Measurements of the present day magnetic field can be taken directly by satel-
lites or magnetic observatories on the Earth’s surface, but to understand the paleo-field,
researchers must recover magnetic information from ancient rock formations, usually
volcanic rocks. Volcanic rocks, such as lava flows, represent spot readings of the ancient
field which can be compiled into a temporal and geographic “map” of the geomagnetic
field. The complete field vector, B, is recorded by magnetic minerals (e.g., magnetite)
and the age of the volcanic unit can be usually determined by radiometric geochronology
methods.

Volcanic rocks acquire magnetic information via a process called thermal re-
manent magnetization (or TRM), where magnetic minerals (like magnetite) record the
direction and intensity of the magnetic field while the lava flow is still hot. Lava flows
(or volcanic units) are emplaced at temperatures upwards of 1000!C, but magnetite, and
other minerals, only begin to remember magnetic properties when the lava flow cools
below the Curie temperature (585!C for magnetite). Different distributions of magnetic
minerals will “lock in” the direction and intensity components of the magnetic field at
distinct temperatures as the flow cools from 585!C to an ambient level, where the lava
flow will record a net magnetization in the direction of the geomagnetic field. Paleo-
magnetists who want to learn about the ancient geomagnetic field must “unlock” the
magnetic information stored in rocks by reversing the cooling process in the laboratory.
In the laboratory, lava flow samples are step-wise heated in a zero-field to recover di-
rections, or an alternating zero-field/lab-field to recover the ancient intensity. At each
increasing temperature step, more and more magnetic grains are unlocked, revealing the
information stored at each thermal interval. Eventually, each sample is heated above the
Curie temperature and all of the natural remanent magnetization (or NRM) is recorded
and removed. Multiple samples per lava flow are measured to ensure that the resulting
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direction and/or intensity is statistically robust and representative of the paleomagnetic
field.

1.3 Motivation

Much of the work in paleomagnetic research involves collecting samples from
lava flows with different ages from around the globe to in order to understand the ancient
magnetic field and how it changes over time. One of the major findings from early
efforts in paleomagnetism is that, over geologic time (105 " 106 years), the Earth’s
magnetic field averages to a geocentric axial dipole (or GAD). Any individual direction
or intensity estimate can depart from the GAD hypothesis, but eventually the data will
average to a GAD field. The GAD hypothesis assumes that the geomagnetic field is
structured like that of a bar magnet, with predictable direction and intensity behaviors.
In a GAD field the magnetic poles align with the geographic poles, therefore declination
is 0! everywhere on the Earth’s surface. Inclination and intensity vary predictably with
latitude and follow set equations, like for inclination below:

tan I = 2 tan$ (1.1)

where I is inclination and $ is latitude. Lastly, the GAD hypothesis states that the
geomagnetic field is symmetric about the equator and the northern and southern hemi-
spheres have the same structures.

The modern geomagnetic field is not a GAD field but it does exhibit some clear
dipole structures. Figure 1.1a shows the intensity of the geomagnetic field at the Earth’s
surface in 2005 C.E (Chapter 2). Equatorial field strength is about half as strong as
the intensity at the poles, which is to be expected from a GAD field, and there is some
symmetry across the equator in the northern and southern hemispheres, but this picture
of geomagnetic field strength is dominated by asymmetric high-field strength lobes at
high latitudes and the large, low-field strength South Atlantic Anomaly (labeled SA).
Similar field structures are observed in the recent field from paleomagnetic data for the
last 10 ka (Korte et al., 2011), indicating that the geomagnetic field does not average
to a GAD field on 10,000 year timescales, a result which is not unexpected. Model
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Figure 1.1: a) Present day geomagnetic field strength at the Earth’s surface from the
2005 IGRF. SA indicates the general location of the South Atlantic Anomaly. b) Model
of surface field intensity for 0-5 Ma (Hatakeyama and Kono, 2002) (figure from Tauxe
et al. (2010)).
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surface intensity data for the last five million years, over which time one would expect
a GAD field, is smoothed relative to the present field with more symmetric behavior
between hemispheres (Figure 1.1b). There are substantial departures from a GAD field
in Figure 1.1b, especially at equatorial latitudes and in polar regions. Johnson and
Constable (1995) calculated that the geomagnetic field for the last 5 Ma was dominantly
dipolar, and#90% of observed field structures (like those in Figure 1.1b) were generated
by an axial-dipole. Other authors such as McElhinny et al. (1996) and Hatakeyama
and Kono (2002), determined that an axial-quadrupole component with about 4% the
strength of the axial-dipole was necessary to explain the observed departures from a
GAD field. In some cases the addition of an even smaller axial-octupole component
provide a better fit to the data (e.g., Hatakeyama and Kono (2002)).

The GAD hypothesis does not appear to hold true for the time-averaged geomag-
netic field, at least for the last five million years, but the dipole/non-dipole field estimates
listed above are based on compilations of global paleomagnetic data that are limited in
geographic coverage and have, in some cases, uncertain experimental quality. Most
paleomagnetic studies collect data in the northern hemisphere at mid latitudes; this is
because most continental landmasses are in the northern hemisphere and the temperate
climate at these latitudes facilitates field work over many seasons. Laboratory meth-
ods for determining paleodirections are known to vary in quality (e.g., McElhinny and
McFadden (1997)) and many directional data in the literature do not meet modern de-
magnetization standards, possibly affecting global statistics. Paleointensity experiments
are often unable to consistently recover the known magnetic field strength of modern
lava flows (e.g., Love and Constable (2003); Herrero-Bervera and Valet (2009)) and it
is likely that ancient field estimates in the published literature are equally troublesome.
The geographic bias of published data and the presence of data quality issues prevent
geomagnetic field models from adequately representing all aspects of the ancient field.
To better understand ancient geomagnetic field behavior, more paleomagnetic data must
be collected from high latitudes and the equatorial region, and questions of what con-
stitutes reliable directional and intensity results must be resolved. In addition, a new
effort to compile high quality paleomagnetic data must be undertaken to account for
new data published in the last decade. These goals constitute the primary motivation for
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this dissertation and are addressed in the following chapters.
In Chapters 2 and 3, I test the GAD hypothesis for the last few million years

by examining new high-quality paleodirectional data. In Chapter 2 I present Arctic
directional results from the Norwegian islands of Jan Mayen and Spitsbergen. These
new data are based on modern laboratory techniques, ensuring that the data are as precise
and accurate as possible. I compare my results from Norway to the Antarctic data set of
Lawrence et al. (2009) and evaluate field behavior at high latitudes for the last 2 myrs. In
Chapter 3, the directional results from Norway are combined into a new global data set
of high-quality paleodirections from lavas emplaced over the last ten million years. This
data set (called PSV10) is the first since 1997 and presents an unbiased picture of long-
term paleosecular variation and time-averaged field behavior. We observe hemispheric
asymmetry between northern and southern latitudes as well as longitudinal variations
in directional data in certain regions. No single statistical model can adequately fit the
zonal and non-zonal distributions of PSV10 and new models must be developed.

Chapters 4 and 5 focus on the quality of paleointensity experiments and whether
we can estimate the long-term field strength at high northern latitudes. In Chapter 4 I
describe a new set of laboratory and statistical standards for evaluating paleointensity for
lava flows. I present intensity results from quenched volcanic margins collected from
subaerial historic lava flows on the Big Island of Hawaii and show that the expected
magnetic field strength can be consistently recovered using strict statistical controls. I
apply this methodology in Chapter 5 on quenched material from subaerial and subglacial
volcanic units from Iceland. Our results from Iceland constitute a major contribution to
the paleomagnetic database and with these new paleointensity sites I present a robust
estimate for long-term field strength at high northern latitudes.



Chapter 2

In search of long term hemispheric
asymmetry in the geomagnetic field:
Results from high northern latitudes
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2.2 Abstract

Investigations of the behavior of the geomagnetic field on geological time-scales
rely on globally distributed datasets from dated lava flows. We present the first suitable
data from the Arctic region, comprising 37 paleomagnetic directions from Jan Mayen
(71!N, 0.2-461 ka) and Spitsbergen (79!N, 1-9.2 Ma) and 5 paleointensity results. Dis-
persion of the Arctic virtual geomagnetic poles over the last 2 Ma (27.3±4.0!) is signif-
icantly lower than that from published Antarctic datasets (32.1 ± 5.0!). Arctic average
virtual axial dipole moment (76.8 ± 24.3 ZAm2) is high in comparison with the same
time interval (34.8± 8.2 ZAm2), although the data are still too sparse in the Arctic to be
definitive. These data support a long-lived hemispheric asymmetry of the magnetic field,
contrasting higher, more stable fields in the north with lower average strength and more
variable field directions in the south. Such features require significant non-axial-dipole
contributions over 105-106 years.

2.3 Introduction

The fundamental assumption used for plate reconstructions is that when aver-
aged over geological timescales, the Earth’s magnetic field can be approximated by a
geocentric axial dipole (GAD). This simplicity is reflected in many geomagnetic field
models derived from observations and numerical geodynamo simulations of convection
in the Earth’s liquid outer core. However, significant departures from a GAD field are
observed in the present field (SA in Figure 2.1), and measurements over historical and
archaeological time scales (e.g., Korte et al. (2011)) indicate that non-axial-dipole ef-
fects persist at least over the last 10 kyr. In this paper we explore the geomagnetic field
over geological time scales at high latitude and demonstrate long lived asymmetries
in field behavior between the northern and southern hemispheres. This asymmetry has
consequences for models explaining the origin of the Earth’s magnetic field, particularly
those that invoke variations in heat flux at the core-mantle boundary to explain changes
in reversal rate, long term departures from GAD in the time-averaged field, and geo-
graphical variations in paleosecular variation (e.g., Glatzmaier et al. (1999); Bloxham
(2000)).
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Figure 2.1: Present day geomagnetic field strength at the Earth’s surface from the 2005
IGRF. SA indicates the general location of the South Atlantic Anomaly.

The GAD hypothesis predicts that geomagnetic intensity should be twice as
strong at the poles as at the equator and that inclination will vary with latitude according
to the following equation:

tanI = 2tan$ (2.1)

where I is inclination and $ is latitude. Early compilations of paleointensity data (e.g.,
Tanaka et al. (1995a)) and directional data (e.g., Opdyke and Henry (1969)) appeared
to support the GAD hypothesis with only minor deviations (e.g.,Wilson (1971)). More-
over, models of secular variation of an essentially GAD field (e.g., Constable and Parker
(1988); McElhinny and McFadden (1997); Tauxe and Kent (2004); Linder and Gilder
(2012)) produce directional scatter that is symmetric about the equator.

The modern geomagnetic field (Figure 2.1) exhibits significant hemispheric asym-
metries that deviate significantly from an axial-dipole field. Northern hemisphere field
structure is controlled by two high-intensity flux lobes at high latitudes, while the south-
ern hemisphere is dominated by the low-intensity South Atlantic anomaly and a single
high-latitude flux lobe. The South Atlantic anomaly is a regional, non-zonal structure
that historically is associated with low average field strengths and high scatter (Korte
and Constable, 2005). If such features are persistent over million year timescales we
would expect to see northern high latitude fields with low directional scatter and high
paleointensities, while observing southern hemisphere paleofields similar to those ob-
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served in Antarctica (Lawrence et al., 2009).
Lawrence et al. (2009) collected paleointensity (47) and directional (125) esti-

mates from Antarctica spanning the last 13 Ma. Surprisingly, their paleointensity data
showed no high latitude enhancement of field strength, and the directional data were sig-
nificantly more scattered than predicted by standard paleosecular variation models (e.g.,
Constable and Parker (1988); McElhinny and McFadden (1997); Constable and John-
son (1999); Tauxe and Kent (2004)). To date there are no suitable Arctic (> 66!N) data
sets with which to compare to Antarctica and establish whether the observed Antarctic
field behavior is symmetrical at high latitudes, or if it is unique to the southern hemi-
sphere. We present here paleomagnetic data from expeditions to the Arctic islands of
Jan Mayen and Spitsbergen that are consistent with the prediction of asymmetrical field
behavior at high latitudes.

2.4 Geology and Sampling

2.4.1 Jan Mayen

Jan Mayen is a volcanic island dominated by the Earth’s northernmost active vol-
cano, Beerenberg (2277 m above sea level). Jan Mayen (Figure 2.2a) sits in the North
Atlantic Ocean, just south of the Jan Mayen Fracture Zone between the Mohns and
Kolbeinsey Ridges. Imsland (1978) estimated surface volcanism to be approximately
400 ka or younger based on a set of 40K/40Ar dates by Fitch et al. (1965) and Duncan,
R., unpublished. Fitch et al. (1963) collected paleomagnetic samples from ten cooling
units on the flanks of Beerenberg. These were of uniformly normal polarity. The oldest
surface flows on Jan Mayen are part of the Havhestberget formation, a group of subma-
rine hyaloclastites which can be found in the southwestern (Sör-Jan) and mid-sections
(Midt-Jan) of the island. Overlying the Havhestberget formation are the subaerially
erupted Nordvestkapp formation and the more recent Inndalen formation. These con-
stitute the majority of surface volcanics and are found throughout the island. Historical
lava flows date back to 1732 (Imsland, 1978) and are found in the northwest of the is-
land (Nord-Jan), proximal to Beerenberg. The geology, geochemistry and petrology of
the island is described extensively by Imsland (1978) and Imsland (1980).
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Figure 2.2: Locations of sampling sites from Jan Mayen and Spitsbergen. a) Map
modified from the Geological map of Jan Mayen from the Norsk Polarinstitutt. Scale
1:250,000. Contour Interval 200 m. b) Map modified from the Geological Map of
Woodfjorden Area (Haakon VII Land, Andreé Land), NW-Spitsbergen, Svalbard by M.
Hoffman, G. Hell and K. Piepjohn, 1992. Scale 1:150,000.

We collected oriented samples from 23 sites in August 2009. Our sampling
strategy was to target each of the geologic formations described above (Havhestber-
get, Nordvestkapp and Inndalen) and our individual site selection was guided by sev-
eral unpublished 40K/40Ar dates [Duncan, R., unpublished] and by outcrop accessibility.
Two Havhestberget exposures were sampled, one in the southern sea cliffs of Sör-Jan
(JM012) and the other in sea cliffs along the north coast of Midt-Jan (JM006-009).
Sör-Jan is dominated by a low-lying plateau of Inndalen lavas to the north (JM003,
JM013-015), while the southern highland regions contain a mixture of Inndalen sco-
ria and trachyte cones and older Nordvestkapp lavas (JM002, JM004, JM011, JM021-
023). Midt-Jan consists predominantly of Nordvestkapp lavas and unconsolidated beach
and lagoonal sediment. Nord-Jan lava flows radiate out from Beerenberg and consist
of interfingered Inndalen (JM024, JM019-020, JM025-027) and Nordvestkapp lavas
(JM016-017). Sampling beyond the southwestern slope of Beerenberg was inhibited by
steep cliffs along the shoreline and glacial ice.

All samples taken in Jan Mayen were oriented with magnetic compass and either
sun compass or a ProMark3 differential GPS system (Figure A1). Certain samples were
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oriented with all three methods. Care was taken avoid oversampling the same geomag-
netic field state by only sampling nearby/overlying lava flows if geologic evidence for
temporal gaps could be determined.

2.4.2 Spitsbergen

Spitsbergen is an island in the northwest of the Svalbard archipelago, on the
northwestern edge of the Barents shelf in the North Atlantic (Figure 2.2b). The geol-
ogy of Svalbard is dominated by fold-thrust belts associated with Paleozoic tectonics
(Lyberis and Manby, 1999; Dewey and Strachan, 2003; Torsvik et al., 2001) and the
Cenozoic opening of the Norwegian-Greenland Sea (Talwani and Eldholm, 1977; Ma-
her et al., 1995); for a detailed description of the the geology of the island see, e.g.,
Harland (1997).

There are two phases of Neogene volcanic activity in the Woodfjord region
(Vagnes and Amundsen, 1993) where our sampling is concentrated. A thick sequence
of tholeiitic plateau basalts have an age of 9-12 Ma (Prestvik, 1977) lie to the east of
Woodfjord. A second pulse of volcanism to the west of Woodfjord is exposed in three
eruptive centers (Skjelkvale et al., 1988): Sverrefjell, Halvdanpiggen and Sigurdfjell.
Preliminary paleomagnetic data (Halvorsen, 1972) suggest that Sverrefjell is normally
magnetized, consistent with K-Ar dates giving an upper age limit of <1 Ma (Burov
and Zagruzina, 1976). Halvorsen (1972) also reported reversely magnetized lavas from
nearby Halvdanpiggen, but the directions were anomalously shallow and could be Brun-
hes age excursions. The three centers are of nearly identical geochemistry and are ar-
rayed along the same N-S fault line. Sverrefjell erupted during and prior to the last
major glaciation in Bockfjord, believed to have occurred between about 100 and 250
ka (Skjelkvale et al., 1988). Geomorphological and geochemical arguments suggest that
Sigurdfjell is approximately the same age as Sverrefjell while Halvdanpiggen may be
somewhat older.

In July 2001 we collected oriented samples from 14 independent lava flows. Two
sites are from Sverrefjell (SP100-101), two from Halvdanpiggen (SP102-103) and one
site from Sigurdfjell (SP104) (all sites<1 Ma). The remaining sites (SP105-113) derive
from the earlier eruptive phase (9-12 Ma) to the east of Woodfjord (see Figure 2.2b).
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Various lithologies were sampled including pahoehoe lava flows, palagonite tuffs and
basaltic dikes. Care was taken to collect samples where there was no evidence of tilting,
slumping or any frost heaving effects.Samples taken in Spitsbergen were oriented by
magnetic compass and either sun compass or a Beeline differential GPS system (Fig-
ure A2, described by Lawrence et al. (2009) and Tauxe et al. (2010)).

2.5 Reliability of OrientationMethods at High Latitude

Two thirds (22/36) of our northern high latitude sample sites in this study were
oriented, at least in part, by differential GPS systems, either the Beeline baseline sys-
tem or the ProMark3 described in the previous sections. The recent Antarctic study
by Lawrence et al. (2009) also used the Beeline system to orient 28 out of 129 sites.
These three study areas (Jan Mayen, Spitsbergen and Antarctica) represent the bulk of
published high latitude paleomagnetic data and all known sites oriented by differential
GPS systems, therefore an evaluation of the reliability of the differential GPS orientation
method is in order.

We use sun compass azimuths as the standard for evaluating the differential GPS
method because of its widespread use in the paleomagnetic community as a reliable ori-
entation method. Uncertainties in sun compass orientations are estimated to be about 3!

(Tauxe et al., 2010) and derive from errors in the field orientation process (e.g. improper
insertion of the Pomeroy into the drill hole, deviations of the Pomeroy from horizontal,
the width of the gnomon, and uncertainties in time and location of the measurement).

A total of 241 samples and 37 sites were oriented with magnetic compass in
addition to either sun or differential GPS (or both). Magnetic azimuths were corrected
to “true north” using the IGRF predicted declinations for each location. Because all
samples were oriented with either sun compass or differential GPS methods, we did not
routinely check the magnetic azimuths by backsighting, however there are a total of 63
samples whose orientations were estimated with backsighted azimuths of which 23 were
also oriented with a sun compass.

Azimuths obtained from the differential GPS systems were evaluated by 1) com-
paring GPS and sun compass directions on samples where both were measured (total of
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Figure 2.3: a) Cumulative distributions of deviations between sun compass azimuths
and GPS Beeline (dark blue), ProMark3 GPS (red), magnetic compass (purple) and
backsighted (light blue) azimuths. 95% confidence bounds of deviations for combined
GPS (black) and magnetic (purple) measurements. White crosses indicate ProMark 3
GPS azimuths rejected due to insufficient satellite coverage. Inset table presents statis-
tics of azimuth deviations for all orientation methods: n, number of sample azimuths;
median azimuthal deviation from sun compass measurements; !, standard deviation of
the mean; MAD*, median absolute deviation. b) Cumulative distributions of the site
mean circular standard deviation (!) for 14 sites with mean directions from sun com-
pass, GPS, and magnetic compass orientation data. Equivalent values of the k precision
statistic are plotted as dashed lines. Red dashed line is our site selection minimum value
of k.

198 samples, Figure 2.3a) and 2) by comparing the site level directional scatter obtained
from the two methods on sites where both were measured (total of 24 sites, Figure 2.3b).
The first approach gives us a measure of the agreement between the two methods at the
sample level and the second tells us which method is the most effective at reducing site
level scatter, hence, which is the most precise.

In Figure 2.3a we compare the deviations of Beeline (dark blue) and ProMark3
(red) GPS samples, magnetic compass (purple) and backsighted (light blue) azimuths to
sun compass azimuths. These are plotted as cumulative distribution functions (CDFs).

Magnetic compasses are very precise instruments, however the range of azimuth
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deviations in Figure 2.3a confirm the widely held belief that their orientations cannot be
trusted when used on lava flows, at least at high latitudes. 48% of magnetic compass
azimuths fall within 5! of sun compass estimates. Backsighting in the field is generally
thought to minimize, and even remove, the effects of magnetization from lava flows,
however, our backsighted azimuths are very asymmetric about 0! and only 17% are
within 5! of sun compass azimuths. Backsight and magnetic compass MAD* values are
equivalent, indicating that backsighting does not improve overall orientation accuracy
and should not be relied upon to correct magnetic deviations in the field.

Both differential GPS methods perform significantly better than magnetic com-
passes (MAD* values of 1.6! and 6.3!, respectively) even with the presence of a few
large outliers. 95% of all GPS orientations deviate less than 13.9! from their respec-
tive sun compass azimuths and approximately 73% of GPS azimuths deviate less than
5!. Two deviant samples oriented with the ProMark3 (samples JM021i and JM021j,
marked with white “+”s in Figure 2.3a) are determined to be caused by insufficient
satellite coverage and are not included in GPS statistics. Four samples from the Beeline
system have deviations greater than 30!, and although the source of uncertainty cannot
be determined it is certain that these are erroneous measurements. GPS statistics change
considerably if these four samples are excluded (All GPS: ! = 5.21!, MAD* = 1.59!;
Beeline GPS: ! = 4.8!, MAD* = 1.16!).

Significant GPS orientation errors are rare (6/296 samples) but if undetected
could affect site mean directions. By implementing appropriate minimum criteria for
site level precision, such as "95 or the Fisher precision statistic k, sites with inaccurately
oriented samples will be removed from PSV analysis.

Figure 2.3b shows the scatter in directions observed at the site level as a sec-
ond measure of precision in orientation. We compare the circular standard deviation
(CSD) of site level mean directions on 14 sites oriented with sun compass, differential
GPS, and magnetic compass. For comparison we also plot equivalent values of the es-
timated precision statistic, k. Interestingly, magnetic compass orientations perform as
well or better than both sun compass and GPS in terms of CSD. This observation can
be attributed to the high precision of magnetic compasses. GPS orientations with poor
precision (relative to sun compass measurements) should result in site means with large
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angular deviations and sites oriented with GPS do appear on average to be slightly less
precise than when oriented with a sun compass. However the k for all GPS oriented
sites is still greater than 50, a selection criterion on a recent study of PSV in lava flows
(Johnson et al., 2008), and all but one site have ks greater than 183 or a CSD of less
than 6!.. As there does not appear to be a systematic bias in directions, the uncertainty
in GPS orientation at high latitude does not appear to be a serious problem. GPS orien-
tation systems are therefore suitable alternatives to the sun compass, especially at high
latitudes where sunshine may be scarce and the accuracy exceeds magnetic compass
measurements alone.

2.6 40Ar/39Ar Geochronology
40Ar/39Ar incremental heating experiments were successful on ten sites from Jan

Mayen and three from Spitsbergen (Figure A3, Table A1). Ages from JanMayen ranged
from 6 ka to 460.9 ka. We attempted to date sites believed to be old enough for success-
ful 40Ar/39Ar dating experiments, however one site, JM022, returned an exceptionally
low age that should be considered with some caution, 6.0 ± 14.5 ka. Site JM020 is
thought to be the 1732 CE historical eruption Imsland (1978) and site JM019 is a sur-
face flow in proximity to JM020. With no other age information we designate JM019 as
“historical” (<2000 years). All other Jan Mayen sites not dated are believed to be too
young for 40Ar/39Ar dating.

Sites SP100-104 were taken from a younger volcanic episode of 100-250 ka.
Successful ages from Spitsbergen reported here ranged from 8.32 to 9.15 Ma, consistent
with the age estimates for earlier Neogene volcanic episodes. Sites SP106-108, SP110,
SP112, and SP113 are part of the same volcanic province as SP109 and SP111 and are
therefore assigned equivalent ages of 9 Ma.

2.7 Paleointensity

We used the IZZI modified Thellier-Thellier paleointensity experiment (Tauxe
and Staudigel, 2004) to estimate intensity for Spitsbergen and Jan Mayen specimens
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(see Auxiliary Material). Figure 5 shows examples of representative IZZI experiments
as Arai plots (Nagata et al., 1963). Insets are the behavior of the remanence (zero-field
steps) plotted as Zijderveld diagrams (Zijderveld, 1967).

There is general consensus in the paleointensity community that specimens with
straight lines in the Arai plots, with no evidence of alteration (pTRM checks plot on
top of initial pTRM measurements) or multi-component behavior in the Zijderveld di-
agrams, can be used to estimate the ancient magnetic field strength (e.g. Figure 5).
However such data are rather rare and there is little agreement on how to properly select
or reject data that depart from ideal behavior (e.g. Figure 5b, c and d). Recent pale-
ointensity studies tend to require more stringent specimen level selection criteria with
the goal of removing data that significantly depart from ideal behavior (e.g. Shaar et al.
(2011)).

In our experiments, some specimens acquired a remanence parallel to the labora-
tory field which was not demagnetized by later heating steps (e.g., Figure 2.4b). In some
cases, this behavior is less pronounced, only manifesting itself after 95% of the NRM
has been removed (e.g., Figure 2.4c). Moreover, many specimens exhibit concave-up
curves in the Arai plots, Figure 2.4d. Such behavior is usually interpreted as charac-
teristic of multi-domain remanences (e.g., Dunlop and Özdemir (2001)). To screen out
multi-component remanences or experiments that exhibited alteration, we have used the
following strategy (see Table A2 and Tauxe et al. (2010) for definitions): 1) Each spec-
imen must have a relatively linear component of magnetization representing a majority
of the TRM applied to the specimen (fvds $ 0.7) with a maximum angle of deviation
(MAD)! 5; 2) no data can be used at temperature steps greater than a failed pTRM
check as defined by a DRAT of 20%; 3) the temperature range of the interpreted in-
tensity component must be related to the characteristic remanent magnetization of the
specimen (DANG !13); 4) no temperature step may be used where the pTRM gained
is lower than the gain of the previous temperature step.

At the site level, we require at least two intensity estimates per site, NB $ 2, and
evaluate the percent standard deviation of the mean intensity, which is d!B = 100 %
!B/B. We use a d!B cutoff of 15% in order to ensure that outliers do not adversely
effect our final paleointensity estimation.
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Figure 2.4: Arai plots of NRM remaining versus pTRM gained during IZZI-modified
Thellier-Thellier paleointensity experiments for select specimens. Red circles (blue
squares) represent ZI (IZ) heating steps. The green line is the estimated paleointensity
component with the accompanying intensity value. pTRM checks are shown as small
green triangles and pTRM tail checks are large blue squares. Insets are vector-endpoint
(Zijderveld) diagrams where the x-axis has been rotated to the mean NRM direction.
Circles (squares) are the horizontal (vertical) plane. Yellow diamonds represent the
bounds used in the principal component analysis. a) jm012g1 (NRM normalized to 6.38
x 10"5 Am2) are ideally behaved specimens. b) sp103m1b (5.94 x 10"5 Am2) does not
display ideal behavior. The specimen fails all pTRM checks and no intensity component
can be derived. c) jm002d1 (8.07 x 10"5 Am2) concave-up behavior occurs after a failed
alteration check and is most likely a result of alteration. d) sp108i1a (8.22 x 10"5 Am2)
each line represents a different paleointensity estimation, all of which could be valid
under certain selection criteria.
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As illustrated in Figure 2.4c and d, some specimens display concave-up Arai
plots. Selecting the low-temperature component results in a steeper slope and therefore
a high ancient field estimate while selecting the high temperature component results in
a shallower slope and a smaller ancient field. While either of these selections could
meet the criteria outlined above, they are incompatible with each other and it is difficult
to justify choosing one over the other. Dunlop and Özdemir (2001) suggest that the
appropriate measure of paleointensity for multi-domain specimens is normalizing by
the full TRM, i.e., by taking the first and last temperature steps of the IZZI experiment.
To ensure that the full vector is used in the paleointensity calculation of specimens with
sagged Arai plots, we required the value of fvds to be at least 0.95. If the implications
of Dunlop and Özdemir (2001) are correct, all specimens from a given site should yield
the same answer and pass our site selection criterion.

Our attempts to define the intensity component for concave up experiments using
the total TRM resulted in highly variable within-site field estimates which exceeded our
15% cutoff for d!B . Interestingly, all the estimates derived from curved Arai plots
were lower than those derived from straight Arai plots from the same site. Moreover,
when given a fresh laboratory TRM and treated to a second IZZI experiment, all of
our specimens behaved in an ideal fashion so the curvature was not reproducible on
laboratory time scales.

Shaar et al. (2011) conducted a series of experiments on synthetic multi-domain
specimens and observed a decay of NRM intensity in multi-domain specimens, with-
out the acquisition of secondary directional components, over a time span of several
years. Specimens showing this behavior would not fail pTRM checks or DANG cri-
teria but will yield paleointensity estimates that are too low. All aberrant experiments
observed by Shaar et al. (2011) were markedly concave up. The evident variability of
total and partial TRM estimates for concave-up specimens has lead us to reject all multi-
domain paleointensity estimates until some constraint can be placed on the reliability of
concave-up Arai plots.

Despite our reluctance to include specimens displaying concave-up Arai Plots, a
few exceptions were made for specimens from three sites where we determined that the
observed behavior was not actually multi-domain (Figure 2.4c). Specimens from sites
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Table 2.1: Paleointensity results. NB is the number of specimens used in paleointensity calculation. B (µT) is the average field
strength at each site. !B is the standard deviation of the specimens used to calculate the site mean. d!B is the standard deviation
of the specimen intensities as a percent fraction of the mean intensity. VADM (ZAm2) is the virtual axial dipole moment and
!V ADM is the standard deviation of specimens used to calculate the mean VADM. VDM is the virtual dipole moment, along with
its standard deviation, !V DM

B VADM VDM
Site Age (ka) Lat (!N) Lon (!E) NB (µT) !B d!B (ZAm2) !V ADM (ZAm2) !V DM

JM002 < 460.9 70.9196 -8.71604 2 48.2 0.56 1.2 64.71 0.76 67.9 0.79
JM012 292.5± 21.6 70.84644 -9.03706 4 30.36 3.64 12 40.94 4.91 48.8 5.85
JM019 < 460.9 70.98853 -8.26443 2 68.56 6.74 9.8 92.4 9.08 112.4 11.05
JM020 1732 CE 70.98374 -8.28428 2 75.54 5.72 7.6 101.8 7.71 102.1 7.73
JM021 143.8± 15.0 70.88377 -8.79582 3 62.48 2.91 4.7 84.24 3.92 91.3 4.25
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JM002, JM019 and JM020 are included because the concavity of the Arai plot begins
after a failed pTRM check, indicating that alteration is a plausible cause of this behav-
ior. Arai plots in each of these cases are relatively straight prior to the failed pTRM
check and pass all specimen level criteria (1-4). It can be assumed that if alteration
did not occur then the slope of the intensity component would have continued through
the remainder of the IZZI experiment. We therefore assume that the straight, lower-
temperature intensity component, before the failed pTRM check, is an accurate estimate
of the ancient magnetic field in each specimen. If our interpretation is incorrect and
the observed behavior in these specimens is not caused by alteration, then the low tem-
perature components we selected would likely overestimate the ancient magnetic field
strength (e.g., Figure 2.4d, purple component).

Five sites from Jan Mayen (Table 2.1, Figure 5.7) meet our selection criteria
while no samples from Spitsbergen are deemed reliable. The majority of those speci-
mens that failed our selection criteria altered during the multiple heatings of the IZZI
experiment. The average intensity of our Jan Mayen data set (n=5) is 56.9± 18.0 µT (!)
with an equivalent virtual axial dipole moment (VADM) of 76.8± 24.3 ZAm2 (!). This
data set exhibits the high latitude enhancement of field strength expected from a GAD
field, and is nearly a factor of two higher than comparably-aged data from Antarctica
(n=7), 26.8± 6.0 µT (!) and 35.3± 7.9 ZAm2 (!) (Lawrence et al., 2009).

2.8 Paleodirections

We demagnetized at least five specimens per site using alternating field (AF)
and thermal demagnetization techniques (see Auxiliary Material). Principal component
analysis (Kirschvink, 1980) was used to determine characteristic directions or best fit
planes for each specimen. Generally, uni-vectorial decay was fit with a line while data
affected by laboratory overprints like pTRM acquisition were fit by planes. The as-
sumption here is that the original characteristic direction is constrained to lie within
the best-fit plane. Specimen lines and planes were deemed acceptable if they had at
least four consecutive demagnetization steps and a maximum angle of deviation (MAD)
! 5!.
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Figure 2.5: a-c) Typical “Type I” site. a) Thermal demagnetization shows straightfor-
ward, univectorial decay to the origin. Inset is plot of directions from each demagneti-
zation step. b) AF demagnetization of sister specimen. Behavior is similar to thermal
demagnetization. Inset same as (a). c) Directions of all best-fit lines defining character-
istic directions similar to (a) and (b), site mean (green circle). d-f) “Type II” site. d) AF
or thermal (not shown) demagnetization shows univectorial decay to the origin. Inset
same as in (a). e) Demagnetization derived from Thellier (IZZI) experiment showing
contamination from the applied lab field. Inset shows directions at each demagnetizaion
step plotting as a great circle rather than a best-fit line. f) Same as (c) except includes
great circle fits. g-h) Examples of GRM behavior.
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Table 2.2: Jan Mayen site statistics. Age (ka) is calculated 40Ar/39Ar age with 2! error
or estimated age (see 2.4). All other flows are younger than JM008. Dec and Inc are
mean site declination and inclination. nl/np is the number of best-fit lines and planes,
respectively, used in site mean calculations. N is the combined number of best-fit lines
and planes. k is the within-site precision parameter of Fisher (1953), R is the resultant
vector of N unit vectors, and "95 is the circle of 95% confidence. VGP Lat/Lon are
virtual geomagnetic poles calculated for each site. NB is the number of specimens used
in paleointensity calculation. Lat*, Lon*, PLat*, PLon* are site latitude, longitude and
recalculated VGP lat and lon after adjusting for plate motion using the NNR-MORVEL
model (Argus et al., 2011).

Site Age (ka) Lat (!N) Lon (!E) Dec Inc nl/np/N kw R "95 VGP Lat VGP Lon
JM002 70.9196 -8.71604 61.8 75.5 5/4/9 237 8.9747 3.5 65.6 69.4
JM003 70.92036 -8.84940 305.9 80.6 5/2/7 250 6.98 3.9 73.2 289.3
JM004 191.2±21.5 70.93240 -8.82873 3.9 76.9 5/2/7 304 6.9836 3.6 83.9 155.4
JM006 316.1± 31.4 70.95979 -8.70165 302.3 72.6 5/1/6 409 5.989 3.4 63.3 262.3
JM007 329.3± 16.2 70.95979 -8.70165 38.8 83.4 5/2/7 491 6.9898 2.4 78 34.3
JM008 460.9± 55.8 70.95979 -8.70165 299 85.7 4/2/6 189 5.9789 5.1 73.4 324.2
JM009 429.6± 19.1 70.96244 -8.69315 19.6 81.4 8/0/8 401 7.9825 4.6 83.6 52.1
JM011 70.88952 -8.92126 56.6 79.5 6/4/10 129 9.9456 5.5 71.6 57.6
JM012 292.5± 21.6 70.84644 -9.03706 56.4 64.7 6/1/7 550 6.99 2.6 54.2 92.9
JM013 70.87710 -9.00407 22.9 78.9 8/0/8 154 7.9547 4.5 81.8 86.2
JM014 70.88490 -8.98695 47 63.6 5/1/6 54 5.9168 9.4 55.9 104.3
JM015 70.91912 -8.89832 294.5 79.5 6/0/6 86 5.9421 7.2 68.9 289.4
JM016 105.2± 13.7 70.99645 -8.16072 111 66.9 5/1/6 308 5.9854 3.9 40.1 44.2
JM017 70.99642 -8.16439 353.4 77.4 7/0/7 241 6.9751 3.9 84.4 200.4
JM019 70.98853 -8.26443 44.8 63.3 6/4/10 484 9.9855 2.3 56.1 108.0
JM020 1732 CE 70.98374 -8.28428 61.2 79.9 5/1/6 146 5.9692 5.7 70.6 54.1
JM021 143.8± 15.0 70.88377 -8.79582 27.8 72.3 8/0/8 619 7.9887 2.2 72.2 115.9
JM022 6.0±14.5 70.89018 -8.78241 30.1 63.1 4/3/07 531 6.9959 2.5 59.9 125.8
JM023 70.88992 -8.77403 329.1 67.7 5/0/5 67 4.9404 9.4 65.3 222.5
JM024 71.01136 -8.45861 287.9 77.8 4/3/7 113 6.9603 7.4 65.2 287.4
JM025 71.03788 -8.43919 16.8 75 5/2/7 1209 6.9959 1.8 78.7 127.5
JM026 71.03796 -8.45426 338.9 73.7 6/1/7 1096 6.995 2 75.8 219.3
JM027 71.03796 -8.43475 192.6 81.4 5/1/6 795 5.9943 2.4 54.4 345.3
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Table 2.3: Spitsbergen site statistics. Age (Ma) is calculated 40Ar/39Ar radiometric age with 2! error or estimated age (see Geology
and Sampling). See Table 2.2 for a description of column definitions.

Site Age (Ma) Lat (!N) Lon (!E) Dec Inc nl/np/N kw R "95 VGP Lat VGP Lon Lat* Lon* PLat* PLon*
SP100 < 1 79.44183 13.32802 53.5 82.4 5/2/7 1457 6.9966 1.6 77.9 96.1 79.31 12.78 77.9 95
SP101 < 1 79.44241 13.33350 85 77.8 6/3/9 915 8.9929 1.7 65.3 84.6 79.31 12.78 65.3 83.8
SP102 < 1 79.38689 13.71100 212.2 -51.7 3/4/7 403 6.9898 3.4 -41.1 337 79.26 13.15 -40.7 337.6
SP103 < 1 79.38746 13.70375 204.2 -55.7 5/2/7 537 6.9907 2.7 -45.8 345.4 79.26 13.14 -45.9 344.8
SP104 < 1 79.25779 13.60521 355.5 54.3 5/2/7 1413 6.9965 1.7 45.5 198.9 79.13 13.06 45.7 198.3
SP105 8.32±0.17 79.35397 14.31817 76.8 -88.2 6/3/9 385 8.9831 1.7 -78 177.2 78.28 9.96 -75.4 167.7
SP106 9 79.35379 14.31843 147.2 -80.7 11/1/12 291 11.964 2.5 -79.2 78.5 78.19 9.64 -77.8 76.5
SP107 9 79.35359 14.31884 141.7 -82.2 6/3/9 560 8.9884 2.2 -80.5 95.5 78.19 9.64 -80.6 97.7
SP108 9 79.35315 13.31942 338 76.6 7/2/9 369 8.981 2.7 73.9 229.9 78.19 9.64 74.9 227.7
SP109 9.15±0.16 79.35292 14.32005 343.4 72.7 6/3/9 87 8.9252 5.7 68.1 218.2 78.17 9.56 69.2 214.7
SP110 9 79.35190 14.32131 348.9 75.5 5/3/8 386 7.9857 2.9 73 211.9 78.19 9.64 74.1 208.5
SP111 9.09±0.14 79.35140 14.32131 313 64.8 6/3/9 1799 8.9964 1.2 53.3 251.4 78.19 9.64 53.9 248
SP112 9 79.35110 14.32136 114.1 -74.5 7/1/8 1625 7.996 1.4 -63.6 100.1 78.19 9.64 -63.7 97.7
SP113 9 79.52560 14.03114 331.2 79.8 5/3/8 608 7.9909 2.3 78.3 247.5 78.36 9.33 78.9 247.6
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Two types (Type I and II) of site level demagnetization behavior were observed.
Type I sites (7 total, e.g., Figure 2.5a-c) decayed linearly to the origin in both AF and
thermal demagnetization experiments for all specimens. Type II sites (30 total, e.g.,
Figure 2.5d-i) were categorized by some specimens exhibiting laboratory overprints.
Site means for Type I sites (Figure 2.5c) were calculated using Fisher statistics (Fisher,
1953) and the combined lines and planes method of McFadden and McElhinny (1988)
was used for Type II sites (Figure 2.5f). We required all sites to have a minimum of
five specimens (n$ 5), a Fisher precision parameter, ', $ 50 and a demagnetization
code (DC) of 4 or 5 (McElhinny and McFadden, 2000) (complete demagnetization,
use of PCA). See Tables 2.2 and 2.3 for all acceptable site mean directions and virtual
geographic poles (VGPs).

Several lava flows have overlapping directions (e.g., JM009 and JM013; JM011
and JM020; SP106 and SP107) but there is no indication of preferentially oversampling
any temporal field since all the sites in question are from geographically distinct units
and/or show evidence of temporal gaps between units (e.g., paleosols).

Figure 2.6 shows equal area plots of site mean directions (a, b) and orthographic
plots of site VGPs (c, d) for the two locations. Combined site mean directions for each
of the Jan Mayen and Spitsbergen locations (green triangles) are consistent with those
expected from a GAD field (stars). Reverse polarity sites from Spitsbergen are antipodal
to normal sites and the data pass both Watson’s Vw and a bootstrap reversals tests (Tauxe
et al., 2010). Combining the antipodes of the reverse directions produces distributions
with estimated 'F s of 36 and 27 for Jan Mayen and Spitsbergen respectively and there
are no transitional or excursional directions in our data set.

It has become traditional to use the statistic S of Cox (1969) to quantify VGP
scatter. We modify S and use the statistic SF (McElhinny and McFadden, 1997) in order
to correct for within-site directional scatter.

SF =

!

"

"

#(N " 1)"1

N
$

i=1

((!i)2 "
Sw

2

nni

), (2.2)

whereN is the number of sites,!i is the angle between the ith VGP and the spin axis, Sw

is within-site scatter (defined as 81!/
&
kw, where kw is the Fisherian precision statistic),

and nni is the number of specimens in the ith site. We list SF for the Jan Mayen and
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a) b)

c) d)

Jan Mayen Spitsbergen

Figure 2.6: a, b) Equal area projections of site-mean directions. Filled (open) circles
plot on the lower (upper) hemisphere. Grand mean directions (green triangles) with
Fisher "95 confidence cones for normal (blue circle) and reversed (green circle) sites.
Stars are expected directions from a GAD field. c, d) VGP positions for all sites. Dotted
black circle is at 45! latitude, any sites below this line would be excluded in some
studies applying VGP cutoffs. Filled (open) circles are northern hemisphere (antipodes
of southern hemisphere) VGP positions. Blue (green) circles are Fisher "95 confidence
cones for normal (reversed) VGPs.
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Table 2.4: VGP dispersion, SF , with bootstrapped 95% confidence bounds, adjusted for
plate motion using the NNR-MORVEL model of Argus et al. (2011). SF is calculated
for Jan Mayen and Spitsbergen individually, combined sites from both locations, JM/SP,
Iceland (Udagawa et al., 1999), and Antarctica (Lawrence et al., 2009). Lat* is average
location latitude corrected for plate motion (Argus et al., 2011), N is number of sites
used to calculate VGP scatter using no latitudinal cutoff, SF , the iterative cutoff of
Vandamme (1994), SFv, and a 45! cutoff, SF45. $v is the Vandamme colatitudinal VGP
cutoff .

Location Lat* NF SF (!) NFv SFv(!) $v NF45 SF45(!)

This Study
Jan Mayen 70.9! 23 24.429.519.4 22 22.526.418.4 45.5! 22 22.526.418.4

Spitsbergen 78.6! 14 28.436.020.3 14 28.435.820.4 56.6! 13 25.932.918.0

All Sites
Iceland 65.1! 38 23.727.519.9 37 22.225.119.3 45.4! 37 22.225.119.9

JM/SP 74.2! 37 25.629.621.2 37 25.630.021.1 51.3! 35 23.426.919.5

Antarctica 77.8! 131 32.736.828.9 120 26.528.924.1 52.6! 111 23.625.621.6

0-2 Ma
Iceland 65.1! 35 23.729.719.7 34 22.025.118.9 44.6! 34 22.025.118.9

JM/SP 74.2! 28 27.332.122.3 28 27.332.222.5 54.1! 26 24.728.720.3

Antarctica 77.8! 72 32.137.027.1 59 21.423.819.0 43.5! 59 21.423.819.0

0-0.5 Ma
JM/SP 74.2! 26 25.129.220.5 26 25.129.220.5 50.2! 25 23.527.519.1

Antarctica 77.8! 29 33.441.325.6 24 22.827.717.5 46.0! 23 21.125.516.3

Spitsbergen data sets in Table 2.4.
Jan Mayen and Spitsbergen site VGPs (Figure 2.6c, d) are highly scattered ('F s

of 11 and 10, respectively) as a consequence of the VGP mapping at high latitudes. The
dotted black circles represent the 45! colatitudinal VGP cutoff often applied in PSV
studies (e.g., McElhinny and McFadden (1997)). Four sites have VGP latitudes close
to this arbitrary cutoff and two (JM016, SP102) exceed the cutoff. The use of VGP
cutoffs (e.g., 45! or that of Vandamme (1994)), has been shown to bias paleosecular
variation estimates (e.g., Lawrence et al. (2006)) by arbitrarily defining some directions
as transitional. This same bias is exaggerated at high latitudes.

Jan Mayen has 23 directional sites, all younger than 461 ka, and an unfiltered
VGP scatter estimate of 24.429.419.1

!. Spitsbergen has 13 directional sites, unevenly dis-
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tributed at < 1Ma (n=5) and 9 Ma (n=9), with VGP scatter of 28.035.620.3
!. Jan Mayen and

Spitsbergen are at different latitudes and have two distinct age distributions, < 1 Ma
and #9 Ma and Spitsbergen has too few data points in either age group to stand alone.
However, if we combine the data from Jan Mayen and the younger Spitsbergen group
together, the SF values cannot be distinguished ( 27.332.121.9

! (n=28) from the older Spits-
bergen group alone 20.626.514.2

! (n=9)). Therefore we combine the two data sets despite
their spatial and temporal differences. When combined (JM/SP) these data represent the
first estimate for directional and VGP scatter at Arctic latitudes (average of 74.2!N); SF

for these data (Figure 3.6a) is 25.429.821.1
! (n=37, 0-9 Ma) and is significantly lower than

that estimated for the Antarctica data of Lawrence et al. (2009) of 32.736.828.9
! (n=131, 0-13

Ma). Note that no VGP filter was used for either calculation.

2.9 Discussion

New directional and paleointensity results suggest the possibility of hemispheric
asymmetry at high latitudes. The five Jan Mayen intensity sites span the last 300 kyr,
with an average VADM of 76.8± 24.3 ZAm2, as do seven sites from Antarctica, 35.3±
7.9 ZAm2. Only one Jan Mayen site (JM021) has a comparable age with any Antarctic
sites (mc35, mc217), too few for a comprehensive comparison. To augment the Arctic
data set we search the MagIC database (http://earthref.org/MAGIC) for published data
from from the last 300 kyr at high latitudes ($ 60!) and find three studies (Pesonen
et al., 1995; Donadini et al., 2007; Stanton et al., 2011) with paleointensity sites that
meet our site selection criteria and do not target transitional field states. Unfortunately
these records are from the last few thousand years and do not provide comparable ages
to the Antarctic dataset.

VADMs from this study and previously mentioned published data sets are plot-
ted in Figure 5.7. For reference, we plot the paleomagnetic axial dipole moment model
(PADM2M) of Ziegler et al. (2011). All of the Antarctic intensity data (open diamonds)
are lower than PADM2M and any contemporaneous high northerly latitude sites. Hemi-
spheric asymmetry in average VADMs could explain a previously noted discrepancy
between compilations of paleointensity from the global submarine basaltic glass data
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Figure 2.7: Virtual axial dipole moments (VADMs) for young, < 300 ka, sites at high
northern latitude, > 60! N, and Antarctica. The PADM2M time-varying paleomagnetic
axial dipole moment model is plotted for comparison. VADM errors are 2!. Average
VADM from Jan Mayen, 76.8±24.3(!) ZAm2, is a factor of two higher than Antarctica,
35.3 ± 7.9(!) ZAm2. Sites used for VADM calculation, from youngest to oldest: Jan
Mayen (n=5), JM020, JM021, JM002, JM019, JM012; Antarctica (n=8), mc218, mc13,
mc225, mc200, mc09, mc35, mc36, mc217.
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set and those from lava flows (e.g., Tauxe and Yamazaki (2007)), which until recently
have been heavily biased toward northern hemisphere sampling sites. Moreover, it sug-
gests that north-south asymmetry visible in the current geomagnetic field may persist for
millions of years, as hinted at by previous studies (e.g., Kelly and Gubbins (1997)) and
some numerical models with non-uniform boundary conditions (e.g., Glatzmaier et al.
(1999)). Although evidence from the Arctic and Antarctic suggest that hemispheric
asymmetry exists, there simply are too few Arctic paleointensity records with sufficient
temporal coverage to adequately evaluate this hypothesis.

Our directional data, however, allow us to examine high latitude northern hemi-
sphere VGP dispersion, as quantified by SF , and compare it to dispersion from high
southerly latitudes. JM/SP has considerably fewer directional sites (N =37) than Antarc-
tica (N =131), so in order to provide a more robust comparison we augment our Arctic
directions by drawing all high latitude (> 60! N) directional studies from the MagIC
database that meet our site selection criteria: kw $ 50, nn $ 5, and a demagnetiza-
tion code (DC) $ 4 or 5 (complete demagnetization of all specimens and the use of
PCA to determine characteristic directions, McElhinny and McFadden (2000)). Some
paleomagnetic studies have focussed their efforts on transitional sites and we exclude
such studies in the present investigation. One study from Iceland meets all requirements
(Udagawa et al., 1999).

Jan Mayen/Spitsbergen, Antarctica and Iceland have different temporal distribu-
tions which may affect our comparisons of PSV. Antarctic paleodirections are predomi-
nantly 0-5 Ma (n=123/131) with eight sites scattered between 5-13 Ma. The bulk of the
combined Arctic data (n=63/76) are 0-2 Ma with twelve sites between 2 and 9 Ma. We
therefore limit our hemispheric comparison of PSV to the last 2 Ma. See Table 2.4 and
Figure 3.6.

We correct for (the very small) plate motion by adjusting the sampling latitudes
of all sites using the no-net-rotation plate motion model (NNR-MORVEL) of Argus
et al. (2011). In Figure 3.6, we compare high latitude VGP scatter from JM/SP, Iceland
(Udagawa et al., 1999) and Antarctica (Lawrence et al., 2009). We show SF with all
VGPs (Figure 3.6a), as well as dispersion calculated using the variable cutoff algorithm
of Vandamme (1994) (Figure 3.6b). Open symbols are calculated for 0-2 Ma, closed
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Figure 2.8: VGP scatter for 0-2 Ma (gray symbols) plotted against absolute latitude
for Jan Mayen/Spitsbergen, Antarctica and Iceland with 95% confidence bounds. n is
the number of sites for each location. 0-0.5 Ma dispersion (black symbols) plotted for
JM/SP and Antarctica. a) VGP dispersion with no latitudinal cutoff. PSV model TK03.
b) VGP dispersion using the variable Vandamme cutoff for 0-2 Ma (co-latitude cutoff
value, #v , listed for each study). PSV models TK03v (solid) and Model G (dashed)
(McElhinny and McFadden, 1997) are also plotted.
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symbols are 0-0.5 Ma. Predicted VGP dispersion from the PSV model TK03 (Tauxe
and Kent, 2004) is plotted with no VGP latitudinal filter, 3.6a, and using the Vandamme
cutoff, 3.6b. The dashed line in Figure 3.6b is the prediction from Model G (McElhinny
and McFadden, 1997). Note that Model G was designed to fit the PSVRL database
(McElhinny and McFadden, 1997) which excludes VGPs according to the Vandamme
variable cutoff method.

Unfiltered VGP dispersion for 0-2 Ma (open symbols) from Iceland and JM/SP
are consistent with the prediction of the TK03 PSV model, although at the extreme end
of the confidence bounds for JM/SP, while dispersion fromAntarctica is at least 4! above
TK03. When the Vandamme cutoff is used, Antarctic dispersion drops significantly and
all locations have essentially the same value. This artificial suppression of VGP dis-
persion, coupled with our observation that the transformation from directions to VGPs
makes the magnetic field appear more variable than the directions suggest, reinforces
the argument that latitudinal VGP cutoffs should not be used for PSV analysis.

Our initial analysis of the last 2 Ma spans the Brunhes and Matuyama polarity
chrons. SF estimates derived from VGPs spanning reversals may differ from dispersion
calculated during a single polarity interval. Paleodirections in the Matuyama chron have
been shown to have a greater angular standard deviation about GAD than the Brunhes
(e.g., Johnson et al. (2008)), in addition some sites may sample reversals, producing
transitional directions that will cause an increase in SF . To this end we analyze PSV
from the last 0.5 Ma (closed symbols in Figure 3.6a) which, in theory, should pro-
duce more stable estimates of SF . Mean VGP scatter in the Arctic decreases slightly
to25.129.220.5

! (n=26), while mean SF in Antarctica increases to 33.441.325.6
! (n=29). Our in-

terpretation of unfiltered dispersion for 0-0.5 Ma remains essentially the same as for 0-2
Ma, except the new Arctic estimate is in better agreement with TK03.

We observe that unfiltered VGP dispersion for 0-2 Ma in the Arctic is in good
agreement with existing PSV models while scatter in Antarctica is significantly higher.
This result, coupled with systematically low VADMs in Antarctica, hints at asymmetri-
cal PSV behavior between the two high latitude regions for at least the last 0.5 Ma.
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2.10 Conclusion

The comparison of high latitude directional and intensity data from both hemi-
spheres suggests a significant zonal hemispheric asymmetry in the geomagnetic field
that persists on timescales of 105-106 years. This asymmetry is not accounted for in
existing secular variation models and requires long term non-axial-dipole field contribu-
tions. A significant quadrupolar component, 20% of the dipole field, would be needed
to fit the asymmetry in field strength at high latitudes (although Arctic paleointensity
records are sparse (n=5) and not yet conclusive). This high value is incompatible with
observed inclination errors over the last 5 Ma (e.g., Johnson et al. (2008)) indicating
that the long term geomagnetic field may contain some non-axial-dipole component or
higher order terms as well.

The statistical parameters and percent of non-axial-dipole contribution in TK03
can easily be modified to fit our observed differences in polar VGP scatter, however,
TK03 is a global model and changing parameters to fit asymmetries at high latitudes
will have significant effects on PSV predictions at mid and low latitudes. Proper evalu-
ation of the long term hemispheric asymmetry hypothesis requires globally distributed
directional and intensity data spanning 105-106 years.

Existing numerical geodynamo simulations often explore geographic variations
in thermal core-mantle boundary (CMB) conditions, especially potential cold regions
around the Pacific rim, that could reflect seismic velocity variations near the CMB. Sim-
ulations with timescales of 100 kyrs or greater are often tested against TAF and PSV
models with similar temporal resolution. The recent addition of high-quality paleomag-
netic data, especially at equatorial (e.g., Kent et al. (2010); Opdyke et al. (2010)) and
high latitudes (e.g., Lawrence et al. (2009), This Study) allows for a greater understand-
ing of long term geomagnetic field behavior and perhaps revisions to existing TAF and
PSV models. If numerical geodynamo models can be made to reproduce the statistical
behavior of these revised models, then it may be possible to understand the hemispheri-
cal asymmetries or other features seen in long term geomagnetic field behavior.
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2.12 Auxiliary Material

2.12.1 Differential GPS Systems

ProMark3

The ProMark3 GPS system consists of two GPS receivers, the stationary “Base
Station” receiver and the mobile “Rover” receiver (Figure 2.9). Each receiver sits on
top of a #2 m pole and they communicate with each other via radio. At each sampling
site, the Base Station receiver is placed securely on a tripod at a distance from sampling
activity so as to avoid being bumped or moved. Communication with at least three satel-
lites is established and the Base Station remains fixed in its position until sampling is
completed. Once the Base Station is set up, the Rover receiver is turned on and acquires
its satellites. The Rover and Base Station can then calibrate their initial positions rela-
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tive to each other. At this point, the Rover can be moved and, so long as each receiver
maintains satellite communication and radio contact, the Rover will record its position
relative to the fixed Base Station. A modified Pomeroy (Tauxe et al., 2010) with an
attached laser is inserted into the drill hole and set to horizontal (as if taking a sun com-
pass measurement). The laser is turned on and its path represents the azimuth of the drill
core. The Rover is placed in the path of the laser, with the user ensuring that the laser
beam strikes the center of the Rover pole. The user records this position by holding the
Rover vertical (by means of a bubble level) for 10 seconds. After 10 seconds the Rover
acknowledges successful, or unsuccessful, recording of that position and the user can
take an additional measurement or move the Rover to a new position. Three positions
are recorded along the laser line out to a distance of about 5 meters. We calculate and
record the azimuth of the laser between the two furthest points, as the increased distance
minimizes angular error. The azimuth between the middle point and the first and third
points are also calculated to verify the azimuthal value.

Beeline

The Beeline GPS system consists of two GPS receivers on a 1 m long aluminum
frame (Figure 2.10). The receivers are connected to a single laptop computer which cal-
culates the baseline azimuth of the metal frame. A modified Pomeroy, with a triangular
rotating prism attached to the top, is placed in the drill hole with one corner of the prism
(the marker corner) set to 0! on the sun compass dial. A laser is placed in the center of
the metal frame on a rotating dial. The laser is then pointed at the prism and the prism
is rotated until the laser beam is completely centered on the marker corner. Two angles,
#L and #P , combined with the azimuth of the metal frame, are used to calculate the drill
core azimuth:

coreaz = baseaz + #L + #P " 90. (2.3)

GPS Error

Obstruction of satellites by natural features is a one source of error when using
GPS orientation methods. Samples JM021i and JM021j were drilled next to each other
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and sun compass directions for these samples are consistent with others in the same site.
The nearby beach cliff is believed to have interfered with satellite coverage during ori-
entation. In principle, lack of satellite coverage should be noticed and compensated for
in the field, but if the user does not process core azimuths in the field they may not be
aware of an error in position calculation which could result in a systematic error depend-
ing on the sampling location. A software malfunction occurred in the ProMark3 GPS
system midway through the Jan Mayen field season, preventing our team from process-
ing azimuths in the field. This malfunction could have rendered many GPS orientations
useless, however we were fortunate to only observe two instances of systematic bias
(see above) and were able to remove them from site mean calculations

Some uncertainty in GPS orientations may also be attributed to the sampling
procedure itself. Re-inserting the modified Pomeroy into a drill hole after removal of
the sample increasing uncertainty, but applies equally to the differential GPS methods as
well as the sun compass method. The sun compass is inherently more precise, however,
because it requires the estimation of only a single angle (the shadow angle) whereas
both differential GPS methods require additional measurements.

2.12.2 40Ar/39Ar Geochronology Method

We selected 12 sites from Jan Mayen and 3 sites from Spitsbergen for age de-
terminations by the 40Ar/39Ar incremental heating method. Age determinations were
performed on crystalline groundmass separates (250-500 µm) using a continuous, CO2

laser probe combined with a MAP 215/50 mass spectrometer at Oregon State Univer-
sity (Jan Mayen samples) and at the University of Wisconsin in Madison (Spitsbergen
samples). Sample preparation and acid leaching are described by Koppers et al. (2000).
The mass spectrometers at both universities are 90! sector instruments with a Nier-
type source and with an all-metal extraction system for 40Ar/39Ar age determinations.
They have electron multipliers for high sensitivity and electrostatic analyzers with an
adjustable collector slit for effective resolution of Ar peaks from small hydrocarbon
peaks. Irradiated groundmass samples were loaded into Cu or Al planchettes designed
with a variety of pans that hold up to 50 mg of material, which are then pumped within
a sample chamber fitted with a ZnS window transparent to the CO2 laser wavelength.
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Software allowed for scanning across samples in a preset pattern with a defocused beam
to evenly heat the samples. After gas extraction the gasses were cleaned using a series
of Zr-Al getters. All argon ages were measured relative to the flux monitor standard
FCT-3 biotite (28±0.18Ma, 1! (Renne et al., 1994)) and calculated using the corrected
(Steiger and Jager, 1977) constant of 5.530 ± 0.097 % 10"10 1/yr (2!) as reported by
Min et al. (2000). For a detailed description of the analytical facility and the constants
used in the age calculations we refer to Table 2 of Koppers et al. (2003). Incremental
heating plateau ages and isochron ages were calculated as weighted means with 1/!2

as the weighting factor (Taylor, 1997) and as YORK2 least squares fits with correlated
errors (York, 1969) using the ArArCALC v2.5 software which is available on the web
at http://earthref.org/tools/ararcalc.htm. All errors on the 40Ar/39Ar ages are at the 95%
confidence level (2!), unless otherwise indicated.

We use the following quality criteria Fleck et al. (1977); Pringle (1993) to de-
termine whether an incremental heating experiment yields meaningful crystallization
ages: (1) high-temperature plateaus in the age spectra should include more than three
incremental heating steps and at least 50% of the total amount of 39ArK released, (2)
the plateau and isochron ages should be concordant at the 95% confidence level, (3)
the 40Ar/36Ar intercepts on the isochron diagrams should be concordant with the atmo-
spheric value of 295.5 at the 95% confidence level, and (4) the mean squared of weighted
deviations (MSWD) York (1969); Roddick (1978) for both the plateau ages (MSWD
= SUMS/N-1) and isochron ages (MSWN = SUMS/N-2) should be sufficiently small
when compared to Student’s test and F variance critical values for significance, respec-
tively. If the MSWD value is greater than 1, the error is multiplied by the square root of
the MSWD (Koppers et al., 2004).

2.12.3 Paleointensity Methods

All paleointensity experiments were performed in the magnetically shielded room
at SIO using custom-built ovens. In the “zero-field/in-field” (or ZI) intensity experiment
(Coe et al., 1978), the specimens are first heated to a given temperature step and cooled
in a zero field (Z or zero-field step). Next, the specimens are heated to the same tem-
perature and cooled in a known field applied along the specimen’s cylindrical axis (I or
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in-field step). This ZI method progressively replaces NRM with pTRM and allows cal-
culation of the NRM remaining and the pTRM gained at each temperature step through
vector subtraction leading to an estimation of paleointensity. In the IZZI method (Tauxe
and Staudigel, 2004), the order of zero-field and in-field measurements alternates at each
successive temperature step in order to detect inequalities in blocking and unblocking
temperature characteristic of certain non-single domain populations.

According to simulations of Yu et al. (2004), the best performance of the IZZI
method for recovering the ancient field is when the laboratory field strength is equal to
the ancient field strength but the worst performance is when the laboratory field exceeds
the ancient magnetic field. We note that Shaar et al. (2011) empirically verified these
predictions. In our IZZI experiments the applied lab field was varied for each study area
in an effort to just underestimate the average field strength at each latitude. Spitsbergen
and Jan Mayen specimens were subjected to applied fields of 50µT and 40µT, respec-
tively. All experiments were carried out until 600!C or until at least 95% of the NRM
was demagnetized.

Figure 2.4 shows examples of representative IZZI experiments as Arai plots (Na-
gata et al., 1963). Insets are the behavior of the remanence (zero-field steps) plotted as
Zijderveld diagrams (Zijderveld, 1967). There is general consensus in the paleointensity
community that specimens with straight lines in the Arai plots, with no evidence of al-
teration (pTRM checks plot on top of initial pTRM measurements) or multi-component
behavior in the Zijderveld diagrams, can be used to estimate the ancient magnetic field
strength (e.g. Figure 2.4a). However such data are rather rare and there is little agree-
ment on how to properly select or reject data that depart from ideal behavior (e.g. Fig-
ure 2.4b, c and d). Recent paleointensity studies tend to require more stringent specimen
level selection criteria with the goal of removing data that significantly depart from ideal
behavior (e.g. Shaar et al. (2011)).

2.12.4 Paleodirection Methods

Wemeasured directions of the natural remanent magnetization (NRM) for all Jan
Mayen and Spitsbergen specimens using either a 2G or CTF cryogenic magnetometer
housed in the magnetically shielded room at Scripps Institution of Oceanography (SIO).
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At least five specimens per site were magnetically cleaned by stepwise alternating field
(AF) or thermal demagnetization, using either the Sapphire Instruments SI-4 uniaxial
AF demagnetizer or SIO home-built ovens. In general, thermal demagnetization was
carried out until the maximum unblocking temperature was reached (< 5% of the NRM
remaining). Examples of typical demagnetization behavior are shown in Figure 2.5.

The overwhelming majority of specimens decayed in a uni-vectorial fashion to
the origin (e.g., Figure 2.5a, b, d). However, many thermal demagnetization experiments
were carried out in conjunction with the paleointensity experiments described in the pre-
ceding section. Most of the directions obtained for the zero field steps show evidence of
overprinting in the lab field direction (e.g., Figure 2.5e). A small number of specimens
subjected to thermal demagnetization also appear to contain overprints, likely due to
alteration of the specimens during the heating process. In addition, some specimens ex-
hibited a behavior that is rather rare in volcanic units, bias in a direction orthogonal to the
last demagnetization axis (e.g., Figure 2.5g) during AF demagnetization. This behavior
has been termed “gyroremanent magnetization” or GRM (Stephenson, 1993). Sisters
of such poorly behaved specimens were either subjected to thermal demagnetization or
a “triple demagnetization” protocol (Stephenson, 1993) to counteract the effect of the
GRM. There is no apparent geologic reason for the prevalence of these laboratory over-
prints. Lava flows on Jan Mayen appear very fresh with little or no sign of weathering or
hydrothermal alteration. The overprints obtained in conjunction with Thellier-Thellier
paleointensity experiments are quite common with this experimental method.
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“Rover” GPS Receiver

Measurement Locations

Azimuthal Laser

“Base Station” GPS Receiver

Pomeroy

Figure 2.9: The ProMark3 differential GPS system. The “Rover” takes location mea-
surements at three points along the azimuthal laser. The azimuth of the paleomagnetic
drill core is determined in the field or during post-processing.
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L

P

Figure 2.10: The Beeline differential GPS system for orienting paleomagnetic samples
in regions with significant cloud cover. Angles #L and #P and the metal frame azimuth
are measured in the field. The drill core azimuth is calculated in post-processing. Figure
modified from Tauxe et al. (2010).
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Figure 2.11: Examples of 40Ar/39Ar plateau ages (left) and inverse isochron ages (right)
from select samples. 40Ar/39Ar spectra and K/Ca ratio are plotted against cumulative
fraction of 39Ar released. Plateau ages listed, along with mean square weighted devi-
ation (MSWD). Black line indicates the steps used in the calculation of the weighted
mean age. Inverse isochron plots include results for individual heating steps (green
squares) and a best fit line (pink line) with associated error (purple line). Isochron age,
initial 40Ar/36Ar value, MSWD and number of heating step used for calculation, n, re-
ported. All errors are 2!.
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Table 2.5: Ages for Jan Mayen (ka) and Spitsbergen (Ma). All errors are 2!. MSWD= mean square weighted deviate.

Age Spectrum Total Fusion Inverse Isochron Analyses
Sample Lat Lon Age ± 2! 39Ar K/Ca MSWD n Age ± 2! Age ± 2! 40Ar/36Ar MSWD

(!N) (!E) (%) intercept
JM004B1 70.93 -8.83 191.2±21.5 99 0.196 1.23 12 184.6±25.4 197.3±12.9 292.6± 3.5 1.27
JM005A1 70.93 -8.83 311.4±17.2 96 0.368 0.68 11 327.1± 21.4 301.2± 12.5 301.8±5.1 0.60
JM006A1 70.96 -8.70 316.1± 31.4 85 0.384 0.17 3 257.8± 47 348.7± 49.9 253.6± 61.9 0.00
JM007A1 70.96 -8.70 329.3± 16.2 98 0.254 0.92 11 323.5± 21.6 337.1± 26.6 287.3± 11.6 0.98
JM008B1 70.96 -8.70 460.9± 55.8 100 0.046 1.30 7 440.1± 80.2 468.6± 35.7 288.3± 20.8 1.53
JM009A1 70.96 -8.69 429.6± 19.1 99 0.078 0.51 6 464.2± 29.2 440.7± 15.1 291.0± 4.7 0.42
JM011A1 70.89 -8.92 139.9± 24.1 98 0.159 0.51 12 134.6± 99.7 158.2± 16.3 291.7± 2.4 0.31
JM012A1 70.85 -9.04 292.5± 21.6 81 0.687 0.44 11 282.5± 30.1 329.8±35.2 267.3± 27.7 0.39
JM016A1 71.00 -8.16 105.2± 13.7 94 0.263 0.52 5 74.1± 21 97.4± 21.6 304.7± 26.1 0.65
JM021A1 70.88 -8.8 143.8± 15.0 100 0.340 0.40 13 145.0± 19.8 149.0± 12.5 290.8± 9.5 0.41
JM022A1 70.89 -8.78 6.0±14.5 97 0.249 0.16 10 7.3± 20.7 5.5± 4.3 295.8± 6.3 0.18
JM023B1 70.89 -8.77 21.7± 15.2 99 0.100 0.75 7 58.9± 23.3 14.3± 6.9 299.3± 2.3 0.34
SP105X 79.35 14.32 8.32 ± 0.17 97 0.072 2.05 20 8.35 ± 0.16 8.37 ± 0.17 300.8 ± 15.7 1.09
SP109X1 79.35 14.32 9.15 ± 0.17 47 0.237 0.49 4 9.25 ± 0.17 3.69 ± 4.67 4984.9 ± 68253.5 0.12
SP109X2 79.35 14.32 9.15 ± 0.16 46 0.251 1.40 6 9.20 ± 0.16 9.51 ± 0.21 167.2 ± 51.9 0.89

SP109 Combined 79.35 14.32 9.15 ± 0.16 47 0.245 0.94 10 9.21 ± 0.16 9.18 ± 0.17 283.0 ± 28.1 1.04
SP111X 79.35 14.32 9.09 ± 0.14 89 0.187 0.52 18 9.05 ± 0.014 9.09 ± 0.15 292.6 ± 25.3 0.55
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Table 2.6: Specimen level selection criteria for IZZI-modified Thellier-Thellier pale-
ointensity experiments. See text and Tauxe et al. (2010) for definitions.

Statistic Cutoff
fvds $ 0.7
MAD ! 5
DRATS ! 20
DANG ! 13!

MD% ! 15%
Z ! 4
& ! 0.14
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3.2 Abstract

Paleosecular variation (PSV) and time-averaged field (TAF) models of the ge-
omagnetic field require temporal sampling of globally distributed paleomagnetic data
from discrete lava flows. Interpretations of ancient field behavior are based on pale-
odirectional compilations that lack equatorial and high latitude sites, and often apply
colatitudinal virtual geomagnetic pole (VGP) cutoffs which have been shown to artifi-
cially suppress VGP dispersion estimates at high latitudes. We present a new data set,
PSV10, of directional data for the last 10 Ma (2,172 sites, 71 studies). We include all
results calculated with modern laboratory methods that meet our statistically derived
site level criteria regardless of VGP colatitude. We exclude studies that specifically tar-
get transitional field states or identify significant tectonic effects. Average PSV10 VGP
dispersion is latitudinally dependent with substantially higher dispersion in the southern
hemisphere than at corresponding northern latitudes. Many average inclination anoma-
lies for 10! latitude bins are within 95% confidence intervals of the inclination anomaly
predicted by a geocentric axial dipole, but distinct anomalies are found at mid-northern
latitudes. PSV models Model G (McElhinny and McFadden, 1997) and TK03 (Tauxe
and Kent, 2004) do not fit the observations of PSV and TAF behavior in PSV10 or
subsets of normal and reverse polarity data. New TK03-like models with increased
", &, and ḡ02 parameters show slight statistical improvements over TK03, but cannot
account for VGP dispersion and inclination anomalies at all latitudes. Our evaluation
suggests that the long-term geomagnetic field contains persistent non-zonal TAF and/or
PSV structures. New models need to be developed to better fit this updated compilation.

3.3 Introduction

Paleosecular variation (PSV) and time-averaged field (TAF)models of the Earth’s
magnetic field are derived from paleomagnetic datasets that provide directional and/or
intensity information about the geomagnetic field over discrete time intervals. An ideal
dataset would contain paleomagnetic data with a homogenous global distribution span-
ning an interval of approximately 105 " 106 years, the length of time thought necessary
to average out secular variation of the geomagnetic field. Obtaining such a collection
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Table 3.1: Summary of Demagnetization Codes (DC) (McElhinny and McFadden,
2000)

DC Description
0 Only NRM values reported.
1 Only NRM values reported. Demagnetization diagrams on pilot specimens suggest stability.
2 Bulk demagnetization at a single step for all specimens. No supporting diagrams.
3 Bulk demagnetization at a single step. Demagnetograms of pilot specimens justify procedure.
4 Principle component analysis (PCA) carried out from analysis of Zijderveld diagrams.

One demagnetization method used (e.g., Thermal or AF).
5 PCA analysis derived from Zijderveld diagrams. Two demagnetization methods used.

is nearly impossible, however, owing to the uneven global and temporal distribution of
accessible volcanic units. Although the temporal and spatial distribution of sampling
sites throughout geologic time is not ideal, the distribution and volume of paleomag-
netic sites for the last few million years is sufficient to provide a statistical description
of the geomagnetic field. Several global compilations of paleodirectional data from lava
flows emplaced over the last five million years have been used for global and regional
TAF and PSV studies (e.g.,McElhinny and Merrill (1975); Lee (1983);Quidelleur et al.
(1994); Johnson and Constable (1996) andMcElhinny and McFadden (1997)).

PSV of the ancient magnetic field is typically measured via estimates of virtual
geomagnetic pole (VGP) dispersion, but the value of dispersion for any region or lati-
tudinal band depends on whether the estimate includes sites with directions that depart
significantly from a geocentric axial dipole (GAD) field. Of particular interest is how
PSV varies with latitude, and whether this variation has changed over geological time.
Data quality, sampling techniques, the number of samples per site, and demagnetiza-
tion methods all influence estimates of VGP dispersion and can affect simulations of
latitudinal variations of VGPs (Johnson et al., 2008). However, many data sets (e.g.,
Johnson and Constable (1996); Hatakeyama and Kono (2002)) and measurements of
the modern magnetic field (e.g.,McFadden et al. (1988)) agree that dispersion increases
at higher latitudes to varying degrees. A more controversial observation is that of low
VGP dispersion at Hawaii (Doell and Cox, 1963; Lawrence et al., 2006) and whether or
not the observed behavior is a real feature of the geomagnetic field or if it is a result of
a temporal sampling bias (McElhinny and Lock, 1996; Johnson and McFadden, 2007).
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Differences in VGP dispersion during normal and reverse polarity chrons are
also of interest because they could reflect different paleomagnetic field states. In their
PSVRL (paleosecular variation from recent lavas) collection, McElhinny and McFad-
den (1997) observed higher VGP dispersion in reversely magnetized rocks than in sites
with normal polarities at similar latitudes. It was common practice in paleomagnetic
investigations to demagnetize all samples at a single temperature or alternating field
step (Demagnetization Code (DC) = 2 or 3, see Table 3.1 for a demagnetization code
definitions), rather than stepwise demagnetization through the entire natural remanent
magnetization (NRM) (DC = 4 or 5). Most sites in PSVRL were not thoroughly cleaned,
therefore McElhinny and McFadden (1997) suggested that the difference in dispersion
between normal and reverse polarities could be due to the incomplete demagnetization
of reverse polarity rocks, resulting in the incomplete removal of a viscous remanent
magnetization (VRM), imparted by the ambient normal polarity field of the Brunhes
epoch.

PSV models have typically quantified the variance in the ancient magnetic field
by calculating the angular dispersion of VGPs and comparing the prediction of a given
model with observations. This approach for investigating PSV is beneficial when work-
ing with lava flows because statistical analysis circumvents the need for time series and
detailed age control characteristic of lava flow data. Early PSV models were based on
the empirical observation that most of the structure in the surface paleofield can be at-
tributed to a geocentric dipole field (e.g., Models A-F (Irving and Ward, 1964; Creer
et al., 1959; Creer, 1962; Cox, 1962, 1970; Baag and Helsley, 1974; McFadden and
Mcelhinny, 1984), Model M (McElhinny and Merrill, 1975) and Model G (McFadden
et al., 1988; McElhinny and McFadden, 1997)). Later models were based on statisti-
cal properties of ancient magnetic field variability and are often called Giant Gaussian
Process (GGP) models (e.g., CP88 (Constable and Parker, 1988), QC96 (Quidelleur
and Courtillot, 1996), CJ98 (Constable and Johnson, 1999) and TK03 (Tauxe and Kent,
2004). For a complete review of these different models see Johnson and McFadden
(2007). Model G and TK03 are the two most commonly referenced models for recent
PSV studies, both of which were based on the PSVRL database (global sampling lo-
cations for PSVRL, regardless of data quality, are shown in Figure 3.1a). Model G is
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 3.1: a) Sampling regions for the PSVRL data base, N=3719 (McElhinny and
McFadden, 1997). b) Locations of sites in PSVRL that are DC-4 (see text) N=440. c)
Locations of sites included in the time-averaged field analysis of Johnson et al. (2008).
Red circles are studies performed as part of the TAFI project, all sites are DC-4, N=894.
Blue stars are general locations of regional collections containing sites with variable
laboratory methods, N=1213.
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designed to fit VGP dispersion at different latitudes following the equation:

S =
%

(a$)2 + b2 (3.1)

where S is VGP dispersion, $ is latitude, and a and b represent antisymmetric (dipole)
and symmetric (quardupole) families, respectively. TK03 is a Giant Gaussian Process
(Constable and Parker, 1988) statistical model that predicts full vector distributions of
the geomagnetic field at any latitude and longitude. GGP models generate a statistical
representation of the field using different Gauss coefficients (e.g., gml ) of degree,l, and
order, m. TK03 uses only the dipole term, ḡ01 , as well as two other parameters, " and &
which affect directional variance at low and high latitudes, respectively.

Investigations of TAF behavior typically focus on quantifying departures of the
time-averaged field from GAD. Data quality and temporal and regional sampling bi-
ases also play a major role in TAF interpretations. Early TAF comparisons of different
polarity chrons showed that non-dipole terms were stronger during reverse field states.
Merrill and McElhinny (1977) observed an average axial-quadrupole (ḡ02) component
of 2.5 to 5% and an average axial-octupole (ḡ03) term of 1.5 to 3.5% the strength of an
axial-dipole during normal polarities, and approximately double these values during re-
verse polarities. Lateral temperature variations in the lower mantle were suggested as a
possible cause of the long term, non-GAD field structure and the normal/reverse polarity
asymmetries. However, these observations could be the result of the combined effects
of relatively fewer samples and incompletely removed viscous remanent magnetization
(VRM) for data from reverse polarity epochs, compared with data from normal polarity
periods. A more even temporal distribution of paleomagnetic data, especially during re-
verse polarities, will help resolve the non-dipole contributions of the geomagnetic field.

The GAD hypothesis implies a zonal field structure, at least when paleomag-
netic data are averaged over sufficient time (104 " 106 years), but several studies ob-
serve non-zonal structure in historical, and paleodirectional data, raising the question
of whether there is long-term longitudinal structure in the geomagnetic field. Johnson
and Constable (1995) and Gubbins and Kelly (1993) independently observed evidence
for persistent regions of increased radial magnetic flux at high northern latitudes during
the Brunhes epoch as well as other spatial structure in the paleofield similar to that ob-
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served in the modern magnetic field, suggesting that non-dipole features in the modern
field do not average out to GAD over geologic time. On the other hand, McElhinny
et al. (1996) showed that declination anomalies of the time-averaged field are not distin-
guishable from zero and so if non-zonal features do exist they were not resolvable with
the data available at the time. Not surprisingly, McElhinny et al. (1996) advocated for
zonal models to fit inclination anomalies, while Johnson and Constable (1995, 1997)
and Gubbins and Kelly (1993) suggested that purely zonal models could not fit their
lava flow data.

In response to unresolved issues concerning paleofield behavior following the
increased modeling efforts of the mid-1990s, the Time-Averaged Field Initiative (TAFI)
was developed as a multi-institutional collaboration designed to collect new volcanic pa-
leomagnetic sites (e.g., Johnson et al. (1998); Tauxe et al. (2003);Opdyke and Musgrave
(2004)) and to re-measure some previously collected samples (e.g., Tauxe et al. (2004a);
Kent et al. (2010)) using modern laboratory methods. The goal of TAFI was to improve
the overall geographic and temporal coverage of paleomagnetic data spanning the last
few million years. Johnson et al. (2008) presented an analysis of available TAFI stud-
ies (17 studies, 894 sites) and several existing regional compilations (Figure 3.1c). The
authors observed that their compilation exhibited VGP dispersion with less latitudinal
variation than predicted byModel G and TK03. In addition, the normal polarity Brunhes
epoch exhibited a notably smaller departure from a GAD field than the reverse polarity
Matuyama. This analysis of mostly high-quality paleodirectional data highlighted the
need for additional high and low latitude observations.

The near universal adoption of modern laboratory methods within the paleomag-
netic community has generated a large number of new high-quality, paleodirectional
sites that span the globe from the Antarctic to the Arctic. There are now sufficient
directional data to address the issues of data quality and global distribution that have
affected paleomagnetic investigations. In this study we present a new paleomagnetic
compilation, PSV10, that includes all 0-10 Ma, high-quality paleodirectional data from
volcanic units and published through the end of 2013. This new compilation represents
the paleomagnetic community’s efforts for the last several decades and allows an up-
dated evaluation of paleosecular variation and the time-averaged magnetic field. In the
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following sections we describe our new data compilation. We first address the effects of
data quality and sample size on PSV interpretations in order to justify some of our selec-
tion criteria and then provide details of the data that contribute to our compilation. This
analysis is followed by PSV and TAF evaluations for the entire data set, with special
attention paid to normal and reverse polarity time periods. We limit our investigation to
a first order evaluation of the entire suite of accepted sites. All studies used in PSV10
are uploaded to the MagIC database (http://earthref.org/MAGIC) in their entirety and
are labeled as part of this compilation.

3.4 The New PSV10 Compilation

In this section we provide details of our PSV10 compilation and explain how
we developed our selection criteria at the study and site level. First, we briefly review
general criteria used in establishing previous paleomagnetic data sets for TAF and PSV
studies. As noted above, major aspects of ancient field behavior (e.g., non-GAD TAF
structure, polarity asymmetries in TAF and PSV, and geographical variations in PSV)
remain unresolved, primarily as a result of limited spatial and temporal data coverage
and issues of data quality. We thus use data from a modern study together with statistical
simulations to establish selection criteria for our new compilation.

3.4.1 Selection Criteria: Previous Compilations

Previous paleomagnetic compilations established site acceptance criteria to limit
the incorporation of poor quality data. The exact requirements vary, but most major
studies (e.g., Lee (1983);Quidelleur et al. (1994); Johnson and Constable (1996);McEl-
hinny and McFadden (1997)) used the following general site selection criteria:

1. Sites must be from lava flows or thin dikes. Lava flows record discrete, full vector
measurements of the geomagnetic field (inclination, declination and intensity),
and can be radiometrically dated.

2. There must be no evidence of significant tectonic effects since the acquisition of
magnetic remanence. This avoids the need for subjective tilt corrections.
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3. An assessment of within-site error in the form of a minimum precision estimate,
"95, or the Fisher precision statistic, k (Fisher, 1953). Any calculation of within-
site error is affected by the number of specimens used in the error estimate, there-
fore each study requires some minimum number of accepted specimens per site.

4. Some method to remove transitional directions and only include ‘typical’, time-
averaged field estimates. Generally such sites are identified via their VGP lati-
tudes, and sites are removed if they have VGPs below, say, 45!, or by using an
iterative cutoff method (Vandamme, 1994).

5. The characteristic remanent direction must be established by laboratory cleaning.
Sites published without evidence of laboratory demagnetization run the risk of
containing otherwise undetectable magnetic overprints. Data from such sites can
lead to increased scatter and/or bias in estimates of paleofield directions.

The most widely used database is PSVRL (McElhinny and McFadden, 1997),
containing 3719 directional sites. Only 440 (or # 12%) of the PSVRL sites are of the
highest quality, DC-4 or DC-5 (Table 3.1, Figure 3.1b) and meet modern laboratory
standards for complete demagnetization of all specimens. PSV models Model G (McEl-
hinny and McFadden, 1997) and TK03 (Tauxe and Kent, 2004) make no distinction
among directional sites of different laboratory quality. The inclusion of lower-quality
data in these models was necessary at the time because of the limited number of sites.
The issues of how many samples per site are needed to establish a reliable site mean
direction, and whether the inclusion of samples with no or little demagnetization af-
fects interpretations of paleofield behavior have been active areas of discussion in the
literature (e.g., Tauxe et al. (2003); Lawrence et al. (2006); Johnson et al. (2008)). We
address these issues in more detail below in order to establish selection criteria for our
data set.

3.4.2 Motivating Data Quality Selection Criteria: Modern Datasets
and Fisherian Simulations

We use data from a typical modern paleomagnetic study, together with statistical
Fisherian simulations, to explore the effects of different numbers of samples per site (n)
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and incomplete demagnetization on PSV estimates. We use circular standard deviation
(CSD), a measure of the angular variability of measurements (declination and inclina-
tion), to quantify both the within-site and between-site dispersion in directions. CSD is
approximated by:

CSD =
81&
k

(3.2)

where k is the precision parameter of (Fisher, 1953), either kw (within-site) or ' (between-
site) depending on the data in question. Within-site dispersion is a measure of the pre-
cision of a site-level paleodirection, and between-site dispersion is a measure of PSV
for a collection of sites spanning several hundred kyr. We use directional results from
37 lavas in Patagonia (published by Mejia et al. (2004)) to evaluate site and study-level
variabilities. Mejia et al. (2004) used modern laboratory methods (DC-5) for demag-
netization and analysis, required at least 5 samples per site, and a minimum within-site
precision of kw $ 50.

Our first simulation explores how varying the number of samples per site affects
estimates of the within-site CSD, and hence the precision of the site-level mean direc-
tion. Figure 3.2a shows the estimated site-level CSDs for bootstrapped simulations of
1000 sites with n samples per site. Each set of 1000 sites is drawn from a Fisher distri-
bution of n samples with ' = 50 , which is equivalent to a within-site CSD of 11.45!.
The variance in the site level CSD becomes relatively independent of n at approximately
n $ 4 or 5, although having twice as many samples (n = 8) reduces the total variance of
the estimated within-site CSD by an additional 40%. Tauxe et al. (2003) reached a sim-
ilar conclusion through a simulation on synthetic directions drawn from a distribution
with kw = 100. It is clear that having more paleomagnetic samples per site is beneficial,
but it is not always practical to collect tens of samples per site during short field seasons.
To this end, most paleomagnetic studies use a minimum n ranging from 3 to 5 samples
per site.

To explore the effect of n on between-site or study level CSD estimates from ac-
tual paleomagnetic data, we again use the data set from Patagonia byMejia et al. (2004).
We used measurement level data to randomly select n samples from each site, calculated
the resulting mean site-level direction for each site, and from that the resulting between-
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Figure 3.2: Effects of different numbers of samples per site (n) on circular standard de-
viation (CSD) estimates. a) Estimated site-level CSDs for 1000 sites, each with n sam-
ples, drawn from a Fisher distribution with kw = 50 (dashed blue line is the equivalent
CSD, 11.45!). 95% confidence bounds are heavy red lines. The variability in estimated
CSD decreases as n increases. b) Bootstrapped estimates of between-site CSDs calcu-
lated 1000 times with different n samples per site for Patagonia (Mejia et al., 2004).
Samples for each site are randomly drawn from published ChRM interpretations. As n
increases, the number of sites decreases, resulting in replicate CSD estimates and over-
lapping dots in (b). Blue dashed line is the CSD from all published results, red solid
lines are 95% confidence bounds.
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Figure 3.3: a) Differences in estimated CSD between simulated DC-2 (blue) and DC-4
(orange) directional sites using the data set from Patagonia (Mejia et al., 2004). Blanket
steps of 30 mT were chosen for sites with a minimum of four AF samples. Blanket
sample directions are randomly selected from published measurement level data. DC-4
comparisons are drawn from the same samples in the DC-2 sites, except that we ran-
domly select four full vector directions from the published study. Colored dashed lines
are 95% confidence bounds. Equal area plots of published samples (circles) and calcu-
lated site mean directions (triangles, n = 4) are plotted for the DC-2 (b) and DC-4 (c)
simulations. Red (white) circles and triangles plot in the lower (upper) hemispheres.

site CSD. This calculation was performed 1000 times for each n. Dispersion estimates
from our simulations rapidly approach the published study-level CSD as the number of
samples per site increases from three to four, with a more gradual increase in precision
when five samples are used. Observations from this simulation on real data suggest that
a minimum of four samples per site is necessary to adequately describe the PSV be-
havior of the magnetic field, at least when using a within-site precision requirement of
kw $ 50.

Having established a minimum requirement of four samples per site, we ex-
amine the hypothesis that unremoved overprints can cause high scatter and anomalous
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TAF directions. Specifically, we explore whether or not sites demagnetized as DC-2
(each specimen subjected to a blanket demagnetization step) have a greater variance
than “high-quality” DC-4 sites (every specimen fully demagnetized and the direction
based on principle component analysis). For this analysis we again use the raw measure-
ment and specimen level data from Mejia et al. (2004). Figure 3.3a shows cumulative
distribution functions of bootstrapped CSDs from simulated sites using DC-2 and DC-4
methodologies. In order to maintain consistency between data selected for each method,
we use only specimens demagnetized with alternating field (AF). For the DC-2 simula-
tion we randomly select four samples per site and choose the directions corresponding to
the 30 mT demagnetization step (to simulate a bulk demagnetization). Site level direc-
tions are determined using Fisher statistics (Fisher, 1953), then the mean between-site
CSD is calculated for all sites with a kw $ 50 (with any reverse polarity directions con-
verted to normal polarities). This process is repeated 1000 times. The DC-4 simulation
is the same except the directions for each randomly drawn sample are the characteristic
remanent magnetizations (ChRMs) from Mejia et al. (2004) and the site mean direc-
tions are calculated using Fisher statistics and the combined lines and planes method of
McFadden et al. (1988).

Both DC-2 and DC-4 simulations are drawn from the same suite of available
data, however DC-2 sites have a much larger variance in CSD than their DC-4 coun-
terparts, with 95% bounds spanning about 4.5! for DC-2 compared to a little over 1!

for DC-4 sites (Figure 3.3a). Accepted DC-2 specimens (Figure 3.3b) show greater di-
rectional scatter and a larger number of specimens than those from the more restrictive
DC-4 simulation (Figure 3.3c). The DC-4 method is inherently stricter in that it requires
complete demagnetization, which allows researchers to exclude specimens that exhibit
non-ideal behavior, or to calculate characteristic mean directions using great circles (a
common occurrence with AF demagnetization). The DC-2 method contains only a sin-
gle demagnetization step which does not permit additional measurement level scrutiny
and may hide rock magnetic and paleomagnetic peculiarities.

Although both DC-2 and DC-4 methods are statistically likely to represent the
CSD of a given location, studies using the DC-2 method, in this simulation, have a
greater chance of incorrectly estimating directional dispersion by several degrees (Fig-
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ure 3.3a). The median CSD value for DC-2 sites in Figure 3.3a is slightly lower than
the median CSD for DC-4 sites, but within the DC-4 95% confidence window. Di-
rectional dispersion at the study level is variable and a lower CSD is not indicative of
the “correct” value or methodology, instead we suggest that the decreased variance in
between-site dispersion of DC-4 sites is a stronger argument for reliability. An error of
several degrees can substantially affect the interpretation of subsequent modeling of the
geomagnetic field. For this reason we choose to exclude directional data of DC-3 and
lower and focus the attention of PSV10 on high-quality sites of DC-4 and DC-5.

3.4.3 PSV10 Compilation

PSV10 is a collection of published directional studies that meet three general
criteria:

1. Studies must have applied modern demagnetization methods (DC-4 or DC-5, see
Table 3.1)

2. Studies must not have explicitly targeted transitional field states

3. The study area must be free of significant deformation (such as post-emplacement
folding or faulting)

We used both electronic and print resources in our literature search, including the on-
line MagIC Database (http://earthref.org/MAGIC), online literature search engines, and
previously published regional and global compilations of paleomagnetic data (such as
McElhinny and McFadden (1997); Donadini et al. (2006); Lawrence et al. (2006) and
Johnson et al. (2008)). Every attempt is made to include only paleodirectional sites that
accurately reflect the geomagnetic field; as a result, some studies are excluded from the
compilation when demagnetization methods are not clearly stated (i.e. when we cannot
verify the use of principle component analysis) or if the study authors determine that the
in-situ integrity of their samples is compromised by tectonic effects and/or deformation.
In those instances in which a study re-examines or incorporates previously published
material we include only the most recent publication so as not to duplicate directional
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sites (e.g., Antarctica, where Lawrence et al. (2009) built on previous work of Tauxe
et al. (2004b) and Mankinen and Cox (1988)).

We found 71 studies (Table 3.2) that met all the above criteria and include those
in our new PSV10 compilation. Figure 3.4 shows the locations sampled by each publi-
cation with reference numbers that correspond to Table 3.2. The global distribution of
accepted studies is very similar to the original PSVRL compilation of McElhinny and
McFadden (1997) (Figure 3.1), but PSV10 displays a markedly improved spatial sam-
pling when compared to only high-quality paleodirectional sites in PSVRL. PSV10 con-
tains sites from each major continent with nearly continuous latitudinal coverage from
Svalbard to Antarctica (references 1 and 71, respectively, in Figure 3.4). Despite the
improved global distribution of high-quality sites in PSV10, the northern hemisphere is
preferentially sampled along with the longitudinal band throughout the Americas (that
was a target of the original TAFI proposal). Areas for future research include central
Asia, the Western Pacific Rim, Africa, and both the Arctic and Antarctic, as well as a
global evaluation of sediment records.
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Table 3.2: Studies included in the PSV10 compilation. # corresponds to each study’s specific reference as seen
in Figure 3.4. Avg Lat (N) and Avg Lon (E) are average latitude and longitude for each study. Model Lat (N)
and Model Lon (E) are averages of plate corrected latitude and longitude for each study-site. Plate motion is
calculated using the NNR-Morvel model of Argus et al. (2011). Age is the average age (Ma) of all study-sites. N
is the number of sites at each study location. Location is a description of the general sampling area. Reference is
the associated source for each study. (* see also Johnson et al. (2008)).

# Avg Lat Avg Lon Model Lat Model Lon Age N Location Reference

1 79.4 14.0 78.4 10.2 7.356 14 Spitsbergen Cromwell et al. (2013a)

1 71.0 -8.7 70.9 351.3 0.24 23 Jan Mayen Cromwell et al. (2013a)

2 65.1 344.5 64.9 344.7 1.314 38 Iceland Udagawa et al. (1999)

3 60.0 193.5 60.2 193.5 0.965 56 Nunivak, Alaska Coe et al. (2000)*

4 53.2 190.0 53.1 190.5 0.624 82 Aleutians, Alaska Stone and Layer (2006)*

5 51.5 237.6 51.5 237.7 0.315 51 British Columbia Mejia et al. (2002)*

6 46.0 238.2 46.2 238.5 1.588 56 Indian Heaven Volcanic Field Mitchell et al. (1989)

7 46.2 25.8 45.9 25.0 2.795 67 South Harghita Mountains Panaiotu et al. (2012)

8 46.0 25.4 45.9 25.2 0.831 49 Persani Mountains Panaiotu et al. (2013)

9 45.5 2.8 45.5 2.8 0.009 9 Chaine des Puys, France Salis et al. (1989)

10 45.0 4.1 43.7 2.1 9.029 8 France Riisager et al. (2000)

11 43.0 246.3 43.1 246.6 1.342 21 Snake River Tauxe and Staudigel (2004)*

12 41.7 44.0 41.6 43.5 1.513 41 Djavakheti Highland, Georgia Goguitchaichvili et al. (2000)

Continued on next page
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Table 3.2 – continued from previous page

# Avg Lat Avg Lon Model Lat Model Lon Age N Location Reference

13 41.4 44.2 41.2 43.6 2.219 16 Djavakheti Highland, Georgia Calvo-Rathert et al. (2011)

14 41.4 43.3 41.1 42.3 3.57 11 Djhavakheti Highland, Georgia Calvo-Rathert et al. (2013a)

15 40.2 113.7 40.3 113.6 0.525 19 Datong, China Yamamoto et al. (2007)

16 38.4 15.0 38.4 15.0 0.09 39 Italy Laj et al. (1997)

17 38.1 140.5 38.2 140.4 0.428 9 Zao volcanic group Otake et al. (1993)

18 37.8 334.6 37.8 334.6 0.359 33 Azores Johnson and Constable (1998)*

19 37.8 358.5 36.9 357.3 6.224 10 South Eastern Spain Calvo-Rathert et al. (2009)

20 35.9 137.5 36.0 137.3 0.052 37 Ontake volcano Tanaka et al. (2007)

21 35.9 137.5 35.9 137.5 0.566 22 Ontake Volcano Tanaka and Kobayashi (2003)*

22 35.3 248.2 35.5 248.5 1.838 14 San Francisco Volcanics Tauxe et al. (2003)*

23 28.8 342.1 28.7 342.0 0.865 22 La Palma Tauxe et al. (2000)*

24 28.3 343.2 27.5 342.3 5.7 26 Tenerife Leonhardt et al. (2006)

25 27.0 247.2 26.3 248.6 3 3 Baja California Morales et al. (2003)

26 21.7 254.8 22.4 255.6 8.9 45 Nayarit, Mexico Goguitchaichvili et al. (2002)

27 21.3 202.2 21.2 202.4 0.311 14 Hawaii Herrero-Bervera and Valet (2002)

28 21.0 255.7 21.2 255.9 2.64 7 Trans-Mexican Volcanic Belt Calvo-Rathert et al. (2013b)

29 21.1 252.4 21.2 252.4 0.303 12 Mexico Petronille et al. (2005)

30 20.7 257.1 21.1 257.7 6.56 23 Trans-Mexican Volcanic Belt Goguitchaichvili et al. (2011)

31 20.8 256.1 20.9 256.1 0.558 16 Tequila Volcanic Field, Mexico Ceja et al. (2006)

Continued on next page
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Table 3.2 – continued from previous page

# Avg Lat Avg Lon Model Lat Model Lon Age N Location Reference

32 20.4 257.7 20.7 258.1 4.734 44 Trans-Mexican Volcanic Belt Ruiz-Martinez et al. (2010)

33 21.6 201.7 20.7 203.6 3.106 97 Hawaii Laj and Kissel (1999)

34 21.3 202.2 20.7 203.6 2.3 9 Hawaii Herrero-Bervera and Valet (2003)

35 20.7 203.7 20.6 203.7 0.067 12 Hawaii Herrero-Bervera and Valet (2007)

36 20.8 203.1 20.5 203.6 0.941 7 Hawaii Herrero-Bervera et al. (2000)

37 20.1 262.9 20.3 263.2 3.876 14 Eastern Alkaline Province Goguitchaichvili et al. (2007)

38 20.1 258.7 20.3 258.9 1.942 11 Michoacan-Guanajuato VF Peña et al. (2011)

39 20.1 204.2 20.1 204.3 0.232 10 Hawaii Brassart et al. (1997)

40 19.9 101.6 19.9 258.5 0.496 32 Trans-Mexican Volcanic Belt Michalk et al. (2013)

41 19.7 258.2 19.7 258.2 0.539 22 Michoacan-Guanajuato VF Conte-Fasano et al. (2006)

42 19.6 260.4 19.7 260.5 1.661 12 Mexico Mejia et al. (2005)*

43 19.7 257.9 19.7 257.9 0.013 4 Michoacan-Guanajuato VF Gonzalez et al. (1997)

44 19.5 204.8 19.5 204.8 0.012 8 Hawaii Valet et al. (1998)

45 19.3 260.8 19.3 260.8 0.002 10 Xitle Volcano, Mexico Alva-Valdivia (2005)

43 19.2 260.7 19.2 260.7 0.012 7 Chichinautzin Gonzalez et al. (1997)

46 19.1 260.8 19.1 260.8 0.013 7 Mexico Morales et al. (2001)

47 18.8 249.1 18.7 249.2 0.283 8 Isla Socorro Sbarbori et al. (2009)

48 18.4 264.8 18.5 265.0 1.856 9 Mexico Alva-Valdivia et al. (2001)

49 17.1 334.7 17.0 334.6 0.475 27 Cape Verde Brown et al. (2009)

Continued on next page
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Table 3.2 – continued from previous page

# Avg Lat Avg Lon Model Lat Model Lon Age N Location Reference

50 16.0 298.3 16.0 298.3 0.474 27 West French Indies Carlut et al. (2000)

51 10.1 -84.4 10.1 275.6 0.528 30 Costa Rica Cromwell et al. (2013b)*

52 6.5 13.3 6.2 13.0 2.142 17 West Africa Ubangoh et al. (1998)

53 2.8 36.7 2.1 35.8 3.61 33 Loiyangalani, Kenya Opdyke et al. (2010)

54 -0.4 281.7 -0.5 281.8 1.258 50 Ecuador Opdyke et al. (2006)

53 0.1 37.6 -0.5 36.8 3.191 60 Mount Kenya, Kenya Opdyke et al. (2010)

55 -1.0 269.9 -1.1 269.2 1.5 53 Galapagos Kent et al. (2010)

56 -3.9 327.6 -4.3 327.8 4.887 38 Fernando de Noronha Leonhardt et al. (2003)

57 -7.6 112.2 -7.5 112.0 1.063 46 Indonesia Elmaleh et al. (2004)

58 -16.9 209.0 -17.7 210.5 2.621 123 Society Islands Yamamoto et al. (2002)

59 -21.1 55.5 -21.1 55.5 0.1 38 Reunion Rais et al. (1996)

60 -21.2 55.7 -21.2 55.7 0.044 23 Reunion Chauvin et al. (1991)

61 -27.1 250.7 -27.1 250.4 0.354 27 Easter Island Miki et al. (1998)

62 -35.3 289.5 -35.3 289.5 0.275 8 Argentina Canon-Tapia et al. (1994)

63 -36.0 291.0 -36.1 291.0 0.762 30 Andean Southern Volcanic Zone Quidelleur et al. (2009)

64 -38.2 176.5 -38.2 176.5 0.012 15 New Zealand Tanaka et al. (2009)

65 -37.7 144.3 -38.7 143.8 2.004 37 Newer Volcanics, Australia Opdyke and Musgrave (2004)*

66 -39.2 175.6 -39.3 175.6 0.169 24 Ruapehu volcano, New Zealand Tanaka et al. (1997)*

67 -46.4 51.8 -46.5 51.5 2.661 37 Possession Island Camps et al. (2001)

Continued on next page
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Table 3.2 – continued from previous page

# Avg Lat Avg Lon Model Lat Model Lon Age N Location Reference

68 -47.0 288.9 -47.1 0 288.81 1.769 32 Patagonia, Argentina Brown et al. (2004)*

69 -51.2 289.4 -51.4 289.2 2.546 37 Patagonia Mejia et al. (2004)

70 -63.0 299.3 -63.0 299.3 0.075 18 Deception Island Baraldo et al. (2003)

71 -77.9 165.1 -77.7 164.4 2.255 128 McMurdo, Antarctica Lawrence et al. (2009)
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Some general statistics for PSV10 are shown in Figure 3.5. The earliest publica-
tion of an acceptable PSV10 study is Mitchell et al. (1989), after which the number of
acceptable studies remains low until 1997. From the mid-90’s to present day there has
been an average of about four high-quality paleodirectional publications per year except
during 2008. The increase in accepted studies since 1997 corresponds to a series of
studies modeling PSV and TAF behavior (e.g., Constable and Parker (1988); Kono and
Tanaka (1995);Quidelleur and Courtillot (1996); Johnson and Constable (1996);McEl-
hinny and McFadden (1997); Constable and Johnson (1999)) and the community-wide
recognition that accurate models of the geomagnetic field require a global distribution
of high-quality directional data.

From the 71 PSV10 studies we apply additional site selection criteria for statis-
tical analysis. Motivated by the results from Figures 3.2 and 3.3, we sub-select those
directional sites with at least four samples (n $ 4) and a minimum within-site Fisher
precision statistic, kw $ 50. In addition, all sites must have an average age of 10 Ma or
younger. We do not exclude any sites based on VGP colatitude, rather we remove the
effect of transitional directions by not including those studies that targeted excursional
field states. We treat any “transitional” sites in this compilation as natural occurrences of
secular variation. This approach to transitional data is different from that of other com-
pilations, therefore we address the consequences of excluding transitional data based on
VGP colatitudes in section 3.8. Site average ages and uncertainties vary by study, with
the main differences being geochronology method and the level of detail about indi-
vidual site ages provided in the original publication. Those sites with absolute ages are
derived from radiometric dating methods. We calculated average site ages for sites with-
out absolute dating estimates by taking the mean of stratigraphic and magnetic polarity
constraints provided by the original authors. Estimated age assignments are approximate
as polarity timescales and stratigraphic controls varied by study. In total, 2,172 indepen-
dent directional sites meet our requirements and Figure 3.5b shows the age distribution
for the entire collection. PSV10 is weighted to the last five million years (N5Ma=2,020)
with a plurality of sites emplaced during the Brunhes (NB=838) and Matuyama chrons
(NM=729).
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Figure 3.5: General information of the PSV10 compilation. a) Distribution of PSV10
studies and their year of publication. b) Age distribution of all PSV10 sites in 0.5 Ma
intervals.
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We account for any possible plate motion by rotating all sites to their original
paleolatitude and longitude using the NNR-MORVEL model of Argus et al. (2011). Ro-
tations are based on assigned average site ages described above. Paleo-site changes are
minimal with maximum paleolatitude and paleolongitude adjustments of 1.6! and 4.8!,
respectively. Site VGPs are recalculated for all site rotations and all statistical anal-
yses of PSV10 sites in the following sections are performed using the plate-corrected
locations and recalculated VGPs.

3.5 Paleosecular Variation Analysis

In this section we present an evaluation of PSV for the entire PSV10 dataset
by calculating average VGP dispersion as a function of latitude. VGP dispersion, SF

(McElhinny and McFadden, 1997), is corrected for within-site scatter and defined as:

SF =
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), (3.3)

where N is the number of sites, !i is the angle between the ith VGP and the spin
axis, Swi is within-site scatter (defined as 81!/

&
kw, where kw is the Fisherian precision

statistic), and ni is the number of samples in the ith site. We compare our PSV10
observations with the predictions of Model G and TK03 and present modified versions
of TK03 in an attempt to fit the observed latitudinal variations in VGP dispersion.

Average VGP dispersion for PSV10 is computed for 10! latitude bins and shown
as a function of latitude in Figure 3.6a. There is latitudinal data coverage from the
Antarctic to the Arctic, although the mid-southern hemisphere and Arctic regions con-
tain substantially fewer sites than other regions (see also Figure 3.4). As seen in previous
studies, average VGP dispersion increases with latitude and shows significant differ-
ences between the equatorial and polar regions. Although contiguous latitude bins may
not show a significant increase (and in some cases show a decrease) in average dis-
persion, the overall trend supports previous observations that VGP dispersion increases
with latitude, with an especially large increase in the southern hemisphere.

PSV models TK03 and Model G show some agreement with the PSV10 dataset
(Figure 3.6a). TK03 supports the observed dispersion at the equator and in some north-
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Table 3.3: Weighted root mean square (rms) misfits of the PSV models (TK03, Model
G, q0, q2, q5, q10) to VGP dispersion estimates and inclination anomalies for the PSV10
data set. Misfits are calculated for the entire data set, and normal and reverse polarity
data separately. v indicates misfits for normal and reverse VGP dispersion using the Van-
damme (1994) VGP filter. 95% %2 values are the 95% confidence limit on the expected
value of %2 for each data type.

Model VGP Dispersion Inclination Anomaly
PSV10 Normal Reverse Normalv Reversev PSV10 Normal Reverse

TK03 2.6 1.9 3.4 2.7 4.0 3.1 2.8 1.9
q0 2.5 2.2 3.2 2.7 3.9 3.1 2.9 1.9
q2 2.6 2.6 3.3 2.7 3.9 2.7 2.7 1.6
q5 2.8 2.7 3.5 2.5 4.1 3.0 3.1 1.6
q10 3.2 2.9 3.8 2.4 4.4 5.0 4.7 2.8
Model G 3.5 2.39 3.72 2.5 3.5 - - -
95% %2 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.5 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.6

ern hemisphere latitude bands, but the model underestimates VGP dispersion in most
southern hemisphere latitude bands, especially in Antarctica. Model G shows a general
latitudinal increase, consistent with our data set, but on average underestimates the VGP
dispersion at all latitudes. As Model G was designed to fit the PSVRL database using
the iterative VGP cutoff of Vandamme (1994), it is not surprising that it predicts lower
VGP dispersion than our PSV10 compilation which has not been subjected to a VGP
cut-off criterion. Departures between existing PSV model predictions and our observa-
tions are also expected because the directional sites in PSVRL (from which TK03 and
Model G are derived) differ greatly from PSV10 in quality and distribution in space and
time. The paucity of southern hemisphere data in PSVRL encouraged the authors of
TK03 and Model G to fit their models to an absolute latitude reference frame and as-
sume north/south hemispheric symmetry. We calculated the weighted root mean square
(rms) misfit of TK03 and Model G to the observed VGP dispersion, where the weights
are 1-standard deviation in the dispersion. The weighted rms misfits are 2.6 and 3.5 for
TK03 and Model G, respectively (see Table 3.3), indicating that neither model fits the
observed dispersion at the 95% confidence limit on the expected value of %2.
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We investigate whether the observed asymmetry in PSV10 VGP dispersion can
be described by simple modifications to the parameters of TK03. We choose TK03 be-
cause it is a simple, statistical model that can be used to predict a range of paleomagnetic
observables. There are three parameters in TK03 that describe the statistical distribu-
tions of the Gauss coefficients (gml , hm

l ) of spherical harmonic degree l, and order m,
and hence the statistical distributions of the resulting paleomagnetic vectors. These are
the average axial dipole term ḡ01 , and two parameters, " and &, that describe the variance
in the Gauss coefficients. " is a fitted parameter that determines the variance (!2l ) in the
Gauss coefficients of degree l and is defined by the following equation from Constable
and Parker (1988):

!2l =
(c/a)2l"2

(l + 1)(2l + 1)
(3.4)

where c/a is the ratio of the core radius to that of the Earth. The parameter, & allows
the latitudinal dependence of SF to be adjusted and is defined as the ratio between the
standard deviation of dipole and quadrupole families of Gauss coefficients:

& =
!ml (l "m : odd)

!ml (l "m : even)
(3.5)

Modifications to " and & affect the dependence of VGP dispersion on latitude,
with & having a strong effect on dispersion at high latitudes and " primarily affecting
equatorial regions. However, changing these two parameters alone will not generate
asymmetric hemispheric behavior. To fit the observed asymmetries between the north-
ern and southern hemispheres we incorporate an axial-quadrupole component (ḡ02) as
a percentage of the axial-dipole term. Lastly, we are satisfied with the strength of the
average axial-dipole term in TK03 (as defined by Selkin and Tauxe (2000), therefore we
make no changes to ḡ01 .

Our first modification to TK03 was to slightly increase " from 2.4 to 2.43 in
order to better approximate average VGP dispersion at equatorial latitudes. Next we ran
a grid search in which we held " constant at 2.43 and varied & from 3.5 to 4.5 (original
TK03 &=3.8) and the percent ḡ02 contribution from 0 to 20%. rms misfits of latitudinal
VGP dispersion were calculated between each model in the grid search and PSV10.
We discuss four models from this grid search further: q0, q2, q5, and q10 that have ḡ02
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Figure 3.6: a) Average VGP scatter in degrees (SF ) for PSV10 in 10! latitude bins,
plotted with the number of sites in each bin and bootstrapped 95% confidence bounds.
Predicted scatter for Model G, TK03 and models q0, q2, q5 and q10 are also illustrated.
b) Inclination anomalies for PSV10 in 10! latitude bins, with the number of sites per bin.
Mexico and Hawaii average inclination anomalies plotted in gray (see text). Predicted
inclination anomaly values are plotted for a GAD field and PSV models TK03, q0, q2,
q5, and q10.
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contributions of 0%, 2%, 5%, and 10%. For each choice of ḡ02 we report the model with
the & that yields the best fit to the data. We discuss these four models because they
each provide the best-fit to either VGP dispersion (Figure 3.6a) or inclination anomalies
(Figure 3.6b) for all, or some subset of the data in PSV10. Each of these models has a
higher & parameter than TK03 which increases the scatter of directions at high latitudes.

The model iteration in our grid search that best fits the data is q0 (rms=2.5),
which performs slightly better than TK03 (rms=2.6) but still does not fit the data over-
all. Latitudinal VGP dispersion in q0 is symmetric about the equator but is elevated
compared to TK03. The addition of a small ḡ02 component in q2 and q5 (rms=2.6 and
2.8, respectively) predicts higher VGP dispersion in the southern hemisphere compared
to northern latitudes, better approximating SF at high latitudes in both hemispheres. De-
spite their different zonal TAF structures, q2 and TK03 have the same misfit (2.6). q2
fits high latitude dispersion better than TK03 but significantly overestimates two mid-
latitude bands in the southern hemisphere (20-30!S, and 30-40!S). The similar model
fits result from the non-monotonic behavior in VGP dispersion with latitude in PSV10
where most, but not all, latitude bands show an increase in SF away from the equator.
The fourth model, q10 (ḡ02=10%, &=4.2), has a higher rms value but is the only TK03
iteration with a reasonable ḡ02 component that fits VGP dispersion at the equator and
both polar regions.

3.6 The Time-Averaged Field

The previous section shows that VGP dispersion is only somewhat sensitive to
the TAF structure for ḡ02 contributions in the range 0%-5% (see also Table 3.3). Thus, in
this section we directly analyze the TAF itself by examining the time-averaged inclina-
tion anomalies (observed inclination minus the predicted inclination from a geocentric
axial dipole) recorded by our PSV10 data set. We compare the observed inclination
anomalies with those predicted by models, q0, q2, q5 and q10. In Figure 3.6b we show
average inclination anomalies along with bootstrapped 95% confidence bounds for the
same 10! latitude bins as for VGP dispersion. Also shown are the predicted inclination
anomalies from our new models, and for comparison the expected inclination anomaly
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(or lack thereof) for a GAD field (0! at all latitudes).
Three bins, 70-60!S, 60-50!S and 70-80!N, have a low number of sites (less than

about 50) and therefore their inclination anomalies are less well-determined (larger con-
fidence intervals) than those in other latitude bands. All other latitude bins have well
over 50 sites and their TAF estimates are correspondingly better determined. Many lat-
itude bins have inclination anomalies consistent (at the 95% confidence limit) with that
predicted by a GAD field (0!), but model q2 provides the best-fit to PSV10 TAF behavior
(weighted rms=2.7; Table3.3). TK03, q0 and q5 all perform very similarly (rms=3.0-
3.1), while q10 is visually and statistically worse (rms=5.0). Four latitude bands have
TAF estimates that deviate significantly from GAD: 80-70!S, 0-10!N, 20-30!N and 30-
40!N. The three northern hemisphere bands are best predicted by models q2 or q5, but
are surrounded by latitude bins with TAF estimates that are close to those predicted by
a GAD field. This suggests that the TAF estimates for the northern hemisphere are not
easily predicted by a zonal field. The southern hemisphere bin, 80-70!S (Antarctica),
has a positive inclination anomaly that is predicted only at the lowest end of the 95%
uncertainty bound by TK03, q0 and q2. The positive inclination anomaly is more consis-
tent with e.g. a non-zero axial-octupole (ḡ03) term or alternatively a non-GAD regional
signature in the TAF. Note that most models in Figure 3.6b predict a positive inclination
anomaly in the southern hemisphere, which has a signature similar to that predicted by a
non-zero ḡ03 contribution. This however, is a result of averaging unit vectors (directions
only) instead of the full paleomagnetic vector (Creer, 1983; Johnson and McFadden,
2007; Johnson et al., 2008).

The inconsistencies between consecutive latitude bands and the difficulties in
fitting a simple statistical model to inclination anomalies in the dataset is suggestive of
regional, i.e. non-zonal, features in the long-term geomagnetic field. To illustrate this
point, we plot the average inclination anomalies for Hawaii and Mexico, which have
the same average latitude (20.6!N), but different longitudes (H=203.6!E, M=251.3!E).
Both regions have a large number of sites and can be reliably compared, HN=158 and
MN=283. Mexico has an average inclination anomaly of "3.3 ± 3.0!, consistent with
TK03 or q0, compared to Hawaii which has an inclination anomaly of "9.1± 2.0! and
requires the 5 " 10% ḡ02 contributions of q5 or q10. The differences in TAF behav-
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ior in Hawaii, Mexico, and other highly sampled regions, has been well documented
(Lawrence et al., 2006; Johnson et al., 2008) and highlights the difficulty of predicting
global PSV and TAF behavior with simple zonal statistical models.

3.7 PSV and TAF for Normal and Reverse Polarity Data

As we observed earlier, none of our statistical models can account for the lat-
itudinal distribution of VGPs in PSV10. The inability of any single model to predict
PSV10 dispersion could be due to the averaging of normal and reverse polarity data.
Normal and reverse polarity epochs have been shown to record significantly different
geomagnetic field behaviors (e.g., TAF structure (Merrill and McElhinny, 1977) and
paleointensity (Ziegler et al., 2011)) and may be best treated separately (Johnson and
Constable, 1996) as it is possible that each polarity interval could be best fit by different
statistical models. The volume of high-quality directional sites in PSV10 now allows us
to evaluate the PSV and TAF behavior of normal and reverse polarity lava flows.

Most regions in the PSV10 collection contain normal and reverse polarity data
(Figure 3.7) although there are nearly three times as many normally magnetized sites
(Figure 3.5). In Figure 3.8 we examine the PSV and TAF behavior of PSV10 in terms
of magnetic polarity. The normal and reverse polarity data are dominated by Brunhes
and Matuyama aged sites. Models TK03 (rms=1.9) and q0 (rms=3.2) best predict VGP
dispersion for normal and reverse polarity sites, respectively, however q2 provides the
best fit to the increased dispersion at high southerly latitudes. In all but three instances,
average VGP dispersion for reverse polarity bins is greater than for their normal polarity
counterparts and in most cases the average reverse value exceeds the 95% confidence
bound for the normal polarity sites. This observation is consistent with previous studies
(e.g., Johnson and Constable (1996); Johnson et al. (2008)) and may reflect lower av-
erage field strength over the Matuyama versus the Brunhes polarity epoch (e.g., Ziegler
et al. (2011)). The high-quality nature of PSV10 sites ensures that reverse paleomag-
netic directions are not contaminated by viscous overprints and the increased PSV vari-
ance during reverse polarities likely is a real feature of the long-term geomagnetic field.

Inclination anomalies for normal and reverse polarity data separately (Figure 3.8b)
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Figure 3.7: Locations of normal (closed triangles) and reverse (open triangles) polarity
sites from PSV10 studies.

offer a less clear picture of geomagnetic behavior. There is no simple latitudinal struc-
ture for either normal or reverse inclination anomalies and we observe no systematic
difference between the two polarities for data in the same latitude bins. Model q2 fits
both normal (rms=2.7) and reverse (rms=1.6) TAF data the best, because it better ac-
commodates some small inclination anomalies in the southern hemisphere and the large
negative inclination anomaly at mid-northern latitudes. TK03 and q0 have slightly larger
misfit values (rms=2.8 and 2.9, respectively, for normal polarity data, and an rms of
1.9 for reverse data) and better predict TAF signatures in some areas, especially at high
northern latitudes. Many latitude bins have mean inclination anomalies consistent with a
GAD field at the 95% confidence level, but other bins (notably at mid-northern latitudes)
are better predicted by q2 or q5. Interestingly, q2 and q5 have the same low weighted
rms misfits for reverse inclination anomalies, suggesting that reverse polarity periods
are best fit by a dipole with ḡ02 contribution, which is also consistent with elevated VGP
dispersion values in Figure 3.8a. It is clear from Figure 3.8a that there is no single zonal
model that predicts TAF behavior for either polarity.

Our comparison of PSV models with different zonal structures shows the diffi-
culties in modeling the paleomagnetic field recorded by our PSV10 data set. To highlight
some of the differences in TAF structure we look at the large 20-30!N and 30-40!N nor-
mal polarity inclination anomalies. Hawaiian sites dominate the 20-30!N bin (136/284),
suggesting that inclination anomalies for this bin are largely controlled by a single re-
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gion and might only reflect a regional TAF structure. On the other hand, the 30-40!N
latitude bin contains a nearly equal number of sites from Europe and Asia (in addition
to a few from North America) indicating that the large inclination anomaly for that bin
is likely a zonal feature of the field.

Most PSV studies apply some VGP filter as a means of preventing transitional
directions from affecting estimates of average PSV. When a VGP filter, in this case the
iterative method of Vandamme (1994), is applied to PSV10 normal and reverse polarity
data (Figure 3.9) we see an expected decrease in average VGP dispersion. There is es-
sentially no discrimination between TK03’ (with the applied Vandamme filter) and the
other models reported here for latitude bins in the northern hemisphere, but models q0,
q2, q5 and q10 approximate southern hemisphere dispersion slightly better because of
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their larger & values. The models have rmsmisfits to normal polarity data ranging from
2.4 to 2.7 and from 3.9 to 4.4 for reverse polarity data. Model G has misfits of rms=2.5
and rms=3.5 for normal and reverse data, respectively. Model q10 best fits the nor-
mal polarity dispersion (rms=2.4) and Model G has the lowest misfit for reverse data,
although neither model is satisfactory for all latitude bins. The misfit results are sur-
prising considering that, compared to the other models, q10 and Model G have behaved
poorly in all previous discussions thus far and do not accurately represent PSV and TAF
behavior of the PSV10 data set. We contend that the use of VGP filters suppresses
natural secular variation, especially at high latitudes and in regions where non-dipole
features may play a significant role in long-term geomagnetic field structure.

3.8 Conclusions

We have compiled a new data set of high-quality paleodirectional results from
lava flows and present an analysis of latitudinal variations in paleosecular variation and
time-averaged field behavior of the geomagnetic field for the last 10 Ma. Statistical
analysis of synthetic and real paleomagnetic data show that a minimum of four sam-
ples per site are necessary to accurately estimate within-site dispersion of a single lava
flow and the overall dispersion for a study area. Similarly, we show that DC-4 or DC-
5 (McElhinny and McFadden, 2000) demagnetization procedures (complete step-wise
demagnetization and principle component analysis (Kirschvink, 1980) of all specimens)
are more desirable than bulk demagnetization (DC-2 or DC-3) methods for evaluating
within-site and study-level dispersion.

Our new PSV10 data set includes 2,172 sites from 71 studies published between
1989-2013. All PSV10 studies can be found in the MagIC database
(http://earthref.org/MAGIC). To ensure the inclusion of high-quality directional sites,
we applied site and study level selection criteria. Sites must have a demagnetization code
of DC=4 or 5, a minimum of four samples and a within-site Fisher precision parameter,
k, $ 50. Studies must not explicitly target transitional field states and study areas must
be free from significant tectonic effects or regional deformations. We include all sites
that meet these criteria, regardless of virtual geographic pole latitude.
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Average VGP dispersion of PSV10 data shows a latitudinal dependence of SF

and suggests long-term PSV asymmetry between northern and southern hemispheres,
which is not accounted for in existing PSV models like TK03 (Tauxe and Kent, 2004)
or Model G (McElhinny and McFadden, 1997). New TK03-like models with increased
", & and ḡ02 parameters produce larger latitudinal variances that fit the southern hemi-
sphere data better and show slight statistical improvements over TK03. Many latitude
bins in PSV10 have average inclination anomalies within 95% confidence intervals of
the 0! inclination anomaly predicted by a GAD field, but variable inclination anomalies
at mid-northern latitudes imply significant non-zonal field structures. The TAF signa-
ture for the PSV10 data set is best supported by TK03-like models with ḡ02 contributions
between 2% and 5%, smaller amounts than previously suggested by other zonal in-
vestigations. Inclination anomalies also suggest a larger contribution of ḡ02 for reverse
polarity data than for normal polarities. This observation is consistent with other stud-
ies (e.g., Johnson and Constable (1995); Johnson et al. (2008); Ziegler et al. (2011))
suggesting increased non-dipole contributions during the Matuyama epoch and other
reverse polarity field states.

New TK03-like PSV models with small ḡ02 contributions and modified " and &
parameters better match the observed non-zonal TAF behavior and hemispheric asym-
metry in VGP dispersion. Even with these modifications, however, none of the models
can individually fit all aspects (PSV, TAF) of the new data. New efforts are needed to
develop models that better fit this updated compilation of paleomagnetic data.
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4.2 Abstract

Published paleointensity estimates derived from lavas extruded in known fields
are highly variable and rarely recover the expected field strength within an accuracy of
better than 10%. Inconsistent results on modern volcanic rocks lend even greater un-
certainty to intensity experiments performed on lava flows emplaced during periods of
unknown geomagnetic field strength. The majority of published paleointensity data are
collected from the slowly cooled, massive centers of lava flows, where the magnetic
grains are more likely to be multi-domain and produce non-ideal experimental results.
Volcanic glass (found on subaerial lava flow tops and in sub-aqueous and subglacial
environments), however is rapidly cooled, and therefore most likely of all volcanic ma-
terials to behave as single-domain particles demanded by Néel theory. We present a
new paleointensity study of historic and modern Hawaiian lavas and test the viability of
subaerially emplaced basaltic volcanic glass as an accurate recorder of magnetic field
intensity. Seven of eight lava flows sampled on the Big Island of Hawaii (1843, 1859,
1935, 1950, 1960, 1990, 2010 C.E.) produce well behaved Arai plots and recover an
average intensity to within 2.8 µT of the expected field strength or better than 8% ac-
curacy. We apply very strict selection criteria, including a minimum of three specimens
per site, to prevent extraneous field estimates from affecting the final results. Individual
volcanic glass results from the 1960 C.E. lava flow have a much lower variance than
published data from the same volcanic unit. Quenched materials should therefore be
collected wherever possible as they allow recovery of geomagnetic field strength with
unprecedented accuracy.

4.3 Introduction

One of the major occupations of paleomagnetic research is characterizing the
strength and behavior of the Earth’s magnetic field over time. Perturbations of pale-
ointensity on a global scale reveal insights into the structure of the geomagnetic field
on centennial (Jackson et al., 2000), millennial (e.g., Korte et al. (2009)), million (e.g.,
Tanaka et al. (1995a); Ziegler et al. (2011)) and billion (Tarduno et al., 2010; Biggin
et al., 2012) year timescales. For example, the magnetic field is assumed to average to a
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geocentric axial dipole (GAD) over 105-106 years, but evidence suggests that this may
not be the case (e.g., Korte and Constable (2005); Lawrence et al. (2009); Cromwell
et al. (2013a)); non-dipole features may persist on million year timescales. Investiga-
tions into time averaged behavior of the geomagnetic field are based on global com-
pilations of paleomagnetic data and are dependent on the accuracy of available pale-
odirection and paleointensity estimates. Paleointensity estimates come from a variety
of sources, including deep sea sediments, volcanic rocks and archeological artifacts.
Volcanic rocks have the advantage over other materials that they may provide absolute
intensity estimates from present day to hundreds of millions of years ago. However, the
ability of lava flow samples to accurately record the strength of the ancient magnetic
field may affect our understanding of geomagnetic field behavior.

There are many experiments designed to recover the paleointensity signal from
volcanic rocks (see Tauxe and Yamazaki (2007) for an in depth review). Some of the
most widely used methods are the Thellier-Thellier technique (Thellier and Thellier,
1959) and its derivatives (e.g., Coe (1967); Hill and Shaw (1999); Tauxe and Staudigel
(2004)), the Shaw method (Shaw, 1974) and its variants (e.g., Tsunakawa and Shaw
(1994)), and the multispecimen approach (e.g., Hoffman et al. (1989); Hoffman and
Biggin (2005); Deckers and Böhnel (2006)). Each experiment is tested against modern
lava flows erupted in known fields where the null hypothesis that volcanic rocks cannot
accurately record magnetic field strength is disproven when the measured samples agree
with the known field intensity (within error). Love and Constable (2003) analyzed the
reliability of all available intensity data from the 1960 Kilauea lava flow from the Big
Island of Hawaii and found an average field strength of 33.91 µT with a standard devi-
ation of 19% (expected intensity = 36.0 µT). Herrero-Bervera and Valet (2009) made
their own compilation of the same flow and confirmed that the majority of published
intensity estimates do not consistently recover the expected field strength, especially
those estimates derived from Thellier-type experiments. Some individual results from
this method differ by more than 50%. Failure to consistently reproduce a known field
is troubling when considering the importance of paleointensity results in geomagnetic
field modeling.

The stark disagreement among paleointensity results from the same cooling unit
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can be attributed to different experimental techniques, varying selection criteria be-
tween researchers, and the degree to which samples alter or multi-domain behavior
(Yamamoto et al., 2003; Chauvin et al., 2005). With few exceptions, paleointensity
methodologies are based on the assumption that the measured specimens are comprised
of single-domain magnetic grains and that there is a linear relationship between the
ancient magnetic field and the imparted laboratory field. The majority of paleointen-
sity studies, however, sample a range of grain sizes from single-domain (< 80 nm) to
pseudo-single-domain (# 100 nm) and multi-domain (># 200 nm) (Tauxe et al., 2010),
so often illustrated in Day plots (Day et al., 1977). Multi-domain specimens produce
non-linear, concave-up Arai plots (Dunlop and Özdemir, 2001) which require subjective
NRM/TRM slope interpretations. The failure of many Thellier-type historical measure-
ments may have less to do with experimental methods or loose selection criteria, but
rather that researchers collect their samples from the slowly cooled interiors of lava
flows where crystals are more massive, and multi-domain grains will have a greater
influence on the remanent magnetization of the volcanic rock.

An alternate strategy would be to collect single-domain material for paleointen-
sity studies where experimental results are more likely to be well behaved, rather than
interpret or attempt to correct for multi-domain behavior after the fact (e.g., Deckers
and Böhnel (2006);Wang and Kent (2013)). Subaerial rhyolitic volcanic glass has been
tested as a suitable recorder of paleointensity (e.g., Leonhardt et al. (2006); Ferk et al.
(2012)) in relation to laboratory (Ferk et al., 2010) and ancient (Ferk et al., 2011) mag-
netic fields. Here, we explore the viability of glassy margins of subaerial lava flows as
recorders of magnetic field strength. We collected glassy or quenched volcanic material
from eight historic lava flows on the Big Island of Hawaii and compared our paleoin-
tensity results to the expected field strength. The intensity for historic lavas is well
known from the International Geomagnetic Reference Field model (IGRF) (1900 C.E.
to present). Prior to 1900, models such as GUFM (Jackson et al., 2000), ARCH3k and
CALS3K (Korte et al., 2009) provide reasonable estimates of the expected field.
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Figure 4.1: a) Sample locations of historic Hawaiian lava flows on the Big Island. Lava
flow ages are years, C.E., and site names are listed in parentheses. Volcanic centers are
plotted as triangles along with the general surface geology cover for each volcano. b)
Photo of 2010 lava flow sampling site. c) Photo of 1950 sampling site.

4.4 Methods

4.4.1 Sampling

We sampled quenched volcanic material from eight historic basaltic lava flows
on the Big Island of Hawaii (Figure 4.1). Unoriented hand samples were collected using
a rock hammer and chisel from preferentially selected sections of each lava flow. We
collected volcanic glass on pahoehoe rims from the 1843, 1859, 1935, 1990 and 2010
(Figure 4.1b) C.E. flows, and aa spires from the 1907, 1950 (Figure 4.1b), and 1960 C.E.
flows. Care was taken to avoid areas with signs of alteration or complicated cooling
structures. At each locality we collected at least two samples from different quenched
surfaces in order to increase the probability of acquiring reliable paleointensity results
and obtain an internal consistency check for paleointensity results.
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4.4.2 Paleointensity

Glassy specimens were subsampled from larger hand samples in the laboratory.
Specimens with magnetic moments of at least 10"10Am2 were subjected to ultrasonic
treatment to remove any superficial dirt or alteration features that might acquire a ther-
mal magnetic signature during laboratory heatings. During the ultrasonic treatment, all
specimens were placed in beakers with a 10% HCl solution in a water bath for 15 min-
utes. The ultrasonic bath was chilled to prevent the specimens from heating above 30!C
and potentially acquiring a partial thermal remanent magnetization (pTRM). Following
ultrasonic cleaning, all specimens were placed in labeled glass tubes for the paleointen-
sity heating experiment.

We used the IZZI-modfied Thellier-Thellier experiment (Tauxe and Staudigel,
2004) to estimate field strength from 131 specimens from our eight historic lava flows.
Step-wise heating experiments were performed in custom-built ovens at the Scripps
Institution of Oceanography paleomagnetics laboratory at the University of California
San Diego. Natural remanent magnetization (NRM) and pTRM measurements were
taken using a 2G Cryogenic Magnetometer. A 20 µT laboratory field was applied to all
specimens during in-field heating steps and pTRM alteration checks were performed at
every other temperature step. IZZI experiments were carried out until at least 95% of
the natural remanent magnetization (NRM) was removed.

4.4.3 Selection Criteria

Specimen interpretation was performed using the Thellier GUI Auto Interpreter
of Shaar and Tauxe (2013) (part of the PmagPy software distribution available at
http://earthref.org/PmagPy/cookbook) which provides objective and reproducable inter-
pretations based on a uniform set of criteria. The specimen selection statistics used
in this study are listed in Table 4.1 and described below (for a thorough review of all
paleointensity statistics see Paterson et al. (2014)).

SCAT (Shaar and Tauxe, 2013) tests the degree of scatter over a range of NRM/TRM
data points and is designed to evaluate the degree of alteration or scatter about the best-
fit slope. It is a boolean statistic which uses the threshold value of &, see below, to
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Table 4.1: Selection statistics at the specimen and sample level and their threshold
values. See text for a brief definition of each requirement. krv is a secondary criterion,
applied after initially selecting specimens based on the remaining statistics.

Specimen
SCAT FRAC Gap Max & MAD DANG |krv|
- $ 0.78 $ 0.60 ! 0.10 ! 5.0! ! 10.0! ! 0.164

Sample
nn B! B! %
$ 3 ! 4 µT ! 10 %

test whether experimental measurements on the best-fit Arai plot (Nagata et al., 1963)
are too scattered. There is no absolute numerical requirement for SCAT, instead the
criterion is labeled True if all points associated with a chosen Arai plot segment fall
within the SCAT polygon (illustrated graphically in e.g., Figure 4.2a). FRAC (Shaar
and Tauxe, 2013) measures the fraction of the NRM used in calculating a paleointensity
value. FRAC is calculated from the NRM fraction of a select range of NRM/TRM data
points on an Arai plot and is determined using the full difference vector sum calcula-
tion. Gap Max (Shaar and Tauxe, 2013) is the maximum gap between two NRM/TRM
data points determined by vector arithmetic. & (Coe et al. (1978); Tauxe and Staudigel
(2004)) measures the relative scatter around the best-fit line in an Arai plot. It is defined
as the ratio of the standard error of the slope to the absolute value of the slope. DANG
(Tauxe and Staudigel, 2004), or Deviation ANGle, is the angular difference between
the NRM components used in the best-fit line and the angle that the line anchoring the
center of mass makes with the origin. MAD (Kirschvink, 1980) (maximum angle of de-
viation) is a measure of scatter about the best-fit line through the NRM steps in an Arai
plot. We also calculated the curvature statistic, k, of Paterson (2011). Curvature (which
we will call krv) is calculated by using a least squares approach to fit the data in an Arai
plot with a best-fit circle of the form (x " a)2 + (y " b)2 = r2 (Taubin, 1991; Chernov
and Lesort, 2005), where x is the TRM gained and y is the NRM remaining. krv is the
inverse of the calculated radius, 1/r. A more curved arc has a higher value of krv and a
perfectly straight line will have a krv=0. We calculated krv for each specimen using all
NRM/TRM data.
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As a first pass, we chose MAD, Gap Max, and DANG to be relatively strict (5!,
0.6 and 10! respectively) while the Thellier Consistency Test tool was used to select val-
ues for FRAC and &. The Thellier Consistency Test (part of the Thellier GUI package)
varies FRAC and & and calculates a range of paleointensity results from the entire suite
of specimen measurements while keeping MAD, Gap Max and DANG constant. Our
strategy was to find the set of threshold values for & and FRAC that accepts the most
samples with a minimum of three specimens and with a standard deviation less than 4
µT or 10% of the mean. These strict criteria ensure that samples with poorly determined
field estimates are excluded from the final analysis.

4.4.4 Anisotropy

All specimens from each successful sample underwent correction for anisotropy,
using either thermal (ATRM) or anhysteretic (AARM) methods. ATRM experiments
included seven heating steps carried out at 550!C. Six in-field steps were carried out in
a 40 µT field at orthogonal directions (+x, +y, +z, -x, -y, -z) followed by an additional
in-field alteration check at the end of the experiment (+x). AARM determinations were
carried out in nine positions, following Jelinek (1978), using an alternating current field
of 180 mT and a 100 µT direct current field. Prior to each ARM step, a baseline was
established by demagnetizing each specimen in an alternating field of 180 µT. This
baseline measurement was subtracted from the subsequent in-field ARM measurement.
Anisotropy tensors were calculated using the method of Hext (1963) using the PmagPy
software.

We applied an F-test (Hext, 1963) whereby the anisotropy tensor is not used if
the F-test is below the threshold value for anisotropy at the 95% confidence level. Fifteen
specimens passed the F-test with results above the threshold value, and the anisotropy
corrections from those specimens were minimal. The average correction is 3.6% with
one specimen changing by 8% of its original intensity value (Table 4.2).
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Table 4.2: Paleointensity results for successful specimens from historical Hawaiian lava flows. Field estimates
derived from IZZI-modified Thellier-Thellier paleointensity experiments and calculated using the Thellier GUI
Auto Interpreter. Listed beneath Lava Flow age is the expected field intensity, Bexp. BF is the estimated field
strength based on T !C temperature intervals. AFac is the ratio of anisotropy corrected/uncorrected intensity.
Experimental statistics: FRAC, &, MAD, DANG and krv, see section 4.4.3 Selection Criteria. fvds (fraction of
total remanence by vector difference sum), DRATS (difference ratio sum), q (Coe quality index).

Lava Flow Specimen BF AFac T !C FRAC ! MAD DANG fvds DRATS q krv

1843 hw226b2 41.53 0.99 0 - 400 0.82 0.01 2.80 5.88 0.81 2.70 93.51 -0.052

Bexp= hw226b3 38.58 - 100 - 500 0.88 0.03 2.67 2.31 0.84 3.94 26.11 -0.006

39.85µT hw226b4 39.32 1.07 0 - 450 0.82 0.05 3.87 4.30 0.81 8.58 16.65 0.377*

hw226b6 40.64 - 0 - 375 0.78 0.02 1.80 5.91 0.77 1.74 26.42 -0.026

hw226b 40.02 ± 1.32 µT

1859 hw108c1 38.94 - 0 - 425 0.98 0.01 0.66 1.14 0.98 2.66 57.68 0.034

Bexp= hw108c2 40.02 - 100 - 400 0.87 0.02 0.34 0.10 0.87 2.50 34.40 -0.011

39.29µT hw108c7 38.29 - 0 - 375 0.90 0.02 1.84 0.77 0.88 9.74 37.94 0.091

hw108c8 38.44 - 0 - 300 0.78 0.03 2.46 4.18 0.77 3.81 24.09 0.131

hw108c9 37.81 - 0 - 500 0.99 0.01 1.88 0.80 0.93 7.01 53.88 -0.025

hw108c12 34.39 - 100 - 375 0.80 0.06 1.52 0.90 0.75 3.92 11.01 0.145

hw108c13 39.01 - 0 - 400 0.94 0.01 1.36 0.97 0.94 2.66 103.89 -0.026

hw108c 38.13 ± 1.79 µT

Continued on next page
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Table 4.2–continued

Lava Flow Specimen BF AFac T !C frac b MAD DANG fvds DRATS q krv

1935 hw126a1 36.05 - 0 - 400 0.98 0.01 1.28 1.89 0.97 0.67 51.24 0.051

Bexp= hw126a2 34.46 - 0 - 375 0.88 0.03 2.27 3.86 0.87 0.72 19.65 0.378*

36.43µT hw126a3 30.08 - 0 - 350 0.80 0.03 1.51 3.47 0.80 0.73 20.20 0.386*

hw126a4 37.04 - 100 - 375 0.78 0.02 1.90 3.60 0.79 0.65 29.83 -0.011

hw126a5 34.88 - 0 - 450 0.98 0.01 1.29 2.40 0.97 0.67 69.64 0.041

hw126a 34.5 ± 2.67 µT

hw126b1 36.43 - 0 - 510 0.99 0.02 0.79 0.86 0.98 0.77 46.65 -0.028

hw126b2 36.6 1.04 0 - 425 0.97 0.01 0.65 0.69 0.96 0.75 65.04 -0.028

hw126b3 36.4 - 0 - 275 0.82 0.01 1.04 0.93 0.83 0.63 69.60 -0.009

hw126b4 36.95 - 0 - 375 0.92 0.01 0.93 1.41 0.92 0.73 60.53 -0.055

hw126b5 36.6 - 0 - 400 0.94 0.01 0.54 0.4 0.93 0.75 94.99 -0.119

hw126b 36.6 ± 0.22 µT

1950 hw128a1 35.34 - 0 - 375 0.87 0.02 2.95 3.61 0.86 9.8 37.66 0.274*

Bexp= hw128a2 37.42 - 100 - 510 0.89 0.02 1.43 1.72 0.87 2.64 40.76 0.095

36.17µT hw128a3 35.09 - 0 - 500 0.99 0.03 1.60 2.21 0.97 3.39 32.09 0.208*

hw128a4 36.08 1 200 - 510 0.80 0.02 0.83 1.35 0.80 5.36 34.81 0.099

hw128a5 35.61 - 200 - 510 0.78 0.03 0.79 0.43 0.78 5.66 26.73 0.090

hw128a6 36.6 - 100 - 500 0.87 0.04 1.62 2.52 0.85 2.72 21.68 0.135

hw128a7 28.87 1.02 100 - 425 0.83 0.02 1.89 2.61 0.82 4.56 32.26 -0.073

Continued on next page
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Table 4.2–continued

Lava Flow Specimen BF AFac T !C frac b MAD DANG fvds DRATS q krv

hw128a8 35.1 - 100 - 400 0.82 0.02 1.72 0.39 0.82 6.50 33.30 0.080

hw128a9 31.98 - 100 - 425 0.78 0.02 1.76 3.26 0.77 1.63 40.47 0.123

hw128a10 32.53 1.06 150 - 425 0.78 0.02 2.23 3.14 0.78 1.49 40.41 0.007

hw128a11 43.75 - 150 - 500 0.85 0.03 1.47 2.04 0.86 2.86 31.96 0.158

hw128a 35.31 ± 3.72 µT

hw128c1 34.02 1.06 0 - 510 1 0.01 2.27 0.75 0.94 4.44 63.21 0.053

hw128c2 32.73 0.96 225 - 510 0.79 0.01 0.85 0.15 0.78 1.09 47.27 -0.055

hw128c3 34.46 1.05 100 - 450 0.80 0.01 1.87 1.40 0.79 3.34 43.75 0.008

hw128c4 34.2 0.96 100 - 450 0.78 0.03 3.86 1.18 0.74 4.11 22.68 0.027

hw128c5 35.13 - 200 - 475 0.79 0.02 1.17 0.17 0.77 0.35 41.98 -0.050

hw128c 34.11 ± 0.88 µT

hw128d1 36.12 0.92 100 - 400 0.88 0.02 2.23 2.72 0.88 4.29 36.13 0.440*

hw128d2 35.09 1.01 0 - 325 0.78 0.01 0.87 3.18 0.78 1.23 62.07 0.111

hw128d3 35.49 - 0 - 425 0.92 0.04 1.72 4.95 0.95 1.55 17.93 0.434*

hw128d4 33.59 - 0 - 350 0.80 0.02 1.47 1.68 0.79 5.70 35.23 0.567*

hw128d5 34.56 - 0 - 425 0.93 0.04 2.50 6.16 0.91 12.02 15.74 0.153

hw128d 34.97 ± 0.96 µT

1960 hw241e1 36.29 1.01 0 - 425 0.84 0.03 2.27 3.73 0.82 6.53 27.27 -0.134

Bexp= hw241e2 36.83 - 150 - 475 0.79 0.02 2.45 2.95 0.75 2.58 28 0.092

Continued on next page
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Table 4.2–continued

Lava Flow Specimen BF AFac T !C frac b MAD DANG fvds DRATS q krv

36.0µT hw241e4 37.72 1.02 100 - 475 0.78 0.01 2.69 4.09 0.76 5.55 49.5 0.037

hw241e5 35.32 - 0 - 425 0.89 0.03 3.76 3.34 0.85 3.39 25.81 0.143

hw241e6 33.92 - 0 - 425 0.86 0.04 2.54 2.48 0.84 1.31 17.28 0.039

hw241e 36.02 ± 1.46 µT

1990 hw201a3 34.31 - 0 - 325 0.79 0.03 2.68 8.79 0.78 7.20 20.59 0.101

Bexp= hw201a6 32.44 - 0 - 500 0.95 0.02 2.45 2.04 0.91 6.77 33.97 0.210*

35.2µT hw201a11 31.59 - 0 - 400 0.81 0.03 3.34 1.37 0.81 5.81 27.4 0.348*

hw201a12 31.83 - 0 - 450 0.79 0.02 2.78 7.69 0.78 5.68 37.51 0.181*

hw201a 32.54 ± 1.23 µT

2010 hw2010Ba 30.2 1 0 - 450 0.89 0.05 2.26 2.86 0.87 10.22 9.91 -0.476*

Bexp= hw2010Bb 33.1 - 100 - 500 0.85 0.04 2.60 2.47 0.79 12.70 11.35 -0.271*

34.7µT hw2010Bc 30.9 - 100 - 500 0.88 0.08 2.12 3.73 0.75 18.87 6.53 -0.201*

hw2010Bd 32.2 - 0 - 450 0.97 0.04 4.18 0.41 0.93 5.90 13.8 -0.336*

hw2010Be 33.2 - 100 - 500 0.89 0.05 2.29 3.49 0.85 5.66 9.46 -0.324*

hw2010B 31.92 ± 1.33 µT
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4.4.5 Hysteresis Loops and First Order Reversal Curves

Selected specimens were chosen for hysteresis and first order reversal curve
(FORC) experiments. Hysteresis and FORCmeasurements were performed at the Scripps
Institution of Oceanography on a PrincetonMeasurements Corp. MicromagModel 2900
alternating field magnetometer (AFM). FORC data were analyzed using the FORCinel
software of Harrison and Feinberg (2008). Smoothing factors for each FORC were
determined using the optimization routine in FORCinel and ranged from 1.75 to 10.

4.5 Results

The majority of specimens subjected to the IZZI experiment exhibit ideal, linear
Arai plots or show obvious signs of failure due to alteration, multi-domain or multi-
component behavior. Figure 4.2 shows representative specimens from the IZZI pale-
ointensity experiment and their hysteresis behavior. The paleointensity data are shown
using the NRM versus pTRM Arai plots, with inset Zijderveld (Zijderveld, 1967) di-
agrams (Figure 4.2a, d, g, j). In the middle panels are the associated hysteresis loops
(Figure 4.2b, e, h, k) and to the right are the FORC diagrams (Figure 4.2c, f, i, l). Fig-
ure 4.2a and d, are very well behaved specimens with linear Arai diagrams through the
entire TRM. These specimens produce paleointensity estimates with better than 1 µT
accuracy compared to the field expected from the IGRF (Table 4.2). Hysteresis loops
specimens hw241e2 and hw126a4 (Figure 4.2b, e,) are suggestive of single-domain be-
havior expected from quenched volcanic material. FORC distribution plots are another
way to analyze hysteresis data and determine magnetic grain size. First-order reversal
curve densities, from hysteresis measurements on specimens hw241e2 and hw126a4, are
shown as contour plots in Figures 4.2c, and f. Both plots have FORC densities concen-
trated along the flipping field (µ0Hu=0) at high coercivities (Hc), indicating that a large
percentage of grains are uniaxial-single domain with high coercivity values. FORC dis-
tributions concentrated along the y-axis, with Hc close to zero, have a greater percentage
of multi-domain particles (such as Figure 4.2l).

Specimen hw108c1 (Figure 4.2g, h, i) also exhibits a near-linear Arai plot and
records a paleointensity within 2% of the expected field strength. The hysteresis loop for
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Figure 4.2: Results from representative specimens in this study. Arai plots from IZZI-
modified Thellier-Thellier experiments with inset Zijderveld diagrams (a, d, g, j). In the
Arai plots, temperature values are listed in degree Celsius, pTRM checks are shown as
triangles, zero-field/in-field temperature steps shown as red dots, in-field/zero-field steps
shown in blue. The green line is the least-squares component for selected temperature
steps. Hysteresis loops (b, e, h, k) show the raw hysteresis data (red) and the resulting
loop after paramagnetic slope corrections. First-order reversal curve (FORC) diagrams
(c, f, i, l) are produced using the FORCinel program of Harrison and Feinberg (2008).
Smoothing factors (SF) are listed for each specimen.
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this specimen, however, suggests a strong paramagnetic contribution and the resulting
FORC diagram has no discernible signal. In this instance, rock magnetic experiments
would not be a good predictor of paleointensity success as the IZZI experiment for
hw108c1 passes all quality checks and accurately recovers the expected magnetic field
strength. A different specimen from the same lava flow, hw108b1 (Figure 4.2j, k, l), is
not single-domain, as evidenced by the concave-up Arai plot and the large coercivity
distribution along the y-axis in the FORC diagram. There is also a significant param-
agnetic contribution (Figure 4.2k) but the multi-domain FORC signature is recoverable
with a rather large smoothing factor (SF=10).

A scanning electionmicroscope (SEM) image from hw108c2 (Figure 4.3a) shows
that the primary magnetic carrier for this specimen is micrometer-scale dendritic titano-
magnetites Similarly sized titanomagnetite dendrite structures are found in hw2010B
(Figure 4.3c-f) where Shaar and Feinberg (2013) observed fine dendrites arrayed along
the edges of larger pyroxene grains of the glass. Dendritic textures dominate these
Hawaiian glasses but there is still a large population of non-dendritic titanomagnetites
(Shaar and Feinberg, 2013) that may contribute to the natural remanence.

A total of 56 out of 131 specimens (43%) from ten samples, representing seven
of our eight sampled lava flows, pass our original experimental requirements listed in
Table 4.1. Specimen paleointensity results and accompanying statistics are listed in
Table 4.2 and averages for each lava flow are listed in Table 4.3. All listed intensity
values are corrected for anisotropy if those experiments passed an anisotropy F-test
(Hext, 1963).

Average site intensities for each successful lava flow are consistent with the ex-
pected magnetic field strength in Hawaii. Five of seven flows recover the historic field
intensity to within 4% of the expected value (Table 4.3 and Figure 4.4), while two (1990
and 2010) have average field strengths 8% lower than the actual field. The low average
intensity for the 1990 flow is not unique to our experiments. de Groot et al. (2013) also
observe a lower than expected average field strength for this lava flow using a pseudo-
Thellier method (Tauxe et al., 1995), calibrated using the 1990 flow among other his-
torical flows. We note that their result agrees with the expected field strength (as it was
designed to do) within their larger 1-! error (33.6 ± 3.3 µT compared to 32.54 ± 1.23
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Figure 4.3: a) Backscatter scanning electron microscope image of specimen hw108c2
(1859 C.E. lava flow), a single-domain-like specimen. The red dot is the analysis target
area b) Arai plot of the same specimen with inset Zijderveld diagram. The recovered
paleointensity from this specimen is 38.94 µT and the expected field intensity for the
1859 flow is 39.29 µT. c-f) SEM backscatter images of quenched margins from sample
hw2010B (Shaar and Feinberg, 2013).
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Table 4.3: Site level paleointensity results using optimized selection criteria for historic Hawaiian lava flows. Sample latitude and
longitude listed with nn specimens per site (n samples per flow). BF is the estimated ancient field strength in microTesla, B! is
the standard deviation of each sample field estimate and B! % is percent error of each estimate. Bexp is the expected intensity for
each lava, !B is the difference between the estimated and expected field strengths,!B% is the percent difference. nn(n) k, BF

k

and B!
k are site results when applying a |krv| cutoff of 0.164.

Lava Flow Site Name nn (n) BF (µT) B! B! % Bexp (µT) !B !B% nn(n) k BF
k B!

k

1843 hw226 4 (1) 40.02 1.32 3.30 39.85 0.17 0.42 3 (1) 40.25 1.51
1859 hw108 7 (1) 38.13 1.79 4.69 39.29 -1.16 -2.96 7 (1) 38.13 1.79
1935 hw126 10 (2) 35.55 2.10 5.91 36.53 -0.98 -2.69 8 (2) 36.37 0.68
1950 hw128 21 (3) 34.94 2.74 7.84 36.26 -1.32 -3.64 14 (2) 34.89 3.35
1960 hw241 5 (1) 36.02 1.46 4.05 36.1 -0.08 -0.23 5 (1) 36.02 1.46
1990 hw201 4 (1) 32.54 1.23 3.78 35.31 -2.77 -7.84 1 (1) - -
2010 hw2010 5 (1) 31.92 1.33 4.17 34.72 -2.80 -8.06 0 (0) - -
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Figure 4.4: Optimized specimen results from this study (red triangles), and site aver-
ages with 1!-error bars (black triangles, offset). Expected historic field strength for the
Big Island is plotted as a solid line with 5% and 10% bounds. Hawaiian field strength
calculated from D/IGRFs for 1900 to 2010 C.E. (Malin and Barraclough, 1981), prior
to 1900 C.E. calculated from ARCH3K.1 (Korte et al., 2009).

µT from this study). While in Hawaii we measured the local magnetic field at a number
of localities and observed magnetic anomalies up to around 10% of the expected field
strength. It is possible that our site results could be affected by a local field, like the 1990
flow, but the most of our sites are consistent with expected field strength suggesting that
local magnetic anomalies are minimal.

In general, accepted specimens from each lava flow are internally consistent and
do not vary from the expected field by more than a few percent (Figure 4.4). How-
ever four specimens (hw108c12, hw126a3, hw128a7, hw128a11) deviate significantly
from their site averages even though they pass all specimen selection requirements. One
anisotropy correction was successful on hw128a7 which showed only a 2% change in
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field intensity. The Thellier GUI Auto Interpreter accepts all specimens that meet our
strict selection criteria, therefore we have no reason to reject or otherwise explain the
slightly larger range of intensities recorded by these four specimens. These observa-
tions highlight the need for greater minimum specimen requirements per site since well
behaved paleointensity experiments can still produce deviant results.

Paleointensity results from the 1907 flow (site hw123) exceed the variance limit
set in our sample level criteria and therefore are not listed in the results tables. The
circumstances surrounding this site rejection are curious because all six measured spec-
imens pass the optimum specimen level criteria, but one specimen, hw123a9, records
an intensity value of 90.2 µT, nearly three times the expected field strength (37.8 µT)
and no anisotropy correction was applied because the F-test determined the specimen
was not anisotropic. The other five specimens have an average intensity of 35.0 ± 2.5

µT. Some yet unknown mechanism unique to hw123a9 produced an exceptionally high
magnetic field compared to its sister specimens and perhaps rejection of this specimen
could be justified. Unfortunately, there is no concrete basis on which to exclude it apart
from its abnormally high field. We therefore must reject the entire site from further
discussion even though an argument could be made that this site, with five consistent
specimens, warrants inclusion in the final results.

Concave-up Arai plots like that shown in Figure 4.2j allow paleointensity in-
terpretations from several slopes. It is possible that the ‘correct’ paleointensity is re-
coverable in the Arai plot but identifying the correct slope is highly unlikely unless the
target paleointensity is known. Paleointensity estimates derived from the full experimen-
tal TRM should theoretically recover the ancient field strength (Dunlop and Özdemir,
2001), but we will show that this process consistently underestimates the expected field
intensity in our experiments.

The Thellier GUI Auto Interpreter ensures that all specimens are objectively
chosen to meet a certain set of selection criteria. Our strict requirements ensure that no
strongly concave-up specimens are accepted (e.g., Figure 4.2j) but we do observe a range
of ‘near-ideal’ Arai diagrams that are not perfectly linear (e.g., Figure 4.2a) yet pass our
selection criteria. Cromwell et al. (2013a) observed that when the complete TRM is
measured, paleointensity estimates from curved Arai plots underestimate magnetic field
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intensity compared to ideally behaved sister specimens. Based on this observation we
investigate whether or not specimens with even slightly concave-up Arai diagrams have
lower intensity estimates than those that are perfectly linear.

In their evaluation of Arai plot curvature and historic paleointensity estimates,
Paterson (2011) observed that samples with krv < 0.164 yielded more accurate results
with lower scatter. In Figure 4.5a we plot curvature for each of our accepted specimens
against normalized paleointensity (BF /Bexp) and evaluate the behavior of our specimens
relative the the krv threshold of Paterson (2011). All specimens with a krv value greater
than 0.164 (11 total, starred in Table 4.2) underestimate the expected field intensity.
Five specimens exceed the inverse krv value of (Paterson, 2011), < -0.164, and are also
biased low. These specimens have a relatively large viscous remanent magnetization
(VRM) that is removed after heating to 100!C, resulting in an increased NRM/TRM
value at that heating step and producing a concave-down Arai plot (Figure 4.5b). It is
evident that paleointensity data derived from specimens with |krv| $ 0.164 introduce
a low bias into our results and that our specimen acceptance method is not capable of
selecting only perfectly ideal Thellier results. In order to determine the effect of this
bias we apply |krv| as an additional selection requirement and use the threshold value of
0.164 as a maximum.

Figure 4.6 shows the paleointensity estimates for our accepted specimens and
sites after removing those 16 specimens with |krv| $ 0.164 (see also Table 4.3). As
expected, the accuracy of the lava flowmeans is improved. Three of five specimens from
sample hw128d are discarded from 1950 flow, as well as three of four from hw201a
(1990 flow) and all specimens from hw2010B (2010 flow). As a result none of these
samples pass our minimum requirement of nn $ 3 and are excluded. This means that
neither the 1990 nor 2010 flows are plotted in Figure 4.6. Average intensities for the
remaining lava flows are essentially the same as before but there is some change in the
standard error of the 1935 and 1950 flows. The removal of two specimens from the
1935 flow decreases the standard error from 2.10 to 0.68 µT, while the removal of five
specimens from the 1950 flow increases the error from 2.74 to 3.35 µT.
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Figure 4.5: a) Curvature statistic, krv, of our optimized specimens calculated using
the complete TRM. Specimen curvature is plotted against estimated intensities normal-
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4.6 Discussion

Subaerial volcanic glasses from historic lava flows allow recovery of intensities
within 8% of the expected Earth’s magnetic field (Figure 4.4) and within 4% when ap-
plying the krv requirement. Paterson et al. (2012) considered the effect of experimental
noise on Thellier-type paleointensity data and predicted that noise led to a best-case
accuracy of 6-7%. We find that strict selection criteria coupled with careful sampling
of quenched materials can yield sites that exceed this predicted accuracy. Our results
prove that basaltic volcanic glass is an ideal material for Thellier-type paleointensity
experiments. Although unoriented samples from flow tops are unsuitable for determin-
ing magnetic directions, paleointensity investigations will benefit if, where possible, re-
searchers spend the requisite time collecting quenched material in addition to traditional
drilling methods.

The success of our paleointensity experiments is impressive both in accuracy
and consistency, seven of our eight sampled lava flows yield statistically reliable results.
It is important to note that we require a minimum of three specimens per sample with
a standard deviation less than 10% of the mean. At the site level we require only one
sample to pass all criteria, which results in at least three specimens per site. Most
studies in the published literature ask for only two successful specimens per site and set
a maximum standard deviation of 15% or greater. Each of our successful sites has at
least four accepted specimens, which is a product of the single-domain-like material we
collected for this study.

Paleointensity studies on rhyolitic volcanic glasses suggest that overestimates
of 13% to 20% of ancient (Leonhardt et al., 2006) and experimental (Ferk et al., 2010)
magnetic field strengths are likely to occur unless cooling rate corrections are performed.
We find that cooling rate corrections on our modern basaltic glass specimens are unnec-
essary considering that our site results do not overestimate the magnetic field strength
and actually underestimate the field or reproduce the expected intensity within a 1!-
error of a few percent.

The benefits of using quenched material in paleointensity studies are demon-
strated when comparing intensity results from the same historic lava flow. Figure 4.7
plots individual specimen paleointensity estimates from the 1960 Kilauea lava flow from
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the Big Island. All previously published studies in this figure used traditional drill cores
or subsampled larger hand samples from the basaltic lava flow interior, whereas we
sampled the quenched flow tops. In this figure, the most recent publications show less
variation and greater accuracy than earlier intensity studies. A dramatic reduction in
variance is especially evident for those studies using Thellier-type paleointensity exper-
iments. Part of the reason for this improvement can be attributed to observations of
positive correlations between NRM fraction (Chauvin et al., 2005), unblocking temper-
ature spectra (Herrero-Bervera and Valet, 2009) and paleointensity success. A general
trend towards stricter acceptance criteria also limits the inclusion of imperfect exper-
imental results and removes the need to interpret subjective Arai diagrams caused by
multi-domain-like behavior.

While Figure 4.7 shows a general trend towards greater specimen accuracy, it
also highlights the inherent uncertainty of existing paleointensity estimates in the liter-
ature. The inability of researchers to consistently recover the magnetic field strength
of lavas extruded in known fields is troubling, considering that essentially all samples
in the published literature were erupted in unknown fields. It is reasonable to suggest
that the variance observed in Figure 4.7 is representative of all published intensity data,
making geomagnetic field estimates difficult to constrain. Except for rare instances,
specimens with a linear Arai plot can be expected to accurately record the ancient field
strength, regardless of the type of material being used (e.g., volcanic glass or crystalline
interior), however much of the published data is non-ideal. In order to remove the effect
of deviant field estimates, stricter criteria must be used especially at the sample level.
We have shown that the expected magnetic field strength can be recovered within 8%
(4% when using the krv criterion) using at least four specimens per site. Requiring three
or four individual estimates (or more) per site will reveal within-site discrepancies and
allow researchers to better constrain changes in the geomagnetic field.

The benefit of volcanic glass as an experimental material is that a greater percent-
age of measured samples will be single-domain, therefore the likelihood of a successful
experiment will increase and time consuming thermal heating experiments will be more
fruitful. In some instances however, even ideal specimens can differ by 20% of the
expected intensity (e.g. Figure 4.4). Multi-domain specimens generally yield curved
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Figure 4.7: Sample level paleointensity estimates for the 1960 Kilauea flow from
this study (red triangles) and published literature. 1960 C.E. IGRF field strength
at the Big Island is 36.1µT. Preferred results, as determined by the authors of each
study, are plotted by publication year, with our results on the far left and progres-
sively older studies to the right. Paleointensity experiment codes: IZZI= IZZI-modified
Thellier (Tauxe and Staudigel, 2004); MS= Multispecimen, domain-state-corrected
(Deckers and Böhnel, 2006); PS=Pseudo-Thellier (Tauxe et al., 1995); TC=Coe Thel-
lier (Coe, 1967); TT=Thellier-Thellier (Thellier and Thellier, 1959); SLD=Shaw Low
Temperature Demagnetization-Double Heating Technique (Tsunakawa et al., 1997);
MT=Microwave Thellier (Hill and Shaw, 1999); AF=Alternating Field (Van Zijl et al.,
1962); KT=Konigsberger Thellier (Königsberger, 1938): KU=Kono and Ueno (Kono
and Ueno, 1977); SD= Shaw Double Heating (Tsunakawa and Shaw, 1994).
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Arai plots and are unreliable recorders of paleointensity as they are subject to multi-
ple slope interpretations and consistently underestimate the ancient field strength when
taking the full TRM. Our preference for sampling quenched glass limits the amount of
multi-domain material in our collection and therefore the number of specimens requir-
ing subjective interpretations. There is little question about what a ‘good’ experimental
result looks like, and we are fortunate that approximately half of our measured speci-
mens closely follow Néel theory and produce nearly linear Arai plots and single-domain
like behavior.

Curvature calculation of Thellier-type experiments and implementation of the
krv threshold complements our optimized selection criteria by identifying non-ideal
specimens that consistently underestimate the expected field strength due to effects from
multi-domain grains. The addition of krv removes a low-field bias in our samples and
should be used as an additional selection statistic in future paleointensity studies.

4.7 Conclusion

Subaerial basaltic volcanic glass is an accurate recorder of magnetic field strength
when measured using the IZZI-modified Thellier-type experiment. We obtained suc-
cessful results from seven historic lava flows on the Big Island of Hawaii (1843, 1859,
1935, 1950, 1960, 1990, 2010 C.E.) using a strict, optimized set of selection require-
ments. Five flows have an average field intensity within 4% of the expected field and
all but two (1990 and 2010 C.E.) are within 1!-error of the actual intensity. The 1990
and 2010 flows underestimate the expected field strength by 8%, which is the result of a
low-field bias introduced by the interaction of multi-domain grains in certain specimens
and a large VRM component. This low bias is removed after applying a maximum
curvature, |krv|, threshold of 0.164 (Paterson, 2011).

Paleointensity experiments on lava flows can be precise and accurate when the
proper material is collected and strict selection criteria are applied. The success of this
study in reproducing the Earth’s magnetic field strength can be attributed to our stringent
statistical requirements and the use of glassy material from lava flow tops. Quenched
volcanics are more likely to be single-domain and behave according to paleomagnetic
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theory during repeat heating experiments. The use of ideal material in paleointensity
investigations allows for objective interpretations of Arai diagrams and simplifies the
data analysis process. Volcanic glass may not be present in all geologic settings and
can be difficult to identify in the field, but we encourage future expeditions to collect
quenched samples for paleointensity research.
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5.2 Abstract

The Earth’s magnetic field is assumed to be a geocentric axial dipole (GAD)
when averaged over over sufficient time (105" 106 yrs). Recent investigations of global
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paleosecular variation and time averaged field behavior on million year timescales gen-
erally support a predominantly dipole field in the northern hemisphere but unexpected
field structures at high southern latitudes might suggest the presence of a significant
ḡ02 component. In addition, average paleointensity results from Antarctica are approxi-
mately half the value predicted by a GAD field. This behavior has not been sufficiently
investigated because there is a paucity of absolute paleointensity data from the Arctic
and no adequate comparisons have been made between the two regions. We collected
volcanic glass from 129 subaerial and subglacial volcanic units in Iceland in order to
provide a suitable intensity data set at high northern latitudes. Forty-four sites met our
very strict specimen and site level selection criteria. Eight Holocene sites have a me-
dian intensity value of 62.8± 18.2 µT (VADM=87.8± 25.4 ZAm2), consistent with the
present day field. Thirty-five sites are Brunhes age with a median intensity of 32.7 ±
8.1 µT (45.7 ± 11.3 ZAm2), and one site is approximately 4 Ma. The median Brunhes
intensity is indistinguishable from some long-term global field strength estimates. Only
three Antarctic sites met our strict selection requirements, therefore we can not make an
adequate comparison and cannot exclude the possibility of hemispheric asymmetry at
high latitudes.

5.3 Introduction

The Earth’s ancient magnetic field can be approximated by a geocentric axial
dipole (GAD) in which the average field intensity is twice as strong at the poles as it
is at the equator. The present day geomagnetic field, and the Holocene time averaged
field (e.g., Korte et al. (2011)) generally support the GAD hypothesis and a virtual axial
dipole moment (VADM) of about 80 ZAm2 but both also suggest some hemispheric
asymmetry in the average field. A VADM of 80 ZAm2 corresponds to surface field
intensities of #30 µT and 60 µT at the equator and poles, respectively (red line in
Figure 5.1).

In a departure from the long standing belief that the present field strength is
representative of the long term average (e.g., Tanaka et al. (1995a)), Juarez et al. (1998)
suggested that long-term average field (5-160 Ma) was #42 ZAm2 (supported more
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Figure 5.1: Site level paleointensity data (method code of LP-PI-TRM), with
standard deviations !15% or !5 µT downloaded from the MagIC database
(http://earthref.org/MagIC) from the last 5 Myr. Data are plotted against latitude and
median values for 10! bins are shown as yellow stars. Predicted values for dipole mo-
ments of 80 (present field) and 42 ZAm2 (Juarez et al., 1998; Tauxe et al., 2013) are
shown as solid red and dashed blue lines respectively.
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recently by Tauxe et al. (2013) for 0-140 Ma), implying equatorial and polar fields of
#16 µT and # 32 µT, respectively (blue dashed line in Figure 5.1). In line with this
prediction, (Lawrence et al., 2009) found an average field of 31.5±2.4 µT in Antarctica,
equivalent to the predictions of Juarez et al. (1998) (compare blue dashed line with
#80!S bin in Figure 5.1).

In contrast to the decidedly non-GAD behavior in the published intensity data
shown in Figure 5.1, directional data, in particular, inclinations, are much more con-
sistent with a GAD field with only small contributions from non-GAD components
required to fit the data for the last few million years (e.g., Kelly and Gubbins (1997);
Johnson and Constable (1996); Glatzmaier et al. (1999) and Chapter 3). An expla-
nation for the paleointensity departures from GAD is geodynamic differences in the
outer core (e.g., Olson and Aurnou (1999); Jackson et al. (2000); Hulot et al. (2002);
Gubbins et al. (2006)) expressed as maximum and minimum flux zones within the tan-
gent cylinder (e.g., Christensen et al. (1998)). Some time averaged field models such
as CALS10k.1b (Korte et al., 2011), GUFM1 (Jackson et al., 2000) and paleosecu-
lar variation (PSV) studies (e.g., Johnson and Constable (1996)) observe unusual field
structures at high latitudes, notably the presence of persistent flux lobes in both the Arc-
tic and Antarctic regions. A comparison of Arctic and Antarctic paleointensity results
over similar timescales (0-5 Ma) might offer insights into the long term behavior of the
geomagnetic field at high latitudes.

It appears in Figure 5.1 that there are many results from high northern latitudes.
The majority of these studies have been conducted in Iceland, which is located just
below the Arctic circle. As a result of #15 million years (McDougall et al., 1984) of
continuous volcanism, the Icelandic countryside contains a nearly endless number of
well-exposed subaerial and subglacial volcanic sequences. Major objectives of most
paleomagnetic studies in Iceland have been to provide magnetostratigraphic controls for
local geologic formations (e.g.,Walker (1959); Watkins and Walker (1977);McDougall
et al. (1984); Kristjánsson et al. (1998); Helgason and Duncan (2001); Kristjánsson
(2010)), evaluate secular variation of the ancient geomagnetic field (e.g., Tanaka et al.
(1995c); Udagawa et al. (1999); Kristjánsson (2013)), and define the characteristics of
geomagnetic reversals (e.g., Shaw (1975); Kristjánsson et al. (1980); Goguitchaichvili
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et al. (1999)) or excursions (e.g.,Marshall et al. (1988); Levi et al. (1990); Camps et al.
(2011); Jicha et al. (2011)). Paleointensity studies in Iceland have focused primarily
on transitional field events (e.g., Lawley (1970); Shaw (1975); Marshall et al. (1988);
Goguitchaichvili et al. (1999); Brown et al. (2006); Ferk and Leonhardt (2009)), while
relatively little work has been done to explore the strength of the magnetic field during
stable polarity intervals (which is necessary for investigations of long term geomagnetic
field behavior).

Several Icelandic studies do provide intensity results that are potentially useful
for Arctic/Antarctic comparisons (e.g., Schweitzer and Soffel (1980); Senanayake et al.
(1982); Roberts and Shaw (1984); Tanaka et al. (1995a) and Stanton et al. (2011)).
However, such investigations are dependent on the ability of lava flows to accurately
record magnetic field strength. Love and Constable (2003), Herrero-Bervera and Valet
(2009) and Cromwell et al. (2014a) compiled results from the 1960 Kilauea lava flow
on the Big Island of Hawaii and found that the majority of published paleointensity es-
timates of the flow do not consistently recover the expected field strength. Love and
Constable (2003) estimated that available data from the 1960 flow had a 19% standard
deviation of the mean and an average field strength of 33.91 µT (expected field=36.0
µT). Different experimental techniques and selection criteria contribute to the variance
in the Kilauea data, and Cromwell et al. (2014a) suggested that a major cause of erro-
neous field estimates is the type of volcanic material used in laboratory experiments.

Most paleointensity studies collect samples from the slowly cooled, massive in-
teriors of lava flows. These samples have relatively large crystals and often produce
large (># 200 nm), multi-domain magnetic grains. It is common for multi-domain
specimens to yield curved, concave-up Arai plots (Dunlop and Özdemir, 2001) during
paleointensity experiments, frequently resulting in subjective NRM/TRM slope inter-
pretations. Multi-domain paleointensity results are also shown to consistently under-
estimate expected magnetic field strength when calculating the full thermal remanent
magnetization (TRM) (Cromwell et al., 2013a, 2014a). Single-domain magnetic grains
on the other hand, are significantly smaller (<# 80nm) and can respond well to pale-
omagnetic experiments. Distributions of single domain particles can be found in most
volcanic rock types but they comprise an especially large percentage of volcanic glasses
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and other quenched materials. Volcanic glass has been used for paleointensity investi-
gations of the ancient magnetic field (e.g., (Pick and Tauxe, 1993; Tauxe and Staudigel,
2004; Tauxe, 2006; Bowles et al., 2006; Ferk and Leonhardt, 2009; Ferk et al., 2011),
and recently, Cromwell et al. (2014a) showed that 5/8 subaerially erupted glasses con-
sistently recovered the expected field strength of historic Hawaiian lava flows with high
precision and accuracy. The success of quenched material in paleointensity experiments
makes it ideal for global investigations of the ancient geomagnetic field. Iceland is an
excellent study location for this purpose due to the accessibility of subglacial volcanic
sequences emplaced during the last#3Ma (McDougall et al., 1977;Helgason and Dun-
can, 2001) and possibly as far back as late Miocene time (Geirsdóttir and Eirı́ksson,
1994).

In this study we present a new collection of Icelandic volcanic glasses from
subglacial and subaerial lava flows in order to evaluate the paleointensity in Iceland
over the last few million years. We apply strict selection criteria to ensure an accurate
representation of field strength and then compare our results to current field models and
published high latitude data that pass our selection criteria. Here we discuss the time
averaged strength of the geomagnetic field in the Arctic and the possibility of long-term
hemispheric asymmetry at high latitudes.

5.4 Geologic Setting

Iceland is a volcanic island situated on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge at the boundary
between the North American and Eurasian plates (Figure 5.2). Iceland has an unusually
thick crust due to a high degree of melting associated with a mantle hotspot beneath the
island (Bjarnason and Schmeling, 2009). Constant spreading between the North Amer-
ican and Eurasian plates means that the oldest rocks in Iceland, #15 Ma, are found in
the eastern and westernmost parts of the island, with progressively younger formations
occurring closer to the spreading axis. Active volcanism occurs in the neovolcanic zone
(0-0.78 Ma) which transects the length of the island from the Reykjanes Pensinsula in
the southwest to the Tjörnes Peninsula in the northeast (Figure 5.2). The neovolcanic
zone is differentiated between an axial rift zone and off-rift volcanic zones. The axial
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rift zone spans the length of Iceland, and is divided into Western (WRZ), Eastern (ERZ)
and Northern (NRZ) rift zone segments (Figure 5.2). Two off-rift volcanic zones are
the South Iceland Volcanic Zone (SIVZ), an extension of the ERZ, and the Snaefellsnes
Volcanic Zone (SNVZ), which is an intraplate volcanic system and not directly related
to active plate boundary volcanism (Einarsson, 2008).
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Holocene sediments
Postglacial lavas: Historic, < 1100 yrs
Postglacial lavas: Prehistoric, > 1100 yrs

Hyaloclastites, pillow lavas and sediments: Late Pleistocene, < 0.78 Ma

Interglacial and supraglacial lavas and sediments: Late Pleistocene, < 0.78 Ma
Extrusive volcanics and sediments: Pleistocene, 0.78-3.3 Ma
Extrusive volcanics and sediments: Tertiary, > 3.3 Ma
Intrusive rocks, gabbro, dolerite, diorite

Lakes, reservoirs, rivers
Glaciers

Acidic intrusive rocks, rhyolite, granophyre, granite
Acidic postglacial lavas: Historic, < 1100 yrs
Acidic postglacial lavas: Prehistoric, > 1100 yrs
Acidic extrusive rocks: Tertiary and Pleistocene, > 11 ka
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Reykjanes 
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Figure 5.2: Geologic map of Iceland showing regional volcanic systems. The Western
(WRZ), Eastern (ERZ) and Northern (NRZ) axial rift zones are labeled, as well as the
off-axis South Iceland (SIVZ) and Snaefellsness (SNVZ) volcanic zones. The neovol-
canic zone (<780 ka) is outlined in black and is our largest sampling region. Núpakot,,
Sida, and Skaftafell are sampling areas specific to the 2012 field expedition, comprising
geologic formations older than 780 ka. Site locations from the pre-2006 and 2008 field
seasons are plotted in blue (n = 63) and the 2012 sites are in red (n = 66). Geology
derived from e.g., Jóhannesson and Saemundsson (2009) and the Icelandic Institute of
Natural History.
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Table 5.1: Average paleointensity results and location information for all Iceland sites. Site column lists the
primary site names used in this study, Alt. Names are corresponding labels for the same volcanic unit from
other publications. Region names are the sampling areas shown in Figure 5.2. Age estimates are based on
descriptions in Section 3, Sample Collection.n is the number of successful specimens per site. BF is the average
field strength, BF! is the standard deviation of the average site estimate, and BF! % is the percent difference.
VADM and VADM! are the average virtual axial dipole moment estimates and the standard deviation of the
site mean, respectively. Additional references: a-Füri et al. (2010), b-Helgason and Duncan (2001), c-Stanton
et al. (2011), d-Tanaka et al. (2012), e-Bergh and Sigvaldason (1991), f -Saemundsson et al. (2010), g-Helgason
and Duncan (2013), h-Thordarson and Hoskuldsson (2008), i-Kristjánsson et al. (1988), j-Jóhannesson and
Saemundsson (2009), k-Licciardi et al. (2007).

Site Alt. Name Region Location Lat (!N) Lon (!E) Sample Type Age Age Ref. nn BF BF! BF! % VADM VADM!

isl001 WRZ Draugahlidar 64.05337 -21.53227 pillow margin Early Weichsel f
isl002 WRZ Stakur 63.99739 -21.88661 pillow margin Early Weichsel f 10 40.48 3.24 8 56.58 4.53
isl003 WRZ Nordlingaháls 63.94583 -22.00179 hyaloclastite Early Weichsel f
isl004 KLE-1a WRZ Kleifarvatn 63.91118 -22.01106 pillow margin Late Weichsel f
isl005 WRZ Blesaflöt 63.95283 -21.9539 flow top Early Brunhes f
isl006 WRZ Stakur 63.99659 -21.88837 pillow margin Early Weichsel f Results combined with isl002
isl007 WRZ Dyrafjöll 64.12054 -21.31619 hyaloclastite Late Weichsel f 3 17.3 0.32 1.84 24.16 0.45
isl008 WRZ Dyrafjöll 64.12514 -21.30965 hyaloclastite Early Weichsel f
isl009 WRZ Dyrafjöll 64.11542 -21.29806 hyaloclastite Early Weichsel f 8 16.3 1.9 11.9 22.76 2.65
isl010 WRZ Nesjavellir 64.11833 -21.26096 agglutinate < 2 ka f 4 84.8 8.2 9.7 118.4 11.45
isl011 NES-1a WRZ Nesjavellir 64.10016 -21.24725 pillow margin Late Weichsel f 6 27.58 1.81 6.56 38.52 2.53
isl012 OLF-1a WRZ Ölfusvatnsfjöll 64.11546 -21.14066 pillow margin Early Weichsel f 6 35.04 3.28 9.36 48.94 4.58
isl013 SKARD-1a WRZ Skardsmýrarfjall 64.04375 -21.35805 pillow margin Late Weichsel f 10 42.22 2.7 6.4 58.99 3.77
isl014 WRZ Hverakjálki 64.01681 -21.23582 hyaloclastite Early Brunhes f
isl014b WRZ Hverakjálki 64.01681 -21.23582 crystalline flow Early Brunhes f 3 58.96 1.96 3.32 82.4 2.74
isl015 SV13b Skaftafell Svinafell 63.98347 -16.8414 pillow/dike margin > 0.757 Ma b
isl016 SV14b Skaftafell Svinafell 63.98148 -16.83116 dike margin > 0.757 Ma b
isl017 SV14b Skaftafell Svinafell 63.98148 -16.83116 aa flow bottom > 0.757 Ma b
isl018 SV21b Skaftafell Svinafell 63.98137 -16.87985 flow/hyaloclastite 0.65 Ma b
isl019 SV23b Skaftafell Svinafell 63.98146 -16.81626 pillow margin/flow top < 0.65 Ma b

Continued on next page
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Site Alt. Name Region Location Lat (!N) Lon (!E) Sample Type Age Age Ref. nn BF BF! BF! % VADM VADM!

isl020 SV12b Skaftafell Svinafell 63.98666 -16.84952 pillow margin < 0.780 Ma g 3 31.35 0.22 0.69 43.78 0.31
isl021 Skaftafell Skaftafellsfjöll 64.0993 -16.95398 dike margin
isl022 Skaftafell Skaftafellsfjöll 64.0993 -16.95398 dike margin
isl023 JM10b Skaftafell Skaftafellsfjöll 64.0993 -16.95398 hyaloclastite Matuyama b
isl024 JM10b Skaftafell Skaftafellsfjöll 64.09921 -16.95598 pillow margin Matuyama b
isl025 Skaftafell Skaftafellsfjöll 64.09046 -16.96967 dike margin
isl026 JM8Ab Skaftafell Skaftafellsfjöll 64.0905 -16.96996 hyaloclastite Matuyama/Gauss b
isl027 JM8Cb Skaftafell Skaftafellsfjöll 64.09065 -16.97126 flow bottom Lower Matuyama b
isl028 JM8Cb Skaftafell Skaftafellsfjöll 64.0904 -16.97148 hyaloclastite Lower Matuyama b
isl029 Skaftafell Skaftafellsfjöll 64.0904 -16.97148 dike margin
isl030 Skaftafell Skaftafellsfjöll 64.092 -16.97715 dike margin
isl031 Skaftafell Skaftafellsfjöll 64.09194 -16.97571 dike margin
isl032 JM7Bb Skaftafell Skaftafellsfjöll 64.08807 -16.97369 hyaloclastite Upper Gauss b
isl033 Skaftafell Skaftafellsfjöll 64.08343 -16.98093 dike margin
isl034 JM6b Skaftafell Skaftafellsfjöll 64.08201 -16.98469 pillow margin Upper Gauss b
isl035 JM7Bb Skaftafell Skaftafellsfjöll 64.08288 -16.98726 pillow fragments Upper Gauss b
isl036 Skaftafell Skaftafellsfjöll 64.08248 -16.98587 pillow margin
isl037 HM0 (?)b Skaftafell Hafrafell 64.00855 -16.87314 flow bottom > 3.94± 0.06 Ma b 3 33 3.2 9.6 46.12 4.47
isl038 HM1 (?)b Skaftafell Hafrafell 64.0081 -16.8736 pahoehoe flow top 3.94± 0.06 Ma b
isl039 HM1 (?)b Skaftafell Hafrafell 64.0081 -16.8736 thin flow 3.94± 0.06 Ma b
isl040 HM3b Skaftafell Hafrafell 64.02699 -16.88276 hyaloclastite 3.20 - 3.94 Ma b
isl041 HM7b Skaftafell Hafrafell 64.02683 -16.88011 flow top 3.2-3.35 Ma b
isl042 HM15b Skaftafell Hafrafell 64.02672 -16.87772 flow margin 1.69-2.35 Ma b
isl043 HM31b Skaftafell Hafrafell 64.02198 -16.86354 poor pillow margin 1.69± 0.29 Ma b
isl044 HM31b Skaftafell Hafrafell 64.02224 -16.8637 pillow fragments 1.69± 0.29 Ma b
isl045 HM11b Skaftafell Hafrafell 64.02675 -16.87363 flow margin 2.35-2.59 Ma b
isl046 HM8b Skaftafell Hafrafell 64.02644 -16.87453 sill margin 3.20± 0.09 Ma b
isl047 Sida Kálfafell 63.9356 -17.70288 flow top 4 ka 7 65.98 3.15 4.78 92.25 4.4
isl048 Lakic , RH10d Sida Eldvatnstangi 63.89852 -17.73606 pahoehoe flow top 1783 CE h 8 47.38 3.81 8.05 66.26 5.33
isl049 Sida Landbrotshólar 63.76461 -17.95491 glassy agglutinate 934 CE h
isl050 BS3e Sida Merkurheidi 63.79651 -18.06877 hyaloclastite 11 - 300 ka e
isl051 BS2e Sida Seljalandsheidi 63.91316 -17.81171 pillow margin 11 - 300 ka e 3 19.68 0.62 3.17 27.52 0.87
isl052 isl048 Sida Seljalandsheidi 63.91256 -17.81103 glassy flow top 1783 CE h Results combined with isl048
isl053 BS5e Sida Seljalandsheidi 63.91739 -17.78941 altered pillow breccia 11 - 300 ka e
isl054 BS9e Sida Seljalandsheidi 63.91735 -17.79268 pillow breccia 11 - 300 ka e 5 32.65 1.26 3.86 45.65 1.76
isl055 BS5e Sida Seljalandsheidi 63.91885 -17.78666 pillow fragment 11 - 300 ka e
isl056 BS5e Sida Seljalandsheidi 63.91736 -17.78472 hyaloclastite 11 - 300 ka e
isl057 Sida Seljalandsheidi 63.91763 -17.78318 dike margin 11 - 300 ka e 4 23.8 0.33 1.37 33.28 0.46
isl058 BS5e Sida Seljalandsheidi 63.91775 -17.78188 pillow margin 11 - 300 ka e 3 24.6 0.3 1.3 34.4 0.42
isl059 Nupakot Nupakot Farm 63.5462 -19.6677 dike margin !0.78 Ma i

Continued on next page
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Site Alt. Name Region Location Lat (!N) Lon (!E) Sample Type Age Age Ref. nn BF BF! BF! % VADM VADM!

isl060 Nupakot Nupakot Farm 63.54607 -19.66775 lava flow bottom !0.78 Ma i
isl061 Nupakot Sigurger Farm 63.54724 -19.68457 dike margin !0.78 Ma i
isl062 Nupakot Sigurger Farm 63.54698 -19.68522 hyaloclastite !0.78 Ma i
isl063 BS1e Sida Merkurheidi 63.79868 -18.05797 hyaloclastite 11 - 300 ka e
isl064 Leit.c , RH01d WRZ Raudólar 64.09447 -21.75119 agglutinate 5.254±.206 ka f 4 68.67 6.35 9.25 95.92 8.87
isl065 WRZ Raudólar 64.09514 -21.7518 flow top 7 - 11 ka f 7 59.61 1.4 2.35 83.26 1.96
isl066 Kap.c WRZ Háibruni 64.00761 -21.92108 flow bottom 0.799 ka f 5 89.62 6.26 6.99 125.2 8.75
isl067 WRZ Bugda 64.09901 -21.78453 pillow margin Early Brunhes f
A2 WRZ Thórólfsfell 64.44878 -20.51725 pillow margin Weichsel j
A3 WRZ Hödufell 64.429 -20.57036 pillow margin Weichsel j
A4 WRZ Fagradalsfjöll-1 64.45283 -20.30611 pillow margin Weichsel j 3 38.3 0.54 1.4 53.38 0.75
A6 WRZ Bláfell 64.51564 -19.88783 pillow margin
A8 WRZ Thverbrekknamúli-2 64.72322 -19.61464 pillow margin Weichsel j
A11 ERZ Hnottóttaalda 64.522 -18.47167 pillow margin Weichsel j 3 50.2 1.96 3.9 69.94 2.73
A15 ICE08R-11 ERZ Vatnsfellsvirkjun 64.20183 -19.05564 pillow margin Weichsel j 7 19.03 0.73 3.83 26.56 1.02
A24 ERZ Mid-Bálkafell 64.673 -17.76611 pillow margin Weichsel j 3 62.56 6.1 9.74 87.09 8.49
A26 ERZ Vonarskard 64.69231 -17.89653 pillow margin Weichsel j 3 39.57 2.26 5.72 55.08 3.15
A27 ERZ Kirkjufellsvatn 63.97903 -18.89628 pillow margin
A28 ERZ Klappagil 63.97414 -18.79219 pillow margin Weichsel j 3 32.46 1.26 3.88 45.37 1.76
A29 ERZ Hördufell 63.96903 -18.67975 pillow margin Weichsel j
A30 ERZ Hellnaá 64.06139 -18.534 pillow margin Weichsel j
A31 ERZ Hrútabjörg 64.11031 -18.46158 pillow margin Weichsel j
A32 ERZ NW of Grænifjallgardur 64.10578 -18.51542 pillow margin
A33 ERZ Breidbak 64.10594 -18.56867 pillow margin
A34 ERZ Hnausar 64.08778 -19.05417 pillow margin Weichsel j 7 30.66 1.2 3.9 42.83 1.68
A35 islhhj ERZ Sigalda 64.17217 -19.13853 pillow margin Weichsel j 5 12.84 0.85 6.59 17.93 1.19
A38 ICE08R-25 ERZ Fellsendavatn 64.18847 -18.957 pillow margin Weichsel j
HEL-2 WRZ Helgafell 64.01606 -21.84244 pillow margin Early Weichsel f 4 46.18 4.03 8.73 64.54 5.63
HRA-1 WRZ Hraunsvik 63.85192 -22.36867 pillow margin Late Weichsel f
HS92-15 islhhc,k NRZ Bláfell 65.42664 -16.81561 pillow margin Weichsel 7 32.12 0.42 1.31 44.52 0.58
HS92-16 islhhl NRZ Bláfell 65.42511 -16.81606 pillow margin Late Weichsel f 7 33.76 1.02 3.03 46.79 1.41
ICE08R-07 WRZ Stakur 63.99644 -21.88872 pillow margin Early Weichsel f
ICE08R-08 A12 ERZ N- and S-Hágöngur 64.56969 -18.19967 pillow margin
ICE08R-09 A13 ERZ Skerdhingar-1 64.57161 -18.07064 pillow margin
ICE08R-10 A16 ERZ Bláfell 64.37169 -18.24844 pillow margin Weichsel j
ICE08R-12 A18 ERZ Outcrop close to Dór 64.38131 -18.25056 pillow margin Weichsel j 3 17.2 1.9 10.9 23.98 2.65
ICE08R-13 ERZ Bláfell 64.38956 -18.22922 pillow margin
ICE08R-14 A19 ERZ Ljósufjöll 64.24325 -18.58269 pillow margin Weichsel j 5 28.61 0.21 0.74 39.93 0.29
ICE08R-15 A20 ERZ Kambsfell 64.82736 -17.7555 pillow margin
ICE08R-16 A21 ERZ Gnjótsá 64.82686 -17.70228 pillow margin Weichsel j

Continued on next page
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ICE08R-18 A23 ERZ Gully near Valafell 64.72367 -17.72217 pillow margin
ICE08R-19 A25 ERZ Svarthöfdhi 64.64253 -17.86858 pillow margin Weichsel j 4 55.66 0.06 0.1 77.49 0.08
ICE08R-20 ERZ Fontur, craters 64.25175 -18.65233 pillow margin Weichsel j
ICE08R-23 A36 ERZ Heljargjá 64.32217 -18.4605 pillow margin Weichsel j 3 36.1 3.77 10.44 50.36 5.26
ICE08R-24 A37 ERZ Miklagljúfur 64.3205 -18.43261 pillow margin Weichsel j 3 35.24 3.21 9.1 49.16 4.48
KVIH-1 NRZ Kvihólafjöll 65.84017 -16.98622 pillow margin Weichsel j
KVK117 NRZ Lindafjöll 64.867 -16.35 pillow margin 4 26.06 1.02 3.9 36.24 1.42
KVK118 NRZ Kverkfjöll 64.767 -16.633 pillow margin
KVK119 NRZ Kverkfjöll 64.767 -16.5 pillow margin
KVK77 NRZ Kverkfjöll 64.81667 -16.48333 pillow margin Weichsel j 4 19.91 3.69 18.55 27.69 5.13
LON-1 WRZ Lönguhlı́dar 63.97172 -21.94506 pillow margin Early Weichsel f
MAE-1 WRZ Mælifell 64.10706 -21.18192 pillow margin Late Weichsel f
NAL-213 islhhh NRZ Hvammsfjöll 65.36383 -16.67408 pillow margin
NAL-352 Upptypingar 0 0 pillow margin
NAL-356 islhhd NRZ Upptyppingar 65.033 -16.233 pillow margin Weichsel j 7 35.34 1.76 4.98 49.09 2.45
NAL-440 islhhe NRZ Hrı́malda 64.92483 -17.08558 pillow margin
NAL-455 islhhf NRZ Kverkfjöll 64.73842 -16.62225 pillow margin 4 43.69 1.98 4.53 60.79 2.76
NAL-460 NRZ Theistareykir/Kistufjall 65.87917 -17.15561 pillow margin Early Brunhes f 4 28.09 2.64 9.42 38.83 3.65
NAL-500 NRZ Gæsavatn 64.78061 -17.51131 pillow margin Weichsel j 4 30.79 1.41 4.59 42.83 1.96
NAL-584 islhhb NRZ Dyngjufjöll Ytri 65.16169 -16.92431 pillow margin 5.5± 4.45 4 37.06 3.61 9.75 51.44 5.01
NAL-585 NRZ Upptyppingar 65.02797 -16.229 pillow margin Weichsel j
NAL-595 islhhg NRZ Kistufell 64.78994 -17.18231 pillow margin Weichsel j 7 62.38 5.33 8.55 86.78 7.41
NAL-611 islhha,i NRZ Kistufell 64.79844 -17.20033 pillow margin Weichsel j 9 61.4 3.45 5.62 85.41 4.8
NAL-828 NRZ Hrúthálsar 64.32381 -16.50278 pillow margin
NAL-837 NRZ Kvihólafjöll 65.84017 -16.98622 pillow margin Weichsel j
RET-1/VES-1 SIVZ Ráttarfell (Thórsmörk) 63.67208 -19.49233 pillow margin
REY-1 WRZ Reykjanes viti 63.81239 -22.71367 pillow margin 0 - 1.2 ka f
THREN-1 WRZ Threngsli 64.00133 -21.46261 pillow margin Early Weichsel f
VIF-1 WRZ Vı́filsfell 64.04872 -21.54022 pillow margin Early Weichsel f
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5.5 Sample Collection

Volcanic glass samples were collected over several field seasons (pre-2006, 2008
and 2012) for isotope geochemistry and paleomagnetic analysis. The early field ex-
peditions were organized by Dr. David Hilton’s research group at Scripps Institution
of Oceanography (SIO) and the University of Iceland as part of an on-going project
directed at the volatile characteristics of the Iceland mantle plume (Füri et al., 2010;
Barry et al., 2014). Fresh glassy material from these expeditions were collected from
subglacial volcanic units throughout the neovolcanic zone. The 2012 field season was
organized by the paleomagnetic group at SIO with the goal of adding to the existing
collection of Brunhes age (0-0.78 Ma), neovolcanic glasses and by targeting subglacial
units with a greater age range (0-4 Ma) in the Núpakot, Sida and Skaftafell areas (Fig-
ure 5.2). The 2012 sampling plan was guided by previous work on subglacial and
subaerial volcanic sequences, including: Kristjánsson et al. (1980, 1988); Bergh and
Sigvaldason (1991); Helgason and Duncan (2001); Füri et al. (2010) and Stanton et al.
(2011). All sites are listed in Table 5.1 along with their correlated formation names,
available age estimates and location information. In the following sections we describe
sample collection information and age descriptions for each sampling area.

5.5.1 Neovolcanic Zone

Description

The neovolcanic zone contains formations emplaced during the Brunhes chron
(0-0.78 Ma). Most geologic formations in the neovolcanic zone are stratigraphically
dated using geologic maps (e.g., Jóhannesson and Saemundsson (2009); Saemundsson
et al. (2010)) and have relatively large age uncertainties. Absolute geochronology is
rare because Icelandic basalts have low potassium content (e.g., Jakobsson et al. (2008))
which makes age estimates from traditional 40K/39Ar and 40Ar/39Ar methods difficult to
acquire. 14C radiometric dates are available (e.g., Jónsson (1974); Hjartarson (1994);
Sinton et al. (2005)) but the absolute range of this method is limited to#50 ka. Levi et al.
(1990) successfully identified the Laschamp excursion (42.9± 7.8 ka) in Skálamaelifell
using 40K/39Ar, but the majority of published 40K/39Ar and 40Ar/39Ar dates in Iceland
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are from units significantly older than 0.78 Ma (e.g., Saemundsson and Noll (1974);
McDougall et al. (1977, 1984); Helgason and Duncan (2001). Recent work by Guillou
et al. (2010) suggests that an unspiked K-Ar method can successfully date neovolcanic
Icelandic lavas and potentially accommodate volcanic units emplaced between the reli-
ability timescales of 14C and traditional K-Ar series geochronology.

In general, neovolcanic geology is divided into a postglacial period (< 11 ka,
Holocene) dominated by subaerial lava flows and an older period of subglacial or in-
terglacial (11 ka - 0.78 Ma, Brunhes) hyaloclastite sequences or interglacial lava flows
(Jóhannesson and Saemundsson, 2009). Samples collected on the Reykjanes Peninsula
have better age control than those in the ERZ and NRZ due to a greater level of detail
of available geologic maps in southwest Iceland compared to other parts of the country.
Saemundsson et al. (2010) subdivide the postglacial and subglacial units of the Reyk-
janes Peninsula into postglacial, historic (0-1.3 ka) and prehistoric (1.3-11 ka) lavas,
and subglacial, Late Weichsel (11-21 ka), Early Weichsel (21-110 ka) and Early Brun-
hes (110 ka -780 Ma) volcanic units (Saemundsson et al., 2010). The Weichsel period
encompasses the last glaciation from approximately 11-110 ka, and peak glaciation at
21 ka separates the ‘Late’ and ‘Early’ periods.

We sampled 80 distinct volcanic units from the neovolcanic zone. 61 were col-
lected before 2008 and 19 were collected during the 2012 field season. Four Weichsel
formations from the 2006-2008 collection (KLE-1, NES-2, OLF-1, SKARD-1) were re-
sampled in 2012 to supplement the limited amount of material. All samples from these
units are combined into the 2012 naming convention (isl004, isl011, isl012, isl013, re-
spectively).

5.5.2 Núpakot

Description

The Núpakot sampling area is located on the southern flank of the Eyjafjöll vol-
canic system in the SIVZ and is composed of interglacial lavas and subglacial hyalo-
clastite layers. Jóhannesson (1985) identified the Brunhes/Matuyama (B/M) polar-
ity transition in a sequence of lavas near the Núpakot farm. Magnetostratigraphy by
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 5.3: Photos of typical sample localities. a) Pillow basalt outcrop (isl004). b)
Hyaloclastite sequence (isl009). c) Pahoehoe flow top (isl048). d) Subaerial lava flow
bottom (isl066).
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Kristjánsson et al. (1988) located the polarity transition approximately 50 meters above
the base of this outcrop (Section A), at the midpoint of a sequence of nine eruptive
events (all section and flow names referenced here are from Kristjánsson et al. (1988)).
Kristjánsson et al. (1988) identified and numbered a total of 13 lava flows in the entire
Núpakot sequence with flow number one located at the base. A single K-Ar age determi-
nation, 0.78±0.03Ma (McDougall et al., 1984), from the second eruptive unit above the
base (Flow 2), confirms the geomagnetic polarity timescale age of the Núpakot section.
In total, we collected four samples from the Núpakot area, isl059-isl062.

5.5.3 Sida

Description

This area in southeastern Iceland includes two main lithostratigraphic groups:
subaerial lava flows and sediments of Holocene age and an older group of Pleistocene
or late Pliocene hyaloclastites. Jóhannesson and Saemundsson (2009) map three volu-
minous Holocene lava flows that transect the hyaloclastite group. Two lavas are histori-
cal, one from the 1783 C.E. Laki eruption and the second from the 934-940 C.E. Eldgjá
event (e.g., Thordarson and Hoskuldsson (2008)). The third lava is the Núpahraun flow,
with an estimated age of # 4 ka.

The older hyaloclastite sequence is nearly 700m thick and consists of 14 basaltic
volcanic units interbedded with minor lavas and sedimentary diamictites (e.g., Bergh
and Sigvaldason (1991); Banik et al. (2014)). No radiometric dating is available for this
group of lavas but geologic maps (e.g., Jóhannesson and Saemundsson (2009)) identify
the Sida group, and other areas of similar distance from the rift zone, as Pleistocene
in age (0.78-3.3 Ma). In contrast, Bergh and Sigvaldason (1991) suggest that the fresh
condition of the hyaloclastites indicates a relatively young age, perhaps not older than
two or three glaciations or < 300 ka (which we will call Late Brunhes). Without abso-
lute age controls, we adopt the age estimate of Bergh and Sigvaldason (1991) for the
Sida group (i.e. <300 ka) with the understanding that the chronology for the region is
uncertain and may require additional work in the future.

We sampled all three Holocene lavas in the Sida area (isl047,isl048, isl049,
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isl052). Samples isl048 and isl052 were collected from the 1783 C.E. flow in two sepa-
rate locations. Samples isl050, isl051, isl053-isl058, and isl063 were collected from the
Late Brunhes group.

5.5.4 Skaftafell

Description

Skaftafell covers an area of about 300 km2 and is located at the southern por-
tion of the Vatnajökull ice cap, approximately 50 km east of the EVZ. The Vatnajökull
glacier surrounds Skaftafell on all sides, except in the south where a low angle coastal
plain runs to the shoreline. Valley glaciers divide Skaftafell into four major sections:
(from east to west) Svı́nafell, Hafrafell, Skaftafellsheidi, and Skaftafellsfjöll. Helgason
and Duncan (2001) compiled a 2-3 km thick composite section of subaerial lava flows,
pillow basalts and hyaloclastite sequences and used magnetostratigraphy and 40K/39Ar
geochronology to describe the complex geologic history of the area. New 40Ar/39Ar
dates and detailed stratigraphy from Svı́nafell provide additional constraints on the vol-
canic history of that section (Helgason and Duncan, 2013). At least 16 interglacial and
glacial intervals are recorded in the volcanic strata over the last 5 Ma with an increasing
frequency and intensity of glacial events since #2.6 Ma. An exceptionally detailed ge-
ologic map (Helgason, 2007) accompanies the investigation of Helgason and Duncan
(2001).

The Skaftafell sections are carved by millions of years of glacial activity and
have steep valley faces that are accessible through stream channels and gullies. On
average, the highest peaks for each section reach elevations of around 1000 m above
sea level with varying degrees of slope. Thick lava flow sequences (#4.5 Ma) form
the base of the Skaftafell area with alternating layers of interglacial/glacial volcanics
stacked above. The youngest dated units at the top of each section are around 0.5 Ma.
Most volcanic units are basaltic to intermediate in composition although young acidic
formations are found at the top of Skaftafellsheidi and Skaftafellsfjöll and are fed by an
extensive dike system.

In total we sampled 32 volcanic units in Skaftafell; six from Svı́nafell (isl015-
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isl020), 16 from Skaftafellsfjöll (isl021-isl036), and 10 from Hafrafell (isl037-ial046).
At Skaftafellsheidi we walked up section SKH (see Helgason (2007)) but were unable
to find any volcanic glass.

5.6 Methods

5.6.1 Paleointensity

Fresh glassy specimens were picked and separated from larger hand samples in
the laboratory. Specimens exhibiting any visible alteration features or superficial dirt
were subjected to ultrasonic cleaning in order to remove material that could acquire a
thermal magnetic signature during laboratory treatment. For the ultrasonic treatment,
specimens were submerged in a 10% HCl solution in beakers which were then placed
in an ultrasonic water bath for 15 minutes. The water bath was chilled to prevent the
specimens from heating above 30!C and possibly acquiring a partial thermal remanent
magnetization (pTRM). Following ultrasonic cleaning, all specimens with magnetic mo-
ments greater than 10"10Am2 were placed in labeled glass tubes for the paleointensity
experiment.

We used the IZZI version of the Thellier-Thellier paleointensity experiment
(Tauxe and Staudigel, 2004) which was performed at Scripps Institution of Oceanog-
raphy using custom-built ovens. A 2G Cryogenic Magnetometer was used to make
natural remanent magnetization (NRM) and pTRM measurements at each laboratory
heating step. Specimens were subject to a 35 µT or 20 µT field during in-field steps and
pTRM alteration checks were performed at every other temperature increment. IZZI ex-
periments were carried out until at least 95% of the NRM was removed or when it was
apparent that a specimen had altered during the heating process (e.g., see Figure 5.5f).

5.6.2 First-Order Reversal Curves

Select specimens were chosen for first-order reversal curve (FORC) analysis.
FORC experiments were performed on a Princeton Measurements Vibrating Sample
Magnetometer at the Institute for Rock Magnetism at the University of Minnesota.
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FORC data were analyzed using FORCInel software of Harrison and Feinberg (2008).
Smoothing factors for each specimen were chosen based on the optimization routine in
FORCInel with values ranging from 4-10.

5.6.3 Selection Criteria

The Thellier GUI Auto Interpreter (Shaar and Tauxe, 2013) (part of the PmagPy
software distribution available at http://earthref.org/PmagPy/cookbook)was used for pa-
leointensity analysis. The Thellier GUI takes a uniform set of specimen and site level
selection statistics and calculates objective interpretations of paleointensity data. Ta-
ble 5.2 lists the selection criteria used in this study and we provide brief descriptions of
each statistic (for a complete description of all paleointensity statistics see Paterson et al.
(2014)). SCAT (Shaar and Tauxe, 2013) is a boolean statistic which uses the error on
the best-fit Arai plot (Nagata et al., 1963) slope to test the degree of scatter over a range
of NRM/TRM data points. FRAC (Shaar and Tauxe, 2013) is calculated from the NRM
fraction of a select range of NRM/TRM data points on an Arai plot and is determined
using the full difference vector sum calculation. Gap Max (Shaar and Tauxe, 2013) is
the maximum gap between two NRM/TRM data points determined by vector arithmetic.
& (Coe et al. (1978); Tauxe and Staudigel (2004)) measures the relative scatter around
the best-fit line in an Arai plot. It is defined as the ratio of the standard error of the slope
to the absolute value of the slope. DANG (Tauxe and Staudigel, 2004) is the angular dif-
ference between the NRM components used in the best-fit line and the angle that the line
anchoring the center of mass makes with the origin. MAD (Kirschvink, 1980) is a mea-
sure of scatter about the best-fit line through the NRM steps in an Arai plot. krv (called
k by Paterson (2011)) is a measure of the degree of curvature in an Arai diagram. A
more curved arc has a higher value of krv and a perfectly straight line will have a krv=0.
We use krv according to the method described in Paterson et al. (2014) and in version
1.0 of the Standard Paleointensity Definitions (SPD) website (www.paleomag.net/SPD).
krv is calculated using all NRM/TRM points in an Arai diagram, which in general is an
accurate approximation of the ‘natural’ curvature of a specimen. A threshold value of
|0.164| is shown to remove a low-field bias in sites with curved Arai plots (Paterson,
2011; Cromwell et al., 2014a). Overestimates of krv can occur if the concave-up be-
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Table 5.2: Selection statistics at the specimen and sites levels and their threshold values.
See text for a brief definition of each criterion.

Specimen
SCAT FRAC Gap Max & MAD DANG |krv|
- $ 0.78 $ 0.60 ! 0.10 ! 5.0! ! 10.0! ! 0.164

Site
nn B! B! %
$ 3 ! 4 µT ! 10 %

havior is the result of alteration at high temperatures or if the paleointensity experiment
continued after the NRM was completely removed. For specimens in which either of
these effects were observed, we calculated krv up to the temperature step immediately
prior to the onset of alteration or complete NRM removal.

Specimen and site level statistical requirements for this study were chosen based
on the criteria of Cromwell et al. (2014a). In their paleointensity analysis of modern
Hawaiian lava flows, Cromwell et al. (2014a) determined that the expected magnetic
field strength could be reproduced to within 4% after applying the criteria listed in Ta-
ble 5.2. These are appropriately strict for paleointensity investigations on volcanic glass
because the relatively high success rate of quenched material in Thellier-type experi-
ments allows for more stringent analysis without significantly limiting the quantity of
successful sites.

5.7 Representative Experimental Results

In this section we examine the range of results from the IZZI paleointensity
experiment and classify distributions of magnetic grain size and primary carriers for
magnetic remanence. Figures 5.4 shows representative specimen behaviors that are
most common in our Icelandic data set, including Arai plots that are nearly linear (Fig-
ure 5.4a), slightly curved (Figure 5.4d) or altered (Figure 5.4g).

Specimens isl007b4 and isl007b3 are from the same lava flow and show some
variability of within-site experimental behavior (Figures 5.4(a-c) and (d-f), respectively).
The Arai plot for isl007b4 is very well behaved (Figures 5.4a) and passes all require-
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ments while isl007b3 (Figure 5.4d) is slightly concave-up and fails the krv criterion.
The estimated paleointensity from the curved specimen, (isl007b3, 15.8 µT), is slightly
lower than its well behaved sister specimen (isl007b4, 16.9 µT) which is consistent with
observations of Paterson (2011) and Cromwell et al. (2014a). Specimen isl009a2 (Fig-
ure 5.4g) alters at the 300!C heating step, causing a ‘hedge hog’ shaped Arai plot at
higher temperatures. The low temperature component of this specimen is linear, but
does not pass the FRAC requirement of 0.78. In addition, the Zijderveld diagram shows
that the same low temperature component does not trend to the origin, resulting in a
DANG value greater than 10!.

Hysteresis plots (Figures 5.4b, e, h) and first-order reversal curve diagrams in
Figures 5.4c, f and i suggest the presence of high coercivity, single-domain magnetic
carriers. Specimens isl007b4 and isl009a2 have magnetization of remanence to mag-
netization of saturation (Mr/Ms) ratios of 0.31and 0.43, respectively, indicating a mag-
netic contribution from pseudo-single domain grains. Specimen isl007b3 has a high
Mr/Ms ratio of 0.64 which has been previously observed in quenched seafloor basalts
(Gee and Kent, 1995) and is shown to be the result of multi-axial single domain car-
riers (Tauxe et al., 2002; Mitra et al., 2011; Williams et al., 2011). FORC diagrams
for each specimen show a distinct high coercivity band along the x-axis, indicative of
single-domain magnetic material. This is to be expected considering the quenched vol-
canic material collected for this study is likely to be predominantly single-domain. Each
specimen also has low coercivity distributions along the y-axis frequently interpreted as
multi-domain behavior, but could equally well be caused by a super-paramagnetic frac-
tion. Interestingly, the specimen with the best behaved Arai plot, isl007b4 (Figure 5.5d),
has the greatest degree of low coercivity behavior, suggesting that it is super paramag-
netic, rather than multi-domain and underscoring the non-uniqueness of interpretations
of hysteresis behavior. Conversely, specimen isl009a2 has a beautiful FORC diagram,
but alters at a moderate temperature (# 300!C). These observations suggest that rock
magnetic analyses are not necessarily good predictors of specimen behavior during pa-
leointensity experiments.

In Figure 5.4 we looked at experimental results that represent most specimens
in our data set. We now characterize less common experimental behaviors (Figure 5.5)
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Figure 5.4: Arai plots (with inset Zijderveld diagrams and NRM-decay/TRM-growth
curves) are plotted in a, d, g. Temperature values for Arai plots are listed in degree
Celcius. pTRM checks are shown as open triangles, zero-field/in-field (ZI) temperature
steps shown as red dots and IZ steps shown in blue. The green line is the least-squares
component for selected temperature steps. X-axes in the Zijderveld diagrams are rotated
to the specimen declination. NRM-decay curves are shown in blue, TRM-growth curves
in red. Hysteresis loops (b, e, h) show the raw hysteresis data in red and the resulting
loop after paramagnetic slope corrections in blue. First-order reversal curve (FORC)
diagrams are plotted in c, f, and i, and SF is the smoothing factor applied to each FORC.
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that are found in relatively few specimens, but may pass our selection criteria, to ensure
that all results accurately reflect the ancient field strength and to justify our specimen
selection process. Specimens with low blocking temperatures may pass our selection re-
quirements (e.g., islhhd2, Figure 5.5a), but might be the result of a secondary chemical
remanent magnetization (CRM) or a viscous remnant magnetization (VRM), in which
case the resulting paleointensity estimate would not be representative of the ancient field
when the lava was emplaced. Several lava flows have specimens with low-blocking tem-
peratures (like islhhd2) and when we compared those results to sister specimens with
high blocking temperatures, we found that paleointensities for both specimen types are
comparable, indicating that the observed low-blocking temperature is likely an origi-
nal TRM. Specimen isl010a3 (Figure 5.5b) also has a small, low-blocking temperature
component (or ‘hump’) in the NRM-decay/TRM-growth curve, and is accepted by the
Thellier GUI selection routine, but the bulk of the magnetization is carried by higher
temperature minerals. This low-temperature ‘hump’ is likely a weathering feature due
to the post-emplacement production of goethite. A different example of a ‘two-humped’
(bactrian) demagnetization that is not accepted is shown in Figure 5.5c. In this case,
the low-blocking temperature component is between 300 and 400!C and is generally
followed by signs of alteration during the heating experiment. These specimens often
show different Arai slopes for each blocking temperature section, which results in the
specimen failing SCAT. In some instances the change in slope is undetectable and the
specimen will pass all selection statistics, suggesting that alteration is minimal and the
specimen can be included in site mean analysis.

Specimen isl064a6 (Figure 5.5d) shows significant alteration from the paleoin-
tensity heating experiment at around 350!. Specimens such as these with obvious alter-
ation often fail our selection criteria (usually krv), however here we use the low temper-
ature component for paleointensity analysis so long as that particular component passes
all specimen selection criteria (including FRAC).

Specimen isl009e3 (Figure 5.5e) represents a case of a physical mechanism for
a magnetic signature with two directional components. Generally these types of behav-
iors fail the Thellier Gui selection process because the large FRAC requirement results
in the MAD or DANG criteria exceeding their respective threshold values. Hyaloclastite
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Figure 5.5: Representative experimental behaviors for accepted (a, b, d, e) and rejected
(c, f) specimens. Arai plots with inset Zijderveld diagrams and NRM-decay/TRM-
growth curves are plotted for each specimen. The x-axis of the Zijderveld diagrams
are rotated to the specimen declination.

sequences consist of volcaniclastic materials, like broken pillow fragments, that are de-
posited in layers. Prior to cooling completely through the magnetic blocking tempera-
ture, volcanic fragments may rotate, resulting in more than one directional component
(see Zijderveld diagram in Figure 5.5e). For hyaloclastite specimens that exhibit a sin-
gle rotation, we accept the high-blocking temperature component, regardless of FRAC,
so long that the component passes all other selection statistics and there is no sign of
experimental alteration in the Arai plot.

Figure 5.5f (specimen A-33d) shows a small viscous remanent magnetization
component at low temperatures but the specimen alters at 300!Cwith no hope of passing
any statistical requirements. Specimens exhibiting severe alteration were often removed
from the paleointensity heating experiment prior to completion because they were sure
to fail.
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5.8 Iceland Paleointensity Results

Forty-four sites (out of 129, #35%) passed all site and specimen level selection
criteria. Paleointensity results for each site are listed in Table 5.1 and median intensity
estimates for different age groupings are listed in Table 5.3. We choose to calculate
median values, and the median absolute deviations (mad) uncertainty, rather than the
mean, because we can not assume that our intensity data is normally distributed, and the
median statistic is less affected by large outliers. Individual specimen results, statistics,
and measurement level data from this study can be found in the MagIC database at
http://earthref.org/MAGIC. Thirty-five sites are from the neovolcanic zone, and only
two are older than 110 ka (isl014b and NAL-460). The remaining neovolcanic sites are
Weichsel age (110 ka) or younger. Six of the nine non-neovolcanic sites were collected
in the Sida area, one of which, isl048/052, is the historic Laki eruption of 1783 C.E., and
another, isl047 is the#4 ka Núpahraun lava flow. The other four Sida sites are estimated
to be Late Brunhes in age and perhaps younger than 300 ka (Bergh and Sigvaldason,
1991). Two sites were successful from Skaftafell, isl020 and isl037. Site isl020 is
Brunhes age (Helgason and Duncan, 2013) and isl037 is older than 3.94 Ma Helgason
and Duncan (2001). No sites were successful from the Núpakot area.

Three of our sites (isl048, isl064, isl066) were also sampled by Stanton et al.
(2011) and Tanaka et al. (2012) for paleointensity analysis. We collected material
from glassy flow bottoms of these lavas (e.g., Figure 5.3d) while the other researchers
drilled standard paleomagnetic holes into the massive interiors. Stanton et al. (2011)
and Tanaka et al. (2012) both used the Coe variant of the Thellier-Thellier paleointen-
sity method (Coe, 1967) with pTRM checks for alteration. Tanaka et al. (2012) also
performed the Shaw intensity experiment (Shaw, 1974) on one sample per site. Average
results and uncertainties for each of the three sites are listed in Table 5.4. Mean inten-
sity values of each individual lava flow estimate are within one standard deviation of
the other estimates for the same unit, except for the Laki flow where the Tanaka et al.
(2012) mean barely exceeds the 1! limit of our site. Our estimates have a within-site
variance that is lower than Stanton et al. (2011) but slightly larger (1-2 µT) than Tanaka
et al. (2012).

We plot site results from the Brunhes epoch in Figure 5.6, excluding for the
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Table 5.3: Median paleointensity results for grouped sites. Groups are based on strati-
graphic age controls with approximate age ranges listed in kyrs. The number of sites per
group is n. BF and VADM are the median intensity and virtual axial dipole moment,
BF MAD and VADMMAD are their respective median absolute deviations.

Group Age Range n BF BF MAD VADM VADMmad

(ka) (µT) (µT) (ZAm2) (ZAm2)
Holocene 0-11 8 62.8 18.2 87.8 25.4
Late Weichsel 11-20 5 32.1 4.5 44.5 6.0
Early Weichsel 20-110 4 37.8 5.6 52.8 7.8
Weichsel 11-110 19 35.3 8.4 49.2 11.6
Late Brunhes 11-300 4 24.2 2.5 33.8 3.4
Early Brunhes 300-780 3 31.5 3.3 43.8 5.0
> 3.95 Ma 1 33.0 3.2 46.1 4.5
All sites 44 35.1 9.8 49.0 13.7
All Weichsel 11-110 28 35.1 7.3 49.0 10.2
Brunhes (ex-Hol) 11-780 35 32.7 8.1 45.7 11.3
All Brunhes 0-780 43 35.2 10.6 49.1 14.7

Table 5.4: Mean paleointensity results (µT) for three lava flows sampled in this study
and by Stanton et al. (2011) and Tanaka et al. (2012). Lava flow location names are
listed with the site labels from this study and emplacement ages.

Lava Flow
Laki Leitahraun Kapelluhraun
(isl048, 1783 C.E.) (isl064, 5.25 ± 0.21 ka) (isl066, 0.799 ka)

This Study 47.4 ± 3.8, nn=8 68.7 ± 6.4, nn=4 89.6 ± 6.3, nn=5
Stanton et al. (2011) 47.6 ± 5.1, nn=6 62.8 ± 9.1, nn=8 92.1 ± 14.5, nn=4
Tanaka et al. (2012) 51.5 ± 1.7, nn=4 64.4 ± 4.0, nn=7 —
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moment, isl037 (> 3.94 Ma), because it is the only successful site older than 0.78 Ma.
Eight sites are Holocene age with a median intensity of 62.8 ± 18.2 µT, greater than
the present day field strength in Iceland (51.2 µT) and substantially higher than most
older sites. A total of 28 sites were emplaced during the Weichsel period. We were
able to stratigraphically constrain five of those sites as Late Weichsel and four sites as
Early Weichsel, each of which has a distinct median paleointensity estimate, 32.1 ± 4.5
µT and 37.8 ± 5.6 µT, respectively. The 19 undifferentiated Weichsellian sites have a
median intensity of 35.3 ± 8.4 µT and span the range of field estimates for the Early
and Late periods, indicating that these 18 sites are temporally distributed throughout the
entire Weichsel period. Our four Late Brunhes sites have a median intensity of 24.2 ±
2.5 µT, lower than any other age group. The three Early Brunhes sites (including isl020)
have a combined field estimate of 31.5 ± 3.3 µT.

Iceland has a median field strength of 32.7 ± 8.1 µT throughout the Brunhes
from 0.78 Ma until the Holocene where the median intensity increases to 62.8 ± 18.2
µT. The median Brunhes field is equivalent to a VADM of 45.7 ± 11.3 ZAm2 and is
comparable to long-term geomagnetic field estimates of global data from Juarez et al.
(1998) (42 ± 23 ZAm2), Selkin and Tauxe (2000) (46 ± 32 ZAm2) and Tauxe et al.
(2013) (42 ZAm2). Our median Holocene VADM, 87.8 ± 25.4 ZAm2, approximates
the average present day field (80 ZAm2) and the 0-0.3 Ma field estimate of Selkin and
Tauxe (2000) (84.7± 31.0 ZAm2). Our one paleointensity site older than 780 ka, isl037,
has an average paleointensity of 33.0 ± 3.2 µT (VADM=46.1 ± 4.5 ZAm2), which
is equivalent to the median Brunhes intensity and the long term estimates mentioned
above.

5.9 Discussion

The strict selection criteria and experimental methodologies used in our study
are not widely reproduced in the published literature and there are currently no data
from comparable experiments at high latitude. Accurate paleointensity results from
both polar regions are required to sufficiently evaluate potential long-term non-dipole
structures in the Arctic or Antarctic. In their Antarctica paper, Lawrence et al. (2009)
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applied similar site and specimen level selection statistics to those in this paper, but
their threshold values for each statistic are much looser, especially the required fraction
of NRM (fvds $ 0.30; see Paterson et al. (2014)) which is less than half of our required
FRAC value ($ 0.78). Paleointensity estimates calculated from low percent fractions
of NRM (<#40 to 50%) are often incorrect and are usually biased to higher intensity
values (Chauvin et al., 2005) when authors select the steep, low temperature component
in the Arai plot. The error resulting from low NRM fractions is the result of poorly be-
haved intensity data, where alteration or concave-up Arai plots can produce NRM/TRM
diagrams with variable slopes. Accurate specimen intensity estimates depend on linear
NRM/TRM plots which should be constrained using objective selection statistics such
as krv (Paterson, 2011; Paterson et al., 2014) or a combination of SCAT (Shaar and
Feinberg, 2013) and a large NRM fraction. Mean site-level paleointensity estimates
will have greater uncertainties and could be systematically biased (e.g., Chauvin et al.
(2005); Paterson (2011); Cromwell et al. (2014a) unless each specimen has a significant
linear component and objective statistical controls.

We downloaded available high latitude measurement level data from McMurdo,
Antarctic (Lawrence et al., 2009) and Jan Mayen, Norway (Cromwell et al., 2013a)
from the MagIC Database and applied our strict selection criteria. From McMurdo, two
Brunhes age sites met our specimen and site level requirements, mc35 (0.12± 0.01Ma;
24.8± 0.59 µT) and mc217 (0.16± 0.01Ma; 30.2± 3.77 µT) as well as one Matuyama
aged site, mc50 (1.9 ± 0.1 Ma; 34.7 ± 0.33 µT). From Jan Mayen we recovered one
site from the Brunhes epoch, jm012 (0.29 ± 0.02 Ma, 31.9 ± 1.3 µT). Unfortunately,
four comparable intensity results are too few to make a reasonable evaluation of field
behavior, therefore we focus our discussion on the Icelandic intensity results presented
in the previous section and published directional results from the literature.

Figure 5.7a shows VADMs for our Holocene sites (n=8) along with the predicted
Icelandic CALS10k.1b curve (Korte et al., 2011) and the median VADM of all eight
sites. Our new data and CALS10k.1b show a peak intensity at 2 ka followed by a steady
decline in dipole moment to about the present day field strength. VADMs from this later
time period show an increased variability, due in part to the large age uncertainties for
our Iceland results. Overall, our Holocene paleointensity data from Iceland follow the
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behavior of existing global intensity models.
VADMs of our Brunhes age sites (11-780 ka; n=35) in Figure 5.7b generally

agree with the PADM2M dipole moment model of Ziegler et al. (2011), especially when
taking into account the rather large age uncertainties for some sites. Most VADMs range
from #40-70 ZAm2 and all but four Brunhes sites are weaker than the present day
field (80 ZAm2). Several sites of Weichsel age significantly underestimate PADM2M
at the dipole low around 40 ka, suggesting that they might have been emplaced during
the Laschamp excursion. The three Brunhes age literature sites are consistent with the
Icelandic Brunhes data, which might imply that northern and southern high latitude
regions have similar paleointensities. The two sites older than 780 ka (isl037 and mc50)
are equal to the median Brunhes age field strength from our Icelandic data (45.7 ± 11.3
ZAm2), suggesting that the median dipole moment expressed at high latitudes may be
constant over several million years.

The median value of our Icelandic paleointensity results is indistinguishable at
themad uncertainty level to long-term geomagnetic field strength calculations by Selkin
and Tauxe (2000) and Tauxe et al. (2013) (46 and 42 ZAm2, respectively), but signifi-
cantly lower than the long-term estimate of Tauxe and Yamazaki (2007) (63 ZAm2) and
the median Brunhes intensity of PADM2M (62.1 ZAm2). These global intensity calcu-
lations are based on compilations of paleointensity results and are largely dependent on
the selection criteria used to select published data. The fact that problems persist in the
global database is evident from the lack of a dipole signal in the compilation shown in
Figure 5.1. While we have confirmed the low intensities for high northerly latitude sites,
it remains to be seen whether the average intensity values for low and mid latitude sites
will survive the stricter data selection criteria advocated by Cromwell et al. (2014a).

If we expand our discussion to include directional data at high latitudes we see
that there may be some significant differences between the Arctic and Antarctic. Rela-
tively high directional scatter from Antarctic lava flows (Lawrence et al., 2009) suggest
a field structure that may be unique to high southern latitudes. Arctic paleodirectional
data (n=37) for 0-2 (Cromwell et al., 2013a) and 0-10 Ma (Cromwell et al., 2014b) show
a reduced dispersion of unfiltered virtual geographic poles (VGPs) relative to Antarc-
tica (n=128), consistent with observations of directional scatter between hemispheres
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for modern and recent (Korte et al., 2011) field evaluations. Unfiltered VGP dispersion
values at high northern latitudes (e.g., Udagawa et al. (1999); Cromwell et al. (2013a))
generally agree with the PSV model TK03 (Tauxe and Kent, 2004) (which assumes a
geocentric axial dipole field), while, dispersion estimates from Antarctica exceed the
PSV predictions of TK03 and are better predicted by TK03-like models with a small ḡ02
component (Cromwell et al., 2014b). Arctic PSV analysis and the correlation of Ice-
landic paleointensities with long-term global averages, suggests that the geomagnetic
field at high northern latitudes is consistent with a geocentric axial dipole for the last
million years. Time averaged field structures in Antarctica, however, cannot be properly
addressed at this time because there are too few Antarctic paleointensity data that meet
our selection criteria. The three results that are comparable suggest that there may not
be a significant difference between Antarctic and Arctic paleointensity but the paucity of
southern hemisphere data means that the possibility of hemispheric asymmetry between
the two regions can not be excluded.

5.10 Conclusions

We present a new collection of high-quality paleointensity results from Iceland.
Forty-three sites span the Brunhes epoch (0-780 ka) and one site is estimated to be older
than 3.94 Ma. We collected quenched material from subaerial and subglacial volcanic
units across the island and performed the IZZI-modified Thellier-Thellier experiment
on all sites. Strict site and specimen selection criteria likely recover the ancient field
strength with 1!-uncertainties not exceeding 4 µT or 10% of the site mean.

Eight Holocene sites behave similarly to the CALS10k.1b intensity model (Korte
et al., 2011) and have a median virtual axial dipole moment of 87.8±25.4 ZAm2 (62.8±
18.2 µT), which is consistent with the present day average field strength (80 ZAm2)
and the 0-0.3 Ma estimate of Selkin and Tauxe (2000) (84.7 ± 31.0 ZAm2). The 35
Brunhes age sites (11-780 ka) have a median VADM of 45.7 ± 11.3 ZAm2 (32.7 ±
8.1 µT), indistinguishable at the mad uncertainty level to long-term geomagnetic field
strength calculations by Selkin and Tauxe (2000) (46 ZAm2) and Juarez et al. (1998) and
Tauxe et al. (2013) (42 ZAm2). Agreement between our median Iceland field estimate
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(excluding Holocene data) and some global average estimates suggest a GAD-like field
intensity at high northern latitudes, at least for the Brunhes epoch.

Recent PSV studies observe different VGP dispersion values between the Arctic
and Antarctic, suggesting asymmetric field structures at high latitude. Published inten-
sity results, analyzed using our strict selection criteria, from Antarctica (n=3; Lawrence
et al. (2009)) and JanMayen, Norway (n=1; Cromwell et al. (2013a)) are consistent with
our Icelandic data and do not imply a difference between polar regions. Unfortunately,
there are too few high-quality paleointensity results from Antarctica to properly evaluate
geomagnetic field strength at high latitudes.
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